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Abstract 
This exegesis explores the historical and conceptual background and motivation 
for my practice-based research (presented on 3
rd
 November 2017 as Falling into 
herself:  Interrogatory verticality in modern and postmodern dance) into the 
ways in which modern dance artists and thinkers have interrogated verticality and 
standing. The exegesis identifies the ways in which modern dance has 
destabilised conventional associations of uprightness with stasis and control 
through foregrounding our embodied relationship with gravity; and extending 
from this, isolating the phenomenon of weight and interrogating the experience of 
weighted-ness. In engaging with the work of Genevieve Stebbins who is 
considered a bridge between American Delsartism and modern dance, this 
exegesis finds weighted uprightness to be a spatio-temporal phenomenon which 
involves experience of changing intensities, characterised by perceptions of 
movement and stillness. The research examines the ways in which the weighting 
of verticality connects the work of modern dance artists (beginning with 
Stebbins) to key to formal developments in artistic modernism, in particular the 
filmic technique of montage.  
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Introductory Statement 
A poetics seeks to define and uncover in a work of art what touches us, animates our sensibility, 
and resonates in our imagination. Thus poetics is the ensemble of creative conducts that give 
birth, meaning and sensuous existence to a work…But poetics also has a more particular mission: 
it does not only tell us what a work of art does to us, it teaches us how it is made…In other words 
what path does the artist follow to reach the point where the artistic act is available to perception, 
there where our consciousness can discover it and begin to resonate with it? (Louppe 2010:4). 
In this research which investigates the ways in which modern dance has 
interrogated verticality, rather than seeking to emulate directly the movement 
styles of certain modern dance artists, following Laurence Louppe, I have sought 
to make apprehendable a ‘poetics’ of verticality (2010:4).  
A key element of my research process has been the identification of the practice 
of ‘attending to weight’ as a defamiliarising method which enables the 
examination of the ‘making’ or the perceptual emergence of bodily states in the 
vertical register. Louppe contends that the phenomenon of weight and the 
recognition of it as a ‘primordial poetic investment’ has been, ‘one of the great 
discoveries of contemporary dance’ (2010: 65). 
To accept weight and to work with it as one might work with a living and productive material has 
been a founding principle of dance modernity (2010:65). 
My methodology draws upon Steve Paxton’s postmodern dance practice which I 
call ‘Standing Still’ but which is also known as ‘The Small Dance’ (Hulton 
1975:3). This practice interrogates verticality through a receptive, perceptually 
engaged attention to one’s bodily experience while standing and facilitates the 
apprehension of one’s own (mutable) sense of weighted-ness while upright 
(Hulton 1975:3).  
The decision to base my methodology on the notion of defamiliarisation arose 
from my recognition that this concept both resonates with and activates key 
theoretical and practical concerns emerging from the (kin)aesthetic legacy of 
modern dance, in particular the recognition that artists associated with the 
tradition of modern dance have challenged familiar cultural and aesthetic norms 
regarding movement and foregrounded the body as generative of new perceptual 
experiences.    
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Following the work of Isadora Duncan, John Martin, Paxton, Genevieve 
Stebbins, Rudolf Laban and others, this project has aimed to underscore the 
significance of weight as integral to embodiment and the key ingredient in the 
kinaesthetic communication between dancer and audience, where forms of the 
vertical emerge and are perceived.   
My ‘finding’ of the work of American Delsartist Genevieve Stebbins in the 
second year of my research was an uncanny experience for me as the subtle shifts 
of weight underpinning her ‘Harmonic Poise’ exercises seemed to prefigure the 
kind of bodily attention foregrounded in Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’. In addition, 
like Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’, Stebbins’ exercises (as set out in her book Delsarte 
System of Expression 1902) depended on language rather than physical 
demonstration to convey movement processes and to evoke bodily states.  
With regard to examining how movement emerges or is made, I found that 
reading Stebbins’ instructions and listening to them as I read out loud gave me  
freedom to explore the phenomenon of weighted-ness and to sense the nuances 
and subtleties of the poetic terrain invoked in her exercises. Through this process 
I was both interpreting and re-making Stebbins’ material. Here, I came to 
understand that Stebbins’ historical unfamiliarity was enabling new bodily 
perceptions. In addition, my engagement with Stebbins’ work produced both a 
further refinement and conceptual extension of my methodology wherein the 
minimalist swaying and oppositional actions emphasised in her ‘Harmonic Poise’ 
exercises, together with her elaboration of the Delsartean principles of 
opposition, succession and poise in her practice of ‘Artistic Statue-Posing’ 
provided explicit ways to examine the expressive or affective charge of weight in 
the micro-kinaesthetic terrain of Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’.  
Further to this, Carrie Preston’s (2009) theoretical connection of Delsartean 
statue-posing with the emergence of early twentieth century filmic technique of 
montage inspired the assembly method I decided to employ in constructing the 
examination performance. Preston’s proposal that the cutting and isolating 
techniques associated with montage ‘actually emerges from the conception of the 
jointed, posed, expressive, Delsartean body’ (2009:231) suggested to me that an 
‘interrupted’ approach to the sequencing of movement material would work best 
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as the logic of assembly for the performance. The performance as research 
needed to both elicit an intimate micro-engagement from, and have a 
defamiliarising effect on, the audience. 
As explained in my ‘Performance Framing Document’ attending to the 
connection between successive action and weight, (and my finding that our 
weighted relation with gravity produces both spatial and temporal a/effects) led 
me to consider Stebbins’ statue-posing and Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A in dialectical 
terms as I recognised that both are fundamentally concerned with the a/effects of 
weight and flow: Stebbins’ statue-posing manipulates weight through juxtaposing 
periods of stillness which she calls ‘climaxes’ with periods of continuous, 
successional movement, whereas in Trio A Rainer manipulates weight through 
her focus on continuous movement together with the flattening of climax and 
accent.  
 In my performance exam I aimed to make this dialectical proposition visible. To 
do this I reconstructed phrases from Trio A reversing the original succession of 
the movements in order to draw attention (through a defamiliarising technique) to 
the ongoing nature of the movement flow and to Rainer’s maintenance of a 
moderated, uninflected sense of weight and tonus. When assembling the 
performance material I inserted Rainer’s successionally ongoing phrases between 
the punctuated flow of the phrases I had made based on Stebbins’ statue-posing 
technique. 
It should also be noted that title of the performance exam Falling into Herself: 
Modern Dance Interrogates Verticality is different from the title of the exegesis. 
The title of the performance was formulated when I wrote the proposal at the 
outset of the research. The first part of the title is taken from a statement by 
Martha Graham, ‘All falls are into the body—into yourself’ (in Horosko 
1991:144). At the time of the performance exam this title still seemed to speak to 
the practical research, as Graham’s statement confounds the common or familiar 
meaning of falling as suggesting an ex-centric action, and evokes the close micro-
kinaesthetic terrain I was concerned to explore and reveal. However, following 
the performance, as I was writing the exegesis, I decided to replace Graham’s 
statement with Stebbins’ statement ‘You are now in Harmonic Poise’. Stebbins 
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uses this phrase to describe the subtle balancing of weight and tension that can be 
realised through of the inculcation of Delsartean movement principles of 
opposition, succession and poise—of which the contrapposto stance is  primary 
exemplar. Due to the centrality of Stebbins’ work in this project and in a 
particular my close work with her ‘Harmonic Poise’ exercises, I decided that the 
title You are now in Harmonic Poise: Modern Dance interrogates Verticality 
would be more fitting for the exegesis. 
Chapters One, Two and Three of this exegesis are concerned with identifying the 
significance of verticality and its interrogation within the discourses, works and 
practices associated with modern dance and the connection of this investigation 
to broader cultural forms and meanings of verticality. Chapters Four and Five 
focus on my description of the processes I undertook together with insights I 
gained while working with Stebbins’ instructional manual which, as I have 
explained above, was a key source of the discovery or apprehension of a poetics 
of verticality. In Chapter Six, the Conclusion, I consider how this research has 
uncovered a poetics of verticality indebted to (micro)shifts of weight, revealing 
verticality to be a multiply variable phenomenon on a common theme linking 
Stebbins’ Delsarte with postmodern dance: the poetic elaboration and articulation 
of the human stance as a phenomenon. Following this finding I also suggest 
further avenues for research into the ways in which modern dance has 
interrogated verticality through the continued examination and utilisation of the 
modern dance archive. 
Chapter Summaries 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
This chapter foregrounds the notion of a ‘vertical archive’ as an overarching 
concept which I have employed to raise the presence or figure of verticality and 
its significance in the works, ideas and practices of key artists from the tradition 
of modern dance. At the beginning of this chapter I explain that the inspiration to 
research the phenomenon of verticality in modern dance arose from my practice 
of ‘Standing Still’—which I have called ‘vertical archive no.1’.  
Chapter 2 Methodology, Research Process and Performance 
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This chapter explains the formulation of my methodology which connects the 
notions of dehabitualisation and defamilarisation with the significance of the 
experience of weight as perceptually transformative and able to reveal new ways 
of apprehending verticality. In this chapter I also describe and reflect upon the 
key stages of my research process and provide an explanation of the 
compositional structure and content decisions that I made in the process of 
assembling material for my performance exam.   
Chapter 3 Imaginaries of the Vertical  
This chapter examines fundamental cultural assumptions or ‘givens’ concerning 
the nature of verticality in Western culture, in particular the association of 
verticality with rationality and stability. Against the grain of these culturally 
pervasive associations, this chapter also examines the ways in which artists from 
the tradition of modern dance have produced alternative, heterogeneous 
imaginaries of verticality arising from their attention to the life and expression of 
the body and to their own bodily experiences.   
Chapter Four: Retracing verticality with Genevieve Stebbins 
This chapter describes my engagement with the work of Stebbins’ ‘Harmonic 
Poise of Bearing’ exercises as they are written in her 1902 instructional manual 
Delsarte System of Expression. I reflect upon the a/effects generated through the 
textual (rather than person-to person) transmission of her exercises and explain 
the ways in which Stebbins’ language heightened my awareness of the potential 
for subtle change within verticality created by the actions and a/effects of weight.  
Chapter Five Coming to Life as a statue  
This chapter examines the ways in which Stebbins’ practice of ‘Artistic Statue 
Posing’ which, even in its time, was considered to be somewhat trivial (Ruyter 
1999:116, Lake 2008:2) produced an inherently analytical, modernist form of 
body practice, that unsettled (and continues to unsettle) deep cultural associations 
between uprightness, stillness and rationality.  
Chapter 6 Conclusion 
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In the conclusion I identify that through this practice-based research, I have found 
that artists from the tradition of modern dance have challenged the conventional 
cultural associations linking human uprightness with a spatially-oriented, static 
conception of verticality. Through Stebbins’ work in particular, I was able to 
uncover a modernist poetics of verticality indebted to (micro) shifts of weight 
which revealed uprightness to be a multiply variable, spatio-temporal  
phenomenon. 
In recognising my close engagement with Stebbins’ work in the shaping of a 
particular poetics of verticality, I also suggest other ways in which the modern 
dance archive provides rich material with which the phenomenon of verticality 
and its interrogation can be further investigated.  
My contribution is in part the developing of a research practice where shift of 
weight is foregrounded through extending ‘Standing Still’ as a detailed research 
process applicable to other historical works. 
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Chapter 1  
 Introduction  
Assembling a vertical archive No.1: ‘Standing Still’ 
This inquiry has a history in my studio practice which in the fifteen years 
preceding this project was a solo practice focussed on improvisatory processes. In 
this practice I regularly included Steve Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ and this exercise 
in particular provoked my interest in the nature and possibilities of verticality. 
‘Standing Still’ was developed by Paxton during the 1970s. It has a ‘sensing’ 
character inviting the release of habitual muscular tension while also requiring a 
non-volitional ‘noticing’ of bodily experience. According to Paxton, in this 
process of de-habituating the action or activity of standing, one finds movement 
rather than stillness: 
 So we call it standing still because everybody knows what that means and then you point out that 
in the midst of standing still something else is occurring and that the name for that is the Small 
Dance (Paxton in Hulton 1975:3). 
 In his 1975 interview with Peter Hulton, Paxton notes that it is the practice of, 
‘the stopping itself that is really important’. Stopping, according to Paxton, is the 
basis of a defamiliarsation of the pedestrian or ‘every day’ that produces new 
perceptions of embodiment. He explains, ‘I began to notice that there were all 
these things very close to the surface that we maintain to get through the day that 
were in fact profound experiences’ (1975:6). In engaging with Paxton’s approach 
to ‘Standing Still’ I have found the conscious stilling of the body to ‘witness’ 
one’s sensations also produces perceptions related to the experiences of both 
closeness and distance: For example, I have noticed that if I think about 
beginning to move my limbs, I feel a heightened sense of being acted upon after a 
period of stillness, (feeling remote from the lifting of my arm, for example) 
despite being the agent of my action. With regard to verticality, I also report that 
the thick, close sensation I experience in the contact between my feet and the 
ground is felt as below ‘me’ as though apprehended ‘through’ the distance of my 
legs. I also often feel the suspension of head and torso over my pelvis, legs and 
feet in terms of ‘being held over’, or ‘holding over’, where distance connoted in 
the notion of suspension is the feeling of the head and torso being supported in 
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space ‘for free’. And yet, the strong sense of being on the inside of this 
experience adds a sense of perceptual intimacy.   
Is verticality antithetical to modern dance? 
As indicated in Paxton’s comment above that, ‘we call it standing still because 
everybody knows what that means’, verticality connotes a rather static image of 
an erect form, the kind valued in the highly regulated codes of ballet. Here, the 
notion of verticality, and by association human uprightness, has been conceived 
according to courtly posture and objective or Euclidean concepts of space. In 
contrast to classical ballet, which throughout its history has been identified with 
the principle of the vertical, modern dance has often been associated with the 
horizontal dimension.  This depiction may seem apposite in light of the many and 
complex ways artists from this tradition have developed of moving on, and close 
to the ground.  
Roger Copeland finds this trait most prevalent in early twentieth century modern 
dance. He characterises it somewhat disparagingly as a, ‘ “ love affair with the 
ground” ’ (2004:212). Ted Shawn also distinguishes American modern dance 
from ballet through its proximity with the ground, however, he emphasises the 
phenomenon of weight as underpinning new movement forms: 
 The emphasis of 19th Century ballet, with ballerinas on point, and the male dancers striving to 
leap as high as possible, was on elevation —and to use the floor as that from which one took off; 
whereas the American modern dancer needs for profound dynamics of meaning, a feeling of great 
mass, great weight, and makes much more use of sustained contact between the body of the 
dancer and the floor in lying, sitting, kneeling etc.(1954:63). 
Shawn also draws attention to the way that, ‘the American modern dancer has 
taken falling as a fundamental movement pattern of the human body, and made 
abstract use of falling’. On the other hand, for Shawn, ballet employed falling 
purely as a theatrical device, ‘to express the same things the actor does’ 
(1954:53).  
From my experience with Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’, I have come to query a 
simple binary analysis of the way modern dance and ballet differ. Employing the 
figures of the vertical and the horizontal to distinguish modern dance from ballet  
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can limit the apprehension of the ways in which artists from the modern dance 
tradition have produced differing poetics of upright posture. Paxton’s ‘Standing 
Still’ is of particular note here as it is an explicit practice–based enquiry into the 
nature of uprightness itself. My own research makes a further contribution to that 
enquiry. 
Assembling a vertical archive no. 2: early modern dance on film  
Paxton identifies ‘Standing Still’ as a process which ‘opens’ people through 
awareness of their (muscle) tone to engage in dancing, particularly in ‘contact’ or 
CI (1975:6)
1
.
 In my case, I have found that the practice of ‘Standing Still’ has 
opened me to vertical forms in the world including to my memories of dance 
works by artists such as Doris Humphrey and Martha Graham which I first saw 
on film more than thirty years ago. Some of these images have re-surfaced, 
intermingling with more recent experiences and producing what I would call a 
vertical archive, or collections of memories relating to verticality. For example, 
walking around the banks of a lake while on holiday a few years ago, I ‘saw’ 
Doris Humphrey’s Shakers (1931)—clumps of tall reeds, with some swept back 
by the wind into low fanning spirals—Humphrey’s ecstatic worshipers. As I 
began my research I found that these films, or excerpts from them, are now 
readily accessible on Youtube.
2
 Re-viewing original works by early modern 
dancers, I was taken by the dancerly invention and the skill evident in their 
execution of obtuse lunges, falls and spirals, as well as more overt explorations of 
uprightness.  For example, in Doris Humphrey’s Air for a G String (1928) she 
and her dancers lyrically invoke the upper atmospheres and highest notes of what 
Laurence Louppe has called ‘the ascending-descending axis which locates us 
between earth and sky’ (2010:139). With their chests and heads lifted, the 
dancers create long upward arcs. They appear to be conduits of both upward and 
                                                 
1
 Steve Paxton is considered to be a key instigator of the dance form known as Contact 
Improvisation. In the mid-1970s together with other dancers including Nancy Stark Smith, Daniel 
Lepkoff and Lisa Nelson, Paxton developed a form of dance which foregrounded the sensing of 
weight and touch between people dancing ‘in contact’ with each other (1998:21-26).   
 
2
 For example, Ernestine Stodelle who danced with Humphrey narrates a short film entitled Doris 
Humphrey Technique its creative Potential with Four Early Dances. This film includes Air for a 
G String https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-yn_Kw2O40 uploaded Feb 2012 retrieved Oct 15 
2014. 
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downward streaming energies – the downward materialised in the long fabric 
trains that flow behind them.  
Can verticality stand for modern dance? 
Modern dance artists beginning with Isadora Duncan, defined themselves in 
opposition to ballet and yet Duncan’s well-known account of her practice of 
standing for ‘long intervals’ in order to sense, ‘the central spring of all 
movement’ (Duncan 1928:84), figures verticality at the origins of modern dance 
and as key to Duncan’s creative process. While this ‘claiming of verticality’ for 
Duncan and modern dance might seem to perpetuate a binary schema of 
horizontality/verticality, the nature of both Duncan’s and Paxton’s standing 
suggests a phenomenological kind of intertwining of mind and body which 
unsettles associations of verticality with the rational according to which the head 
or mind is understood as controlling the irrational (matter) of the body from 
above.  
It is interesting to note, too, that both Paxton’s and Duncan’s practices engage 
with standing upright as a basis or ground for techniques of perception that 
require an attentive inaction. This kind of interrogation of verticality, through 
individual experiences of ‘Standing Still’, suggests an original investment in the 
body prior to dancing that connects with Duncan’s overarching philosophy, 
according to which dance is, ‘ “ not only the art that gives expression to the 
human soul through movement but also the foundation of a complete conception 
of life” ’(in Daly 1995:30). The first tenet of Duncan’s theory of dance reads: 
‘Our first conception of beauty is gained from the human body’ (in Daly 
1995:30). In this tenet, as Duncan biographer Ann Daly explains, Duncan 
envisions the ‘proportions and symmetry’ of the body as the original form of 
natural beauty:  
[man] could have no consciousness of the Beauty surrounding him—his knowledge of the beauty 
of Earth forms—& from that his conception of architecture painting and sculpture and all art 
originally comes from his first consciousness of the nobility & Beauty in the lines of his own 
body (Duncan in Daly 1995:30). 
 While Duncan’s utopian investment in the body reiterates classical aesthetic 
values it can also be linked to Paxton’s discourse, wherein attention to one’s 
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muscles and bones can be a source of liberation from the tensions and constraints 
of social norms imposed on the body. In Duncan’s case, she was particularly 
concerned with the overt constraint of women’s anatomical form imposed by 
corsetry: 
I have before me on my desk the correct drawing of a women’s skeleton—The form of the 
skeleton is beautiful & its chief beauty rests in the fact that the ribs rest lightly & far separated—
This gives to the [form] its lightness and strength. I look from this beautiful design of a woman’s 
skeleton on my desk to the dummy forms across the way [in a dressmaker’s shop] …and I can not  
find any analogy between the form of this woman’s skeleton & those dummy forms whose ribs 
are pressed tightly together... (Duncan in Daly 1995, p.30). 
Duncan’s fifth tenet that, ‘Movement should correspond to the mover’ also 
reiterates the value of each individual’s unique bodily form and of this being the 
original source of movement. Indicating the ongoing significance of Duncan’s 
ideas, Laurence Louppe echoes a number of her tenets in her identification of the 
primary ‘values’ of modern dance from the perspective of the twentieth century:   
These values sometimes undergo opposite treatments but are nevertheless always recognisable: 
the individualisation of the body and original movement expressing a non-transferable identity or 
project; the production and not reproduction, of movement (from out of the sensible sphere of 
each person–or from a deep and willing commitment to another’s choices); work on the 
matter/material of the body, of the self…the non-anticipation of form…(and) the importance of 
gravity as a spring for movement (whether through playing with it or giving oneself up to it) 
(2010:17).
3
  
Modern dance, gravity and weighting verticality 
Both Duncan’s and Paxton’s engagement with uprightness bestow a certain 
authenticity on uprightness as a ‘sensible sphere’ that, when not taken for 
granted, can yield fundamental insights about embodiment and its relation to 
dance. Their iconic standing practices invoke the modern dance tradition as an 
individual artist beginning with her/his ‘everyday’ embodiment and implicates its 
corollary–the common potential of ‘everybody’ to generate new forms. In 
                                                 
3
 It should also be noted here that while Duncan’s notion that ‘movement should correspond to 
the mover’ implies a recognition of the individual nature of embodiment, Louppe also updates 
Duncan’s connection of the body with classical ideas of proportion and symmetry, emphasising 
instead that modern dance produces a culture engaged with the continual ‘reinvent(ion)’of the 
body (2010: 44).   
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addition, the exploratory character of both Duncan’s and Paxton’s standing 
practices which are not explicitly directed toward lexicon or choreographic 
production—but to sensing ‘multiple tendencies’ and variations in the body—
foreground that body as a site of knowledge and creativity, and present an 
interrogatory approach to the lived vertical posture as active from the beginnings 
of modern dance
4
. 
The connection between Duncan and Paxton also represents the longstanding 
concern of modern dance artists with the body itself and its relationship to the 
world. In this sphere, as Louppe has indicated, gravity has emerged as a 
phenomenon with which modern dance artists have forged an enduring alliance. 
The significance of gravity in Duncan’s discourse is evidence of her influence in 
this regard. In her 1903 Dance of the Future manifesto Duncan evokes gravity as 
the ‘movement of the universe concentrating in an individual’ thereby fusing a 
dancer’s individual strivings within the rhythm of the cosmic pulse (1977:55). 
Daly portrays the way in which Duncan’s movement style embodied these ideas:   
Rejecting the extreme lightness of ballet (Duncan) emphasised groundedness as its necessary 
complement and foundation. Though her upper body soared her lower body was resiliently strong 
and well-rooted, giving an appearance of a Will–or in other words, an inner force, very present in, 
responding to and acting in the world’ (1995:32).  
Duncan’s grounded soaring foreshadows the specific connection between 
upwardness, downwardness and gravity that Louppe identifies as pervading the 
culture of modern dance. For Louppe, ‘verticality has nothing to do with the erect 
stance’ (2010:140), rather, following Duncan, Humphrey and other modern dance 
artists, Louppe evokes weighted human uprightness as an ‘ascending- 
descending’ axis which conveys the euphoria of both Duncan’s buoyant strivings 
and the gift of non-volitional suspension:  
For a dancer …it is a question of suspension: that which connects us as weighted bodies to a sky 
into which we never stop falling… (2010:141). 
Experiencing ourselves as weighted 
                                                 
4
 Marie Bardet and Isabelle Ginot use the phrase ‘multiple tendencies’ in describing the kind of 
bodily experience and temporality that can be produced through the practice of the Feldenkrais 
Method. I found their description of ‘a present thick with multiple tendencies’ resonated with the 
moment-to-moment attention to variability underpinning both Paxton’s and Duncan’s standing 
practices (2012: 23).  
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The ‘weighted bodies’ Louppe imagines, points to the way modern dance artists 
have produced techniques and practices concerned with the effects of gravity 
through a sensitisation to the experience of weight. Doris Humphrey’s 
development of the ‘Fall and Recovery principle’ as formulated in her 
paradigmatic movement sequence: ‘fall, rebound and suspension’ is a notable 
example of such an exploration of weighted-ness. The sequence of these actions 
is summarised by Ernestine Stodelle who danced with Humphrey and has been a 
principal transmitter of her legacy:  
Fall:  From the static point of poised equilibrium, the body begins to fall, slowly at first, and then 
with accelerating speed as it succumbs to gravitational pull’; Rebound: ‘When a collapse is 
imminent a counter movement takes place in which the body springs back’; Suspension: ‘the 
transitory stage of the body momentarily supporting itself off-balance before returning to 
equilibrium  (1978:20).  
While Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ and Humphrey’s ‘Fall and Recovery’ both figure 
verticality as an unstable condition, Humphrey’s falls and rebounds display a 
more deliberate displacement of weight and therefore mobilise a more dynamic 
play with gravitational force. As Humphrey herself explains, this is because her 
approach to dance was developed from her desire to explore qualitative 
differences between stability and disequilibrium. At the same time, her 
conception of ‘Fall and Recovery’ as she describes it below, is also indebted to a 
micro-analysis of the animate body. Her analysis here resonates with Paxton’s 
attunement to the incremental movements of the ‘small dance’. Humphrey writes, 
Falling and recovering is the very stuff of movement, the constant flux which is going on in every 
living body, in all its tiniest parts, all the time. Nor is this all, for the process has a psychological 
meaning as well. I recognized these emotional overtones very early and instinctively responded 
very strongly to the exciting danger of the fall and the repose and peace of recovery’ (Humphrey 
in Stodelle, 1974:15). 
 Modern dance language: weighting verticality 
Humphrey’s ‘Fall and Recovery principle’ and the process of ‘Standing Still’ are 
practices in which bodily experience tests, and is tested, in relation to the 
conceptualisation of movement and the body. However, the centrality of the 
phenomenon of weight, or weighted-ness and its significance within the overall 
poetics of modern dance has been most comprehensively theorised by dance 
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critic John Martin (1893-1985) in his notion of the ‘Movement Sense’(1989) 
formulated in the 1930s and by European dance theorist Rudolf Laban (1879-
1958) in his Effort Elements–Space, Weight, Time and Flow (Bartenieff & Lewis 
1980)
5
.
 
 
Dance critic John Martin’s analysis of the way modern dance communicates with 
its audience, explicated in his notion of ‘the Movement Sense’ highlights the 
impact of our physical sensitisation to weight, both our own weight, and that of 
the world of objects with which we engage
6. While Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ is 
practitioner-focused, Martin’s discourse concerns the way modern dance 
communicates with its audience. Like Paxton, however, an understanding of what 
underlies habituated or taken for granted embodiment underpins his central thesis 
(1989:12). In delineating the nature of the ‘Movement Sense’ Martin draws 
attention to the normally unperceived activation of weight and force inherent to 
bodily existence. He explains:  
Through the agency of the movement sense we are able to regulate the force of our movements, to 
co-ordinate them so that objects can be picked up or put down and to make hundreds more 
otherwise impossible motor adjustments without which we could not begin to carry on a single 
day’s normal activity (1989:14). 
As Martin explains, the physical complexity and intimacy of the ‘Movement 
Sense’ is produced in our relationship to the world, especially through our 
perception of weight. He explains this interaction using the example of an 
encounter with a ‘log lying across a path’ which, just in sighting it, ‘awakens in 
us a pattern of movement responses based on our memory of previous 
experiences with the weight of objects’ (1989:15). This response, according to 
Martin, enlivens ‘muscular forces that will be brought into play and the energy 
involved in lifting this particular log’, although ‘we need not actually lift it’ (my 
italics) (15). It is these archives of our experiences with weight and force that are 
                                                 
5
 Louppe notes that, ‘the poetic function is specific in that it immanently involves the intervention 
of a double artistic point of view: a subject …of the creative act in close relation with an 
interlocutor whose sensibility the former seeks to touch at the threshold of an aesthetic 
response…’ (2010: 4). 
 
6
  John Martin was the dance critic for the New York Times from 1927 until 1962. Jack Anderson 
calls him, ‘a firm supporter of the modern dancers’, who, ‘was present almost at the creation’ of 
American modern dance (Anderson in Martin 1989:vii). 
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activated, according to Martin, when witnessing modern dance. Despite the 
relative stillness of the audience Martin claims, ‘We shall cease to be spectators 
and become participants … sitting quietly in our chairs we will nevertheless be 
dancing synthetically with all our musculature’ (1989:23).  
Like Martin’s, the great insight of Laban’s movement analysis, according to 
Louppe, is that it considers the body to be animate or ‘in movement’ (2010:63). 
This focus on the animate body in Laban’s work also reveals the importance of 
the experience of weighted-ness, through the action of gravity, as the basis of our 
embodied relation with the world. Whereas Martin identifies the range and 
nuance of our sensitisation to weight and force, Laban’s four Effort elements –
‘weight’, ‘flow’, ‘space’ and ‘time’ circumscribe a poetic system, the elements of 
which enable a comprehensive account of the nature and qualities of animate 
human life.  
Irmgard Bartenieff who trained with Laban describes the ‘weight element’ as 
relating to the question of ‘what is my impact?’ As this question indicates, the 
sensing of weight, according to Laban’s system, can be registered on a spectrum 
between ‘light’ or ‘strong’ and can include ‘(s)ensing my weight, myself’ 
(1980:53). Extending on Bartenieff’s suggestion that our own sense of weighted-
ness is an important apprehension, Louppe draws out the nature of the ‘weight 
factor’ claiming that, ‘(a)mongst the four factors –weight has a special place. It is 
at once the agent of movement and what is acted upon. All movement is defined 
by a transfer of weight’ (2010:64). 
Louppe elaborates further on the subjective implications of engaging with weight, 
identifying a spectrum of experience encompassing passive receptivity to active 
engagement. Referring to Humphrey’s explorations of falling and rebounding as 
an example of an engagement with this spectrum Louppe explains:  
The treatment of weight when a subject takes control of it or gives in to the attraction of gravity 
are the two poles across which a poetics of weight is primarily articulated (2010:65). 
Following Louppe’s observation, it would seem that the passive or ‘receptive’ 
engagements with the act of standing found in the practices of Duncan and 
Paxton lend themselves primarily to a ‘sensing of myself as weighted’ (1980:50). 
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This foregrounding of the subjective exploration of weighted-ness also reiterates 
the importance of individual perceptual experience in artistic processes associated 
with the modern dance tradition.  
Assembling a vertical archive no.3 Genevieve Stebbins’ Delsarte System of 
Expression  
A number of dance scholars, notably Ted Shawn, Nancy Ruyter, Ann Daly and 
Laurence Louppe have made cases, albeit with different emphases, for the 
profound influence of the ‘system of expression’ developed by Francois Delsarte 
and its American adaptions (known as American Delsartism) on early modern 
dance
7
. In seeking to understand more about Delsartism I began working with the 
1902 edition of Delsarte System of Expression by Genevieve Stebbins. Delsarte 
System of Expression is, in the main, an instructional manual with ‘Lessons’ 
containing groups of exercises interspersed with theory or what Stebbins calls, 
‘Aesthetic Talks.’ As I tried out some of her exercises, especially those from 
Lesson Two entitled ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’, I was struck by the subtle and 
interesting variations in posture Stebbins enacted in what I would call the vertical 
register. They were strange and yet familiar in the sense that I found their muted 
postural shifts and energetic tenor comparable in some ways to the practice of 
‘Standing Still’. Following her instructions, I noted that many actions occur 
within what I would call the vertical axis or thread. No arm gestures are involved 
(in the Harmonic Poise lesson at least). Exercises are restricted to shifting weight 
from two legs to one and/or subtle oppositional rotations and inclinations of the 
head and torso. Most often Stebbins requires the exercises to be conducted at a 
very slow pace.  
While Stebbins’ relation to modern dance has been attributed to her presaging of  
key formal developments in modern dance, notably the spiral movement, I have 
found strong resonances in her work with the practice of ‘Standing Still’ and its 
embodied questioning of the nature of human uprightness. I have also noted that 
Stebbins’ exercises, like Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’, pay attention to the experience 
                                                 
7
  Frenchman Francois Delsarte (1811-1871) was a teacher of singing, acting and declamation 
who developed a system of dramatic expression based on his desire to create a more authentic 
approach to acting.  
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of weight in human verticality as an element to be sensed and worked with, 
within the postural changes she describes. Although this is not the primary focus 
of her discourse, her employment of these concepts links her work to key poetic 
elements of modern dance.  
Tracing modernism in modern dance 
While Louppe’s identification of the values of modern dance echo elements of 
Duncan’s dance theory, Sally Banes finds the discourse around dance modernism 
‘confused’; contending that historical modern dance was never really modernist, 
when compared with the concerns of modernism in other disciplines. Banes 
explains,   
Often it has been precisely in the arena of post-modern dance that issues of modernism in the 
other arts have arisen: the acknowledgement of the medium’s material, the revealing of dance’s 
essential qualities as an art form, the separation of formal elements, the abstraction of forms and 
the elimination of external references as subjects… (1977:xiv).  
And yet, Martin’s identification of ‘dance’(which he calls, ‘perhaps the least 
generally understood of all the arts’), as ‘employ(ing) as its medium a material 
closer to life experience that that employed by any of the other arts, namely the 
movement of the body in its reaction to the environment’ (1939 in 1989), 
suggests that Martin brought to, and also perceived, a modernist sensibility in the 
work of early and mid-twentieth century modern dance artists.   
A further assertion of modernism in modern dance is proffered by Roger 
Copeland who champions Merce Cunningham as having ‘almost single-handedly 
modernized modern dance’ (2005:2). According to Copeland, Cunningham’s 
‘fundamental revision’ of the relationship between movement, music, and 
rhythm, his manipulation of ‘choreographic time’, ‘“chance operations”’ together 
with his ‘evolution of a codifiable technique that forges fresh connections 
between the dancer’s head, back, pelvis, legs and feet (resulting in an 
unprecedented rapprochement between ballet and modern dance) (2005:2)’ all 
contribute to what Copeland regards as the unprecedented modernism of 
Cunningham’s work. He also claims Cunningham’s style is defined by its 
‘upright posture’ (212) and makes an argument employing classic associations 
between verticality and the dominance of rationality over the body to confer 
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Cunningham’s superiority over the allegedly grounded, ‘primitive work’ of his 
predecessors, notably, Martha Graham (2004:2). (See also pages 31,32.)  
As referred to earlier, recognition of the influence of American Delsartism on 
modern dance presents a different perspective on the question of modernism in 
modern dance. The connection between Delsartism and modern dance accords 
with Mark Franko’s contention that ‘politics, mass culture’ and sexual difference’ 
have been ‘omitted’ from modernist narratives (1995: ix). Franko’s perspective 
would seem to challenge the emphasis on Duncan’s singular genius as originator 
of modern dance and gestures to the importance of understanding more about the 
ways in which the late nineteenth century popular ‘craze’ of (American) 
Delsartism influenced the development of modern dance. At the same time, 
Franko’s call for a political analysis or contextualisation of modern dance  points 
to the need to weight the importance of Duncan’s efforts to create a discourse in 
which her dancing was appraised aesthetically rather than her body objectified as 
sexual. These social/political struggles were also faced by Delsartist performers 
such as Stebbins.  
Franko’s call for a more heterogeneous approach to modernism in the performing 
arts is also consonant with Robin Veder’s argument that modernist ideas and 
practices concerning the body can be traced to the ‘body cultures’ of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. According to Veder, body cultures, ‘both 
responded to and contributed to social modernity and artistic modernism’ and 
were concerned with ‘how bodies should look, feel, work, move, and physical 
practices for training and presenting oneself …’(2011: 819). Veder also claims, 
‘American Delsarte…reached for industrial, disciplinary efficiency and 
individualized, emancipatory expressiveness, thus uniting social modernity and 
artistic modernism’ (819).  
The identification of the centrality of weight to the poetics of modern dance, as 
theorised by Martin and Louppe suggests that engagement with weight emerges 
as key to the modernist character of modern dance. Further, my discovering 
through practice that both Stebbins’ exercises and Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ 
involved a ‘sensing myself as weighted’ also supports Veder’s recognition that 
physical cultures of the late nineteenth contributed to artistic modernism. At the 
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same time, in coming to the work of Stebbins and first and second generation 
modern dance artists from the perspective of the present time and my own dance 
history which includes my long term engagement the practice of ‘Standing Still’, 
I recognise the formative influence of Paxton’s more explicitly, analytical kind of 
modernist approach on my research process.  
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Chapter 2  
Methodology,  Research Process and Performance 
Using attention to weight to examine verticality—a process of defamiliarisation  
The movement of the body is habitual, so continuous and so largely automatic that we are in the 
main quite unconscious of its range and potentialities. We are most likely to forget altogether that, 
besides its more obvious functions of locomotion and the like, movement is a vigorous medium 
for both expression and perception (Martin 1989:1). 
Habitualization devours works, clothes, furniture…and the fear of war…And art exists that one 
may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one feel things, to make the stone stony. The 
purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and not as they are known. 
The technique of art is to make objects  ‘unfamiliar’,  to make forms difficult, to increase the 
difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself 
and must be prolonged …( Shklovsky 1988:24) 
Standing Still and feeling your body. Doing absolutely nothing but letting your skeletal muscles 
hold you upright. This is one of the most important detraining devices… I guess it is like anything 
once you get onto it, it will teach you (Paxton in Hulton 1975:3). 
In relation to the culture and tradition of modern dance, Shkolvsky’s notion of 
defamiliarisation can be understood as linking the perceptual renewal underlying 
Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ with John Martin’s  identification of everyday bodily 
action as perceptually invisible due to our habituation to it. 
 As referred to in Chapter 1 (page 9) Martin suggests that watching a modern 
dance is a bodily experience for the audience wherein the modern dancer’s 
activation of weight affects the audience in a bodily way. From the point of view 
of a modern dance practitioner (rather than audience), Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ 
can also be understood as a process which seeks to defamiliarise a dancer’s 
habituated bodily sense in order to produce new perceptual experiences.  
Following both Martin and Paxton, I came to recognise that attending to one’s 
weight could be understood as a defamiliarising technique which, applied to 
verticality, would enable an investigation of this phenomenon in the tradition of 
modern dance. As I also explained in Chapter 1, it was my practice of Paxton’s 
‘Standing Still’, involving an interrogatory approach to standing that heightened 
my perception of the experience of weightedness in the vertical register. 
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Therefore, in attending to weight as a defamiliarisng method, I have consciously 
‘turned back’ the interrogatory practice of ‘Standing Still’ to examine other 
works from the modern dance archive 
8
.  
Reconstruction as a research process 
Having identified paying close attention to micro-shifts of weight as exemplified 
in the practice of ‘Standing Still’ as my research method, I began to apply this 
perspective to works from key modern dance artists through the process of 
reconstruction.  
In 1989, dance theorist Mark Franko noted a growing interest by contemporary 
choreographers in, ‘the idea of reconstructing the work of a predecessor’, 
observing that reconstructive interest has, ‘focus(ed) on seventeenth and 
twentieth century dance’, to the exclusion of intervening periods (1989:57)9. 
Franko attributes this phenomenon to a contemporary interest in, ‘the way early 
twentieth century experiments prefigured many later developments in dance, and 
by extension, the radical historicity of dance’s beginnings’ (57). Franko prefers 
his own term ‘reinvention’ to the term reconstruction stating that, ‘(r)einvention 
sacrifices the reproduction of a work to the replication of its most powerful 
intended effects’ (58). He explains that reinvention of works can open, ‘a 
dialogue between forms and periods on the basis of style, vocabulary and theory, 
rather than of history alone’ (58). 
My engagement with reconstruction shares Franko’s interest in creating a 
dialogue focused on formal elements or principles. In my case, I have examined 
the practices and works of a number of modern dance artists in relation to the 
ways in which verticality or human uprightness figures in their work. My 
research process also resonates to some degree with what Andre Lepecki has 
called the ‘will to archive’ (2010:29). Lepecki highlights the influence that 
                                                 
8
  During the research process I also encountered the phenomenological notion of a ‘kinaesthetic 
reduction’ in the work of Elizabeth Behnke. Kinaesthetic reduction for her is a process like 
defamiliarisation,  more explicitly focused on the examination of embodied experience in 
everyday activities, however. Behnke describes a ‘kinaesthetic reduction’ as, ‘a leading back from 
the lived situation as a whole to the specifically kinaesthetic dimension of our complicity with this 
situation’ (1997:182). 
 
9
 Since this time the interest in dance reconstruction and has burgeoned resulting in a proliferation 
of different approaches. 
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archival film has had on contemporary dance performers such as Martin Nachbar 
and Richard Move. Both these artists have created long term projects based on, in 
Nachbar’s case, his reconstruction of Dore Hoyer’s Affectos Humanos, and in 
Richard Move’s case his impersonations of Martha Graham. Lepecki 
characterises the archival films as an attracting force, describing Nachbar’s 
viewing of Hoyer’s Affectos Humanos as exerting ‘an irresistable call’ (2010:35).  
He also quotes Richard Move’s response to Graham as an ‘attract(ion)’ to ‘the 
sheer force of her presence’ punning that,‘Graham was a call Move could not 
resist’(2010:41).  
 I was initially also susceptible to a certain kind of ‘aura’ that seemed to emanate 
from the original films of dance works, such as Doris Humphrey’s 1928 Air for a 
G String and her 1929 solo The Call/The Breath of Fire 
10
,
11
. The screen presence 
of foremost modern dance artists performing their original works was for me 
certainly an ‘attracting force’. This, together with the stylistic and material signs 
of a film’s age, evident, for example in ‘noirish’ shadows, odd timing (due to 
different film speed), as well as ellipses in sequence, graininess and other 
patinas—sometimes literally produced auras around the dancers. For example, 
there are instances in an Air for a G String where due to the ‘high contrast’ of the 
black and white tones, Humphrey’s face seems to glow. In a similar vein, the 
original film of The Call/The Breath the Fire is incomplete due to deterioration, 
yet, nevertheless, evokes the mystique of a time-worn ruin. When I began 
working with of Stebbins’ book Delsarte System of Expression, I recognised a 
similar sense of attraction related to intriguing and unfamiliar aspects associated 
with its age. The foreignness of certain turns of phrase, together with her 
sometimes obtuse explanations of Delsarte theory piqued my curiosity. Initially I 
worked with a 1997 reprint of the book published by Dance Horizons. When I 
eventually acquired an original 1902 edition of the book, I found its ‘artefact-
ness’ very appealing, hence I incorporated its presence into the performance.    
                                                 
10
 In Doris Humphrey Technique its creative Potential with Four Early Dances. This film 
includes Air for a G String https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-yn_Kw2O40 accessed July 15 
2014. 
 
11
  Doris Humphrey Society 1997, The Call/The Breath of Fire Dance Horizons DVD. 
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Despite my attraction to the ‘aura’ of older films and artefacts associated with the 
tradition of modern dance, my project differs from Nachbar’s and Moves’ in that 
it is not wholly focused on the reconstruction of a particular piece of work, or the 
persona of an artist. My engagement with the modern dance archive, as 
previously stated, was inspired by early twentieth century works approached 
through the bodily (micro-)sensibility produced by the more recent ‘postmodern 
dance’ practice of ‘Standing Still’.  
With regard to working with archival material I recognise, following Shklovsky, 
that the signs (material and stylistic) of time having passed could also be 
considered defamiliarising, in the sense of making forms ‘difficult’ in a way that 
provokes increased perceptual engagement. Here Lepecki’s notion of the 
‘attracting force’ could also be considered another dimension of this unfamiliar 
yet enticing otherness of the early twentieth century dance archive.  
Reflecting on the research process 
My research process proceeded according to a ‘before-and-after Stebbins’ stage. 
In the fourteen months of my research, leading up to my colloquium in August 
2015, I focused on the reconstruction of excerpts of three works (accessed on 
Youtube and DVD):  A Duncan piece entitled  Three Etudes (1923)
12
 performed 
by fourth generation Duncan dancer Catherine Gallant and two works by Doris 
Humphrey: Air for a G String and  The Call/ Breath of Fire.  
I decided to examine a Duncan work initially as she is considered by many to be 
the originator of modern dance. I wanted in particular to examine her weighting 
of verticality. I chose Three Etudes because it included strong stances and 
movements in the vertical register. Although I worked on a reconstruction of this 
work in the early stage of the research, I did not return to this material or include 
it in the performance examination. This may have been due to what I perceived as 
its dramatic style which I had some resistance to embracing. At that point, near 
the beginning of the process, I didn’t feel I was able to satisfactorily defamiliarise 
this material in order to draw attention to its micro-kinaesthetic rather than 
                                                 
12 Isadora Duncan Dance, 2011 Isadora Duncan Etudes by Alexander Scriabin (danced by Catherine 
Gallant) February 2011, retrieved September 5, 2014 <www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BpvQKasDL> 
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broader stylistic aspects. However, having subsequently worked with Stebbins’ 
statue-posing methods, I can envisage returning to this work and approaching 
each stance as a pose whose ‘com-position’ and ‘de-com-position’ could be 
explored through attention to the changing qualities of weight that emerge in 
transitions between movement and stillness.   
In this first year of my research I also began examining through reconstruction 
two works by Doris Humphrey: Air for a G String and The Call/ Breath of Fire. 
In contrast to Etudes I found that both these pieces seemed to lend themselves 
more readily to my methodology and poetics approach and I responded to 
Humphrey’s more formal bodily and choreographic engagement with verticality.   
 Air for a G String seemed almost made for my investigation. The choreography 
involves the dancers processing together, using long gliding steps as they weave 
elegantly between each other—creating group formations like slowly 
transforming kaleidoscopic patterns. Verticality is present as standing and 
walking movements throughout this work. It is also strongly evoked in the 
recurring motif of a reverential upward gaze in which the dancers lift their chests, 
tilt their heads back and gaze heavenward.   
I found this piece drew attention to the connotative field of vertical forms. For 
although this piece evokes a strong sense of verticality, as my supervisor pointed 
out, the movements and shaping of the body in this work are in fact, a continual 
refusal of the perpendicular: While gazing upward (thereby suggesting verticality 
as upwardness) the dancers never in fact stand up straight in the sense of a 
‘natural’ or ‘everyday’ vertical stance. Instead, their heads, torsos and spines are 
always curved or inclined, forward, sideways and back, hence they are always 
arcing either toward or away from a ‘pure’, perpendicular form of uprightness.  
In my reconstruction of this work, I experimented with incorporating an everyday 
vertical stance into the choreography. This, for me, had the a/effect of ‘breaking 
the spell’ of the movement material by interrupting the stylistic/compositional 
flow. I also explored moving into the material after a period of ‘Standing Still’ to 
understand more about the initial transfers and shifts of weight.  
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I had the opportunity to perform excerpts of this work—a ‘research version’ 
made up of phrases from Air for a G String interspersed with moments of 
‘Standing Still’. I explained to the audience before performing that my intention 
was to draw attention to the bodily or kinaesthetic form(ings) of verticality rather 
than to achieve a stylistic reconstruction
13
.  
During the first year of my research process I also reconstructed excerpts from 
another Humphrey work, The Call/The Breath of Fire, a timeworn film made in 
1930 which is recorded on a DVD of the same name, produced by the Doris 
Humphrey Society in 1997. My attraction to this work was the striking vertical 
pose Humphrey assumes at the beginning of the film and the phrase that opens 
this dance.  I would characterise this phrase as a descending scale in which  
Humphrey yields her uprightness incrementally to the attraction of the horizontal. 
This phrase reappears thematically throughout the work. 
The film of The Call/The Breath of Fire has no introduction in the form of title or 
credits. The viewer is immediately confronted with Humphrey standing sheath-
like in grainy, black and white. She is holding her arms, with elbows bent across 
her face in hovering parallel lines. In this pose, she begins to move her right arm 
quite slowly across her body to her left. There is a sense of resistance in this 
action—of not wanting or not being able to reach too far.  And yet her head and 
torso are drawn into the gesture as she turns and leans a little towards her left 
side—inclining to ‘the call’ of the space to her left.  
Next, her left arm crosses her face, pulling after it her head and torso. Drawn a 
little more off-centre for a long beat, only to return in a slow rebound action. This 
movement phrase continues with alternating arms seeming to pull her further off 
a perpendicular stance, only to rebound to repeat the action on the other side. 
Through these actions she remains planted on the spot, feet together. After 
appearing to be pulled to more extreme angles to each side, Humphrey is finally 
wrested from her stance and launched by the strong force of a thrusting arm, to 
run across the space.    
                                                 
13
 I performed this piece at the ‘Little Con’ event held at Deakin in May 2015. 
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Despite the fragmentation of the film both Marcia Siegel (1987:84) and Ernestine 
Stodelle (1997) suggest Humphrey’s compositional intention was primarily 
concerned with an interrogative approach to verticality. Stodelle (1997) calls it a 
‘horizontal’ work in which each side of the space exerts a call or pull on the 
dancer, whereas Siegel sees the principle of opposition at work in terms of 
movement forms, particularly shape.  She writes, ‘We can see it is a dance built 
of contrasts—between a straight and a twisted body, between pure directional 
progress and circular or spiral motion’ (Siegel 1997: 84).  
Another dimension of my attraction to this work on film is its incompleteness. 
Both Stodelle (1997) and Siegel (1987:84) comment on the deteriorated condition 
of the film and express uncertainty as to whether the dance is shown in its correct 
sequence or in its entirety. For me, the incompleteness of the work lent itself to 
an engagement with the fragments I found most compelling, in particular, the 
opening phrase. 
As I worked to make visible the descending scale of verticality apparent in the 
opening phrase, I became aware of the complex articulatory potential of the 
torso—as an ‘interrogator’ of verticality. As I have explained in my introduction, 
it was Ted Shawn who identified torso action as a defining characteristic of 
modern dance which he attributes to the influence of Delsartism (Shawn 
1954:61). It was this aspect of my enquiry that led me to the work of Genevieve 
Stebbins during the second year of my research. 
 Finding Stebbins  
My choices of ‘who’ and ‘what’ aspects of the archive to work with has made me 
reflect on the way in which the concept of the unfamiliar is dependent on the 
familiar. This idea was brought home to me as I began working with Genevieve 
Stebbins’ Delsarte System of Expression. In my first attempts of her exercises I 
found her minimal movement range and emphasis on slow execution was familiar 
in some ways to the close bodily attention required in ‘Standing Still’. At the 
same time I was struck by the (unfamiliar) postural differentiations Stebbins’ 
exercises produced in what I would call the vertical register. In addition, the 
intimacy of Stebbins’ first-person voice addressed to her ‘invisible pupil’ 
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proposed closeness and therefore familiarity and yet, as mentioned earlier, 
aspects of her discourse read as arcane and, in that sense, unfamiliar or distant.  
 In formulating Stebbins instructional exercises as uncanny, I recognise the way I 
have engaged with them has ‘weighted’ particular elements of Stebbins’ work, 
namely her attention to the subtle plays of weight that can be perceived or 
enacted before we take a step. One of Stebbins’ exercises I found very intriguing  
involves a continuous but muted swaying action over the feet in a standing 
position while the torso and head assume subtle oppositional actions. These 
micro-shifts of weight foreground threshold moments of what Louppe has 
identified as the subjective experience of the changing sense of one’s agency 
involved in the activation of weight—wherein one can ‘take control’ of it or ‘give 
into the attraction of gravity’ (2010:65).  
 Over the course of my work with Stebbins I have also come to identify the 
Delsartean methods such as Stebbins transmitted them, especially through her 
practices of related to ‘Harmonic Poise’ and ‘Artistic Statue-Posing’, as 
defamiliarsation techniques. As a result of my research I now understand these to 
be fundamentally connected to the action and experience of weight. With regard 
to the interrogation of verticality and human uprightness, I have found these 
processes very revealing of the variability within verticality, through the process 
of attending to weight in successional action, when moving in and out of stillness. 
 Working with Stebbins: Inflecting defamiliarisation with trace and tracing 
 Ann Cooper Albright’s elaboration of the notions of ‘trace and tracing’ has also 
informed my work with Stebbins. Albright identifies ‘trace’ and ‘tracing’ as 
guiding metaphors in her ‘embodied’ approach to her research of the life and 
work of Loie Fuller which culminated in her 2007, book Traces of Light.  With 
reference to Walter Benjamin’s statement that, ‘to dwell means to leave traces’, 
Albright draws attention to the connotations of the word trace, in particular, that 
it conveys a materiality or presence that at the same time, strongly evokes a sense 
of absence and distance
14. She explains, ‘(t)he word itself suggests the actual 
                                                 
14
 Benjamin uses the notion of trace in his reflections on the historical moment in nineteenth 
century Paris when middle class people began to work away from home. According to Benjamin 
it was at this time that the contents of the home became, ‘the etui of the private individual’ where, 
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imprint of a figure that has passed, the footprint, mark or impression of a person 
or event’ (Albright 2007:20). For Albright, the term trace evokes the material 
presence (which was for her a photographic image of Loie Fuller) that generates 
the potent absence (space of imagining and desiring), prompting her engagement 
with Fuller.  
Albright then makes a distinction between trace and tracing to characterise the 
nature of her research process wherein the action of ‘tracing’ refers to her own 
responsive movement or more specifically touch. She writes, 
 (m)oving from traces to tracing incorporates the tactile and thereby refuses the traditional 
separation of object from subject. Reaching across time and space to touch Fuller’s dancing 
means that I allow myself in turn, to be touched, for it is impossible to touch anything in a way 
that does not implicate one’s own body (Albright 2007:3). 
  Albright’s elucidation of the notion of ‘trace’ affords further insight into, and 
ways of ‘fleshing out’ the ‘embodied’ methodological focus of my work with 
Stebbins. Both Stebbins’ book Delsarte System of Expression, as an actual object 
(I had an original 1902 edition) and her writing are what I identify as the traces of 
Stebbins with which I was primarily concerned. The style of her language, 
employing expressions of her era, has evoked a sense of temporal/historical 
otherness, but at the same time Stebbins’ direct address to her reader/pupil 
indicate her own desire to closely trace with words the ‘live’, embodied 
experience of Delsarte training. 
Given the textual nature of Delsarte System of Expression, and that in her writing 
style Stebbins adopts the persona of a teacher directly addressing her pupil, 
consideration of the material, verbal sounds represented by the writing, together 
with the semantic aspect of language has also inflected the notion of tracing in 
my project. Questions have arisen concerning how language might trace or touch 
the body, as well as questions regarding the traces and tracings of the body in 
language, both written and spoken.  Stebbins herself invokes a haptic exchange in 
writing as she demonstrates the limp tonicity of her hand in the ‘Aesthetic Talk’ 
which precedes the ‘Decomposing Exercises’: ‘I withdraw my will-power from 
                                                                                                                                    
‘the traces of the inhabitant are printed in the interior’. Benjamin’s notion of trace seems to imply 
a vision or image of interior domestic space where, in the absence of the inhabitants of the home, 
personal belongings and domestic objects resonate with the presence of their owners (2002:9).  
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fingers, then hand. Touch it. Do not shudder. Do you feel as if a dead thing had 
struck your living palm?’ (1902: 83). These decomposing exercises, like Paxton 
‘Standing Still’ employ a defamiliarising technique wherein heightened 
perceptions of bodily experience are encouraged through the release of habituated 
tension.   
Vertical Montage: a method for assembling a performance  
Working with Stebbins and investigating the artistic legacy of her work also 
helped me formulate a method for constructing the performative outcome of my 
research. The Delsartean techniques as transmitted by Stebbins, including the 
practice of artistic statue-posing, implicate what Carrie Preston has called a 
‘jointed’ and ‘rhythmically posing’ body.  Preston proposes that filmic montage 
is indebted to this body claiming that, 
(M)ontage actually emerges from the conception of the jointed, posed, expressive, Delsartean 
body’…  the division of the human body into emotive parts engaged in rhythmic posing gave rise 
to the idea of montage as film technology’s methods for cutting, isolating, combining and 
organising the actor’s movements (2009:231). 
Montage can be linked through the work of Stebbins to the centrality of weight 
and flow in the poetics of modern dance. Stebbins’ attention to the weighting,  
and sequencing of movement suggests that the techniques transferred from 
Delsartist practices to montage (like Paxton’s engagement with verticality in 
‘Standing Still’), are based on lived engagements with movement and stillness as 
elements of a weighted, temporal unfolding or type of bodily-based flow and its 
interruptions. The technique of montage which according to Preston ‘cuts, 
isolates, combines and organises’ produces the possibility of sequencing material 
in new ways. From this perspective, the creation of a montage focussed on the 
embodiment of weight and flow in the form(ings) of verticality emerged as the 
most apt performance outcome of this project. In addition, the ‘cutting, isolating 
and combining’ elements of montage enabled the-making-visible-of a poetics of 
verticality across a range of different artists associated with the tradition of 
modern dance
15
.  
                                                 
15
 The ‘Odessa Steps’ sequence from Sergei Eisenstein’s1925 film The Battleship Potemkin is a 
notable example of a montage sequence, where the upward/downward axis of verticality is a 
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Performance Exam: Compositional structure and content choices 
 
Figure 1 Performance moment: Architectural features of the performance space make visible vertical 
variations 
Due to the importance of Stebbins’ work in my research, I decided to construct 
the montage around the two interrelated elements of Stebbins’ material: 
1. A number (eight in total) of her ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ exercises  
2.  Phrase material I had made based on Stebbins’ practice of ‘Artistic 
Statue-posing’.     
The ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ exercises formed the most overt structural 
element. They were included at intervals throughout the performance and 
presented thematic material based on the phrasing that Stebbins used to impart 
her instructions. In keeping with the style of Stebbins’ language which invokes a 
live encounter between teacher and pupil, I performed her exercises in a ‘direct 
address’ style, simultaneously demonstrating the movement postures and actions 
while voicing the instructions to the audience as if they were my/Stebbins’ pupils. 
                                                                                                                                    
prominent feature. Eisenstein was part of a lineage of filmmakers from the post-revolutionary 
VGIK cinema school who Preston contends were highly influenced by Delsartean methods 
(2009:230). 
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Identifying each exercise by number first, and employing Stebbins’ exact words, 
I ‘instructed’ the audience in ‘Harmonic Poise’.  
 
Figure 2 Performance moment: Standing with Stebbins’ book recalls Stebbins’ background in 
elocution 
In compositional terms, the exercises were not performed in direct succession, 
instead, according with the logic of montage, their recurrence produced a 
punctuated or interrupted form of sequence, marking a thematic passage through 
the piece
16
 .  
During the last 18 months of my research I also created statue-posing phrases 
based on images of ‘antique statues’ Stebbins had included in her book. I 
consider the phrases I made to be reinventions of Stebbins’ approach to statue-
posing. This material, foregrounding transitions into and out of stillness, together 
with instruction in the nature of successional action, were employed as 
defamiliarising techniques with the aim of making verticality visible in new 
ways. The phrases I made were based on the statues of ‘Apollo Bellevedere’ 
(1902:17), ‘Crouching Venus’ (1902:104), ‘Diana Shooting with a Bow’ (1902: 
169) ‘Group with Gaul’ (1902:272) and ‘Niobe. Daughter’ 1902:342).   
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Figure 3 Statue image from Delsarte System of Expression (1902:169) 
 I found these figures lent themselves to an exploration of the ways in which the 
techniques of succession, including reverse succession or involution and the 
principle of opposition could be used to produce form(ings) of verticality or, in 
other words, to suggest the ways in which vertical bodily forms can be made.  In 
addition, the focus on interruption in montage lent itself to experimentation with 
the temporal dimension of weighted-ness in statue-posing involving the 
investigation of defamilarising perceptual a/effects related to the duration of 
stillness and the how successional action might emerge from stillness
17
 . 
                                                 
17
 Note: The notion of montage will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 4 Performance moment: 'Diana Shooting with a Bow'. The process of moving into and out of 
stillness can heighten awareness of the temporal dimension of vertical variation.  
 
As referred to above, the Harmonic Poise exercises and statue-posing phrases  
which foregrounded Stebbins’ approach to the Delsartean principles of 
opposition, succession and poise, formed the core of the performance material. In 
addition, the performance foregrounded a minimalist, micro-kinaesthetic focus on 
weight and drew attention to how subtle changes in weight underpinned  
perceptions of stillness, movement and postural change in the forming(s) of 
verticality. Moving into and out of stillness enabled consideration of temporal 
flows that involved the perception of movement congealing, pausing, stopping 
and also quickening again from stillness. 
 
Figure 5 Performance moment: Stebbins’ seated exercises wherein micro changes in placement of 
weight can suggest changes in ‘meaning’ or ‘expression’ 
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In constructing and shaping the performance I incorporated excerpts from the 
works of a number of other modern dance artists I had investigated. In most 
instances my focus was both on producing and performing a close kinaesthetic 
analysis in order to make visible interrogations of verticality arising from the 
cognisance of weight. A Stebbins/Delsartean sensibility often informed the way I 
analysed (physically/performatively) the presence and action of weight in these 
works which included excerpts from Humphrey’s Air for a G String and The 
Call/The Breath of Fire;  Graham’s Lamentation and Frontier, Trisha Brown’s 
Water Motor and Rainer’s Trio A (from The Mind is a Muscle); and ‘everyday’ 
action 
18
, 
19
 ,
20
.  As referred to in my introductory statement, material from 
Rainer’s Trio A became another key element of research as performance and 
hence performance material—due  to its overt emphasis on succession in 
particular—and the implications arising from this emphasis on the a/effects of 
weight.    
Other elements 
With regard to the performance exam, it is important to re-state the re-inventive 
rather than reconstructive nature of the research process. Although reconstructing 
aspects of Stebbins work has been part of the process, I understand my project as 
focussed on making visible in the present time, the a/effects of the work of 
Stebbins (and others from the culture of modern dance) in new ways—
specifically in relation to the ways they have interrogated verticality.    
My moving of the sandbag near the beginning of the performance was an action 
concerned with drawing the audience’s attention to the phenomenon of weighted-
ness in a concrete, immediate way. The incorporation of Stebbins’ book was 
intended to connote not only the significance of her work through its presence as 
in an artefactual form but also to create a weighted relation between bodies—
human and book. In placing the book on my head I endeavoured to draw attention 
to the sense of weight created through this action. While I recognised this gesture 
                                                 
18
 Trio A https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZj1NMEE8 retrieved November 2015 
 
19
  Martha Graham Dance Company 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-lcFwPJUXQ 
accessed July 2017 
20
 Trisha Brown Sololos and Watermotor  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it-iMn46ebw  
accessed  June 2017. 
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could represent a somewhat clichéd image of the genre of deportment, I also 
wanted this action to produce a concrete example of the way in which human 
uprightness or verticality involves the suspension of weight—where the 
suspension of the book on the head creates an awareness of the overall suspended 
condition of the head and torso in upright posture. 
 
Figure 6 Book on head emphasises suspending qualities of verticality 
In a similar vein, the presence of the piano in the space was intended to resonate 
in a number of ways: Firstly it suggested the genres and contexts of performance 
in which Delsarteans and early modern dance artists performed. An 1893 review 
of a Stebbins’ performance from the New York Sun notes that she was 
accompanied by a live pianist, although in this instance the piano was ‘out of 
sight’ (N.A. 1893: 445 in Ruyter 1999: 117). More broadly, the inclusion of the 
piano was also intended to gesture to the genre of the soirée—a more intimate 
form of theatre in which artists performed in private homes. Modern dancers, 
most notably Duncan, often performed in this context. According to Daly, 
Duncan’s performance in the homes of New York society women early in her 
career helped, ‘garner modest attention from the press’ (Daly 1995:27). 
I also was aware that the piano as a single entity in the centre back of the stage 
also recalled the proportions and linear design of the central structure of Isamu 
Noguchi’s set design of Graham’s 1935 work Frontier (planetbenjamin 2016). 
Noguchi’s design evokes the fence of a ranch in the form of a spare rectangular 
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structure comprising two horizontal rails supported by two vertical ones. Rather 
than seeking to recreate a theatrical version of Stebbins’ statue-posing 
performance, a Duncan soirée, or even to reconstruct recognisable excerpts from 
Frontier, I chose one way of moving used in a section of Frontier—in which the 
solo dancer stands on half toe while moving sideways—to evoke these 
performances and contexts and also to underscore the bodily or weighted nature 
of the piano and performer.  
In the choreography of Frontier, the ‘sideways bourées’ occur in the stage space 
in front of the set as though the dancer is marking out fences lines of her ranch or 
territory. I decided used this sideways movement in close proximity to the piano, 
to skirt its horizontal length while standing just an inch or two in front of it. As I 
have explained above, my inclusion of this action was both a gentle gesture to the 
performers and contexts described above, and at the same time, a way to draw  
attention to the weighted relationship between the vertical form of the body and 
the ‘upright’, but visibly horizontal piano.  
 
Figure 7 Performance moment: In process of skirting the upright piano 
 My development of movement phrases using a rod was another exploration of 
the relationship between the body and verticality through the (weighted) presence 
of an object. Some sections of this material emerged from my imagining of 
actions Stebbins might do if she were to use a rod in order to instruct her pupils 
on the nature of verticality.  Others were from my own experimentations with the 
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rod in which I explored what appeared to be its unequivocal linearity and the 
forms of verticality and horizontality it could suggest together with the 
connotations arising from these interactions, in the realm of using the rod as some 
kind of tool, boundary marker and physical support. In this way the ‘rod’ phrases 
connected my re-inventive relation with Stebbins’ work to the creation of  new 
performance material pertaining to the interrogation of verticality.   
 
Figure 8 Performance moment: a phrase incorporating the rod 
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Chapter 3  
Imaginaries of the vertical 
In this practice-based project, I have found that the work of artists associated with 
the tradition of modern dance, such as Genevieve Stebbins, Isadora Duncan and 
Steve Paxton, provokes questions regarding the ways in which human bipedal 
posture is conventionally characterised as ‘vertical’.  
This chapter aims to produce a dialogue between the formulation of verticality in 
linguistic, philosophical and historical discourses and the theories and practices 
of embodied uprightness in modern dance. In particular, the figuration of 
verticality as rationality, and the relation between this representation and the 
dominance in Western culture of binary thinking is critiqued through the insights 
of modern dance artists read together with the insights from phenomenology and 
feminist philosophy. In following Margaret Whitford’s explanation of feminist 
philosopher Luce Irigaray’s employment of the term ‘imaginary’ wherein, 
‘sometimes the imaginary is an unconscious ( invisible) structure and sometimes 
a structure of the symbolic which can be viewed in its external and visible 
manifestations in myth, or works of the imagination’ (Whitford 1991:54), this 
chapter aims to reveal less culturally visible imaginaries of uprightness arising 
from lived experience and modern dance practice and to discuss them in relation 
to representations of verticality that are more culturally dominant or visible. Here 
modern dance is credited with re-imagining uprightness as a movement 
producing temporal as well as spatial a/effects.     
 Meaning and the vertical: Cultural Binds 
The definition of the adjectival form of the ‘vertical’ from Oxford online 
dictionary comprises four meanings:  
1. at right angles to a horizontal plane; in a direction, or having an alignment, such that the 
top is directly above the bottom:  
      "the vertical axis" synonyms: upright · erect · perpendicular · plumb ·  
2. involving different levels or stages of a hierarchy or process. 
3. relating to the crown of the head. 
4. denoting a point at the zenith or the highest point of something. 
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(Oxford Dictionary online https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/vertical, accessed 
18/2/2018.)  
The first definition listed indicates that the image of a geometric figure is one of 
the primary ways in which verticality is conceptualised. Other meanings listed 
point to a connection between a vertical geometric figure and the body, where the 
head is emphasised as the highest point. Notions of height, the highest point and 
the top, underpin concepts such as ‘hierarchy’ and ‘zenith’, all reinforcing the 
association of verticality with height, the highest point and upwardness. In 
addition, verticality is represented as a kind of unified image-concept, implying 
that any movement away from the perpendicular would destabilise its meaning 
and status.  
With regard to human verticality, the list of synonyms: ‘upright, erect, plumb, 
perpendicular’ reinforces the close conceptual connection between verticality 
defined as an abstract, geometric image and terms such as ‘erect’, commonly 
associated with human vertical posture. In the field of dance the terms ‘plumb’ 
and ‘perpendicular’ delineate the central value of ‘the principle of aplomb’ which 
has underpinned the ideal form of ballet since its institutionalisation by Loius 
XIV in 1661.  Balletomane A. K Volinksy further secures the classic pedigree 
and morality of the ballet’s vertical aesthetic finding its origins in antiquity:  
 
The Greeks clearly set the vertical in opposition to the bent and crooked, not only in the 
geometrical but in the comprehensive spiritual meaning of the word. To see straight, to speak 
straight—all this is at once pictorially sensible and heroic…Only in ballet do we possess all 
aspects of the vertical in its exact mathematically formed, universally perceptible expression. 
Everything in ballet is straight, upright, as taut as a string that sounds a high note (Volinsky in 
Copeland and Marshall 1983:257). 
The synonyms linking verticality with Western notions of an erect, upright 
posture, and the employment of these terms to characterise the aesthetic and 
moral value of ballet highlights the cultural pervasiveness of Euclidean-based, 
geometric conceptions of space and the way they can work in concert with 
linguistic concepts to produce image forms with powerful cultural valency. Here 
too, the importance of opposition is also evident in the way we envision and 
‘think’ verticality where the vertical is defined through its exclusion of the 
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horizontal. This conceptualisation is clearly evident in the geometric concept of 
the perpendicular according to which the vertical line or form depends on its 
opposition to a horizontal (form or line). 
 Elizabeth Grosz and others have identified this oppositional, dichotomous logic, 
originating with the ancient Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle, as 
determining of the whole basis of western metaphysics. Grosz also claims that 
this kind of thinking, which has clear consequences for examining verticality in 
relation to embodiment, is based on what she calls a ‘profound somatophobia’  
(1989: 27).   
Since the inception of philosophy as a separate and self-contained discipline in ancient Greece, 
philosophy has established itself on a profound somatophobia…In his doctrine of forms, Plato 
sees matter itself as a denigrated imperfect version of the Idea. The body is a betrayal of and a 
prison for the soul, reason or mind. For Plato, it was evident that reason should rule over the body 
and over the irrational or appetitive functions of the soul…The binarization of the sexes, the 
dichotomization of the world and of knowledge has been effected already at the threshold of 
Western reason (Grosz 1994:5). 
Grosz identifies the mind/body dichotomy as one in which the body can only 
have a negative value as (thoughtless) matter, as it is defined as the opposite to 
the non-corporeal, transcendent soul/mind. She explains the conceptual logic 
arising from this fundamental opposition as one in which only one term, the 
mind, can have a positive status: ‘The relation between the binary terms is 
regulated by the law of contradiction, which can be formulated as either A or not 
A…Within this structure, one term (A) has a positive status and an existence 
independent of the other; the other term is purely negatively defined.’ Grosz also 
adds, ‘(d)ichotomies are inherently non-reversible, non-reciprocal hierarchies, 
and thus describe systems of domination’ (1989: xvi).   
Rational is High:  How verticality figures the importance of rationality  
The meanings of human upright posture seem strongly shaped by dichotomous 
thought. In his essay ‘Plato’s and Arisotle’s explanation of Human Posture’ 
(2005) Pavel Gregoric examines Plato’s own account of the human form finding 
that he figures humans as lesser mortals within a cosmic order in which 
immortals represent a higher form of being: 
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…the task of creating mortal animals with suitable bodies was delegated by the Demiurge to the 
immortal animals that he created, the lesser gods. Imitating the demiurge who provided the world-
soul with a spherical body, the lesser gods shaped a spherical part of the body to accommodate a 
rational soul…and that part is the head. The head consists of the cranium which surrounds and 
protects the brain conceived as a large chunk of marrow. And according to Plato, marrow is the 
substance which binds the soul to the body (2005: 185).  
According to Gregoric, Plato portrays the physical making and shaping of the 
human form by ‘lesser gods’, personified as artisans who craft the head to 
accommodate the trace of the higher order substances of the universe, thereby 
embodying the link between mortal and divine. This divinity or world-soul is also 
associated with rationality which regulates the orderly cycling of the heavens. 
Our remnant of rational soul, housed in our heads enables humans (or at least 
men) to overcome or control the various destabilising passions and appetites 
housed further ‘down’, and therefore to live a happy and just life.  
Plato’s portrayal of the human form enlists verticality or uprightness to facilitate 
the separation of rational matter (mind soul) from irrational matter (housed in the 
body). Verticality’s positive value therefore, in its inception, is a form in which 
reason or rational matter prevail due to its highness over irrational matter. Plato 
also refers to the head as the ‘acropolis’. In this figure Gregoric finds that Plato 
infers a number of ideas, including that the head is not only, ‘the summit of the 
body’ but that it ‘affords a vantage point over the body and its surroundings’. It 
also suggests, according to Gregoric, ‘a place from which commands to the rest 
of the body are issued’ as well as ‘the residence of something divine’ (2005:187).  
The body and limbs, on the other hand, according to Plato, were fashioned by the 
lesser gods for the practical purposes of moving the head around and also for 
housing the more irrational elements of the human soul:  
(t)he head needed a vehicle to enable it to move about with facility. For that purpose the lesser 
gods provided the head with a body furnished with limbs for locomotion. But this body now 
required principles of nourishment and preservation, so the lesser gods created two irrational parts 
of the soul, the spirited and the appetitive part…The rational part of the soul has to fight irrational 
impulses of the two immortal parts of the soul…the lesser gods tried to minimise the effects of 
these by locating the spirited part of the soul in the chest and the appetitive part even further away 
from the head in the abdomen (2005: 186).  
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As Gregoric explains, Plato saw life as a struggle between the rational and 
irrational aspects of a human being. Irrational impulses such as fears, angers and 
hopes came from what was called the ‘spirited’ part of the soul, and the 
pleasures, pains and desires came from the ‘appetitive’ part. The lesser gods tried 
to diminish the effects of these by locating the spirited part of the soul in the 
chest and the appetitive part even further away from the head, in the abdomen.  In 
other words, the appetites and passions were positioned in the body, away from 
the head in the hope that reason would prevail (Gregoric 2005:191). 
If irrationality held sway, according to Gregoric, various kinds of ignominious 
rebirths were awaiting. A sliding scale beginning with being reborn a woman 
awaited those men who were ‘over-powered by their irrational parts’. Next came, 
‘others who are not vicious’, but ‘in their dullness believe that sight reveals all 
there is to the heaven’. They are, ‘reborn as birds’(191). Whereas those who ‘had 
no use for philosophy and paid no attention to the heavens had degenerate 
rational souls … They are reborn as beasts of various sorts. Their heads are 
located closer to the ground and their skulls come in all sorts of irregular shapes 
to house the distorted circles of their undeveloped rational souls’ (2005:191).  
Gregoric identifies another passage, in which Plato deals explicitly with the 
formation of human uprightness where he employs the figure of ‘a heavenly 
plant’ whose head in raising toward heaven, ‘thus erects the whole body’ 
(2005:191). This passage also foregrounds the connection between rationality and 
highness, reiterating the head’s value due to its highness over the body–as well as 
heaven’s value as high over the earth. The raising occurs because our head 
contains our rational soul and is therefore the root of a ‘heavenly plant’ which 
reaches towards the heavens or the world-soul–the substance from which the 
rational human soul was originally created and whose cosmic order it seeks to 
replicate (Plato in Gregoric 2005:192). 
Lived Highs and Lows 
Whereas Plato’s figuration of human verticality is concerned to represent the 
value and dominance of rationality through its depiction as ‘high over’ irrational 
matter, phenomenologist Erwin Straus (1891-1975) emphasises the uniqueness of 
uprightness as a human trait which ‘distinguishes the human genus from other 
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living creatures’ (1951:531). And while he does not elaborate uprightness 
according to a logic in which ‘highness has more value’, his phenomenological 
analysis does, nevertheless, find the meanings in embodied verticality to be 
organised in relation to the predominance of a high/low perceptual schema.  
Straus’s thesis foregrounds the unique nature of the embodied, experiential nature 
of our uprightness wherein fundamental perceptions are determined by this form 
of bodily being-in-the-world. These perceptions, according to Straus, arise from 
our relationship with gravity and its effects/affects, creating a predominantly 
upward/downward mode of differentiating. He explains, ‘(t)he direction upward 
against gravity, inscribes space into world-regions with spatio-emotional values, 
such as those expressed in high and low, rise and decline, climbing and falling, 
superior and inferior, elevated and downcast, looking up to and despising’(536). 
Although the terms Straus opposes indicate that the words connoted with ‘high’ 
often suggest positive experiences and values, he also acknowledges that the 
force of gravity unsettles the ‘absoluteness’ of these designations: ‘The earth that 
pulls us down is also the ground that carries and gives support. The weighty man 
signifies by his dignified gait that he carries a heavy burden but sustains it well. 
Upright posture as counteraction cannot lack the forces against which it strives’ 
(1952: 536). 
The interdependence between uprightness and gravity also characterises Straus’s 
portrayal of upright posture as ‘lived through gravity’ (1952:536) where this 
experience involves both the pleasure of ‘rising up’, together with a sense of the 
precarious poise of vertical attainment. This mix of feelings coinciding with 
upright posture begins, according to Straus in the child’s first efforts to stand. He 
writes,   
(t)he parents are not the only ones who greet the child’s progress with joy. The child enjoys no 
less the triumph of his achievement. There is the forceful urge toward the goal of getting up and 
of resisting, in a state of dangerous balance, the down ward pulling forces…Failure does not 
discourage him. He enjoys the freedom gained in upright posture, the freedom to stand on his own 
feet, and the freedom to walk (1952:  536). 
Straus also finds the effective/affective significance of standing in language, 
pointing out that the many words derived from ‘(t)he etymological root of 
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standing—“sta” ’—in fact reiterate the resonances of ‘a precarious (high) 
attainment’: 
the whole family of words deriving from ‘(t)he etymological root of standing—“sta”— 
…combinations like “standing for”, “standing by” , “ making a stand”..(and) where the root has 
undergone slight changes…as in “state” “, “status”… “substance”… “distant”…This whole 
family of words is kept together by one meaning. They refer to something that is instituted, 
erected, constructed, and in its dangerous equilibrium, threatened by fall and collapse. Falling is 
not always tragic. Clowns, modern and old, primitive and sublime, all have made use of falling as 
a reliable trick to stir up laughter (1952:537).  
 Straus refers to linguistic formulations of human verticality to represent the 
experience of standing as always troubled by the possibility of gravity’s ‘taking 
over’. While this representation evokes elements of the Platonic notion of mind 
controlling body according to a high over low logic, Straus underscores our 
embodied relationship with gravity as the basis of the perceptions which underpin 
the formulation of linguistic concepts. In addition, his comments about falling, 
and association of falling with clowns, ‘modern and old’ depicts falling as an 
exaggerated gesture located in the ritual spaces of carnival and theatre, 
suggesting therefore, a dramatic trope, rather than everyday occurrence.   
By contrast, from the tradition of modern dance, Paxton examines precariousness 
‘in the midst of Standing Still’ in a way which integrates falling within the nature 
of standing. For Paxton, the constant ‘forestalment’ of falling is in fact ‘a small 
dance’ (1975:4). According to Irmgard Bartenieff, who trained with Rudolf 
Laban, Laban also identifies standing with movement explaining that, 
many anatomists and movement professionals still define “upright posture” as a static mechanism. 
Laban defined it as dynamic. The static image is one of piling a series of bricks on top of each 
other along a vertical axis while supported by lateral and sagittal forces in a fixed scaffold-like 
balance. The dynamic image described by Laban as an ongoing, cohesive three-dimensional 
process that creates and recreates a series of relationships of up/down, right/left, 
forward/backward. In fact the whole body sways while standing still (center, forward, right side, 
backward, center, forward, left side, backward, center) in continuous subtle fluctuation between 
stability and mobility to maintain balance (1980:21). 
 Laban’s account of uprightness does not emphasise the significance of the 
upward/downward perceptual pattern, but rather integrates it within an embodied 
pattern which also incorporates lateral-ness, or movements toward the horizontal 
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within the nature of uprightness. While both Paxton’s and Laban’s analysis of 
uprightness may confirm Straus’s implicit proposition that deviation from and 
exploration of ‘normal’ bodily experience occurs within ritual and art, Paxton’s 
and Laban’s work also suggests that close attention to everyday experience may 
serve to challenge or confound the representation of embodiment as given in 
‘common’ language. 
Standing and Dancing 
 Kinesiologist Hubert Godard’s notion of ‘pre-movement’, a temporal rather than 
spatial concept, shares commonalities with the thought of Straus, Paxton and 
Laban. Following Straus’s emphasis on uprightness as uniquely human, Godard’s 
pre-movement draws the focus closely around uprightness to examine the 
uniqueness of each person’s vertical relation to gravity: 
(w)e will call pre-movement that attitude towards weight or gravity which, simply because we are 
standing already exists before we move, and will produce the expressive charge of the movement 
we are going to make ...The pre-movement determines the state of tension and defines the specific 
colour of each gesture. It acts on the gravitational organisation, that is, the way the subject 
organises her/his posture to stand upright, and responds to the law of gravity in that position 
(2003/4:58).   
Like Straus, Godard bases his analysis of uprightness on our relation with 
gravity.  However, Godard’s observations also extend to an analysis of the action 
of pre-movement when people dance. Comparing the pre-movements of the 
famous Broadway dancers Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly, Godard notes that while 
each dancer organises his weight according to a ‘top to bottom’, ‘in to out’ 
oppositional pattern, the temporal sequencing and specific organisation of weight 
in each dancer is nevertheless unique, as he explains,  
In stop-frame the film shows us that in spite of their intention to produce the same movements, 
the anticipation of attack—the pre-movement—is the opposite for each: Gene Kelly first 
establishes his connection with the ground by a movement of the legs and by gathering himself 
together concentrically … He organises his relationship to gravity from bottom to top, from inside 
out. Astaire by contrast, always begins with a movement of orientation in space, with eyes, head 
or arms and this brings about first, an extension, a suspension (which is excentric) then a 
disequilibrium which is subsequently stabilised by a movement of the legs towards the ground. 
He organises his relation to gravity from top to bottom, and from outside to in (2004:58).  
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The focus of Straus’s analysis of uprightness concerns the way in which it creates 
‘spatio-emotional values’ that share a close connection to linguistic concepts. On 
the other hand, Godard’s description of Kelly and Astaire dancing suggests that 
as each moves their unique relation to gravity expresses, firstly, a different, and 
second a changing relation to ‘up and down’. His description adds complexity to 
the high/low perceptual paradigm discussed by Straus and conveys the sense that, 
close attention to and analysis of acts of dancing show us the spatio-temporal 
heterogeneity hidden in what otherwise appear to be unified or homogeneous 
concepts.   
Verticality and Language 
 The philosopher Mark Johnson also believes that it is important to acknowledge 
the formative role of the body in language. Whereas Straus and Godard are 
concerned with analysing the lived experience of upright posture in relation to 
gravity, Johnson’s focus is the relationship between the bodily based ‘ordering of 
perception’ and its connection to the nature or order of speech acts. He explains 
‘(a)fter all speech acts are actions; and since our “physical’ and “social” actions 
are subject to forces, we should expect that our “linguistic” actions are also 
subject to forces, metaphorically understood’ (1987:57). For Johnson, patterns or 
schema, are ‘forms of imagination that grow out of bodily experience’ (xiv) and 
are the basis of, ‘meaning in natural language’ wherein the… ‘propositional 
content is possible only by virtue of a complex web of non-propositional 
schematic structures’ (1987:5). 
In a similar vein to Straus, Johnson nominates the ‘verticality schemata’ created 
through recurring patterns of perceptual experience in daily activities as a key 
example of this type of bodily based imaginative structure:  
The verticality schemata …emerges from our tendency to employ ‘up-down’ orientation in 
picking out meaningful structures of our experience. We grasp this structure of verticality 
repeatedly in thousands of perceptions and activities…such as perceiving a tree, our felt sense of 
standing upright, the activity of climbing stairs, forming a mental image of a flagpole, measuring 
our children’s heights and experiencing level of water rising in the bath tub (1987: xiv).  
In terms of the production of linguistic meaning, Johnson observes that the ‘up/ 
down’ orientation inherent to the verticality schemata is particularly evident in 
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the conceptualisation of ‘amount’, ‘degree’ and ‘intensity’. With reference to 
verbs such as ‘rising’ (e.g. the rates keep rising), ‘falling’ (e.g. prices have fallen) 
as well as comparative terms such as ‘hotter ‘or ‘brighter’, Johnson explains the 
basis of these linguistic formulations as emerging metaphorically from the 
up/down perceptual pattern of the vertical schemata (1987:121).  
Plato’s hierarchal arrangement of the human body, with parts positioned higher 
or lower in relation to each other, appears to conform with the upward/downward 
orientation of both Straus’s ‘spatio-emotional values’ and Johnson’s ‘verticality 
schemata’. Moreover, both Straus’s and Johnson’s figurations of verticality 
reiterate to some degree the positive value Plato metaphorically places on the ‘up 
orientation’.  
 Classic modern verticality  
A conspicuous example of the reiteration of Platonic figuration of verticality, and 
evidence of the continued permeation and naturalisation of the concepts and 
values associated with it, can be found in 21
st
 century modern dance commentary. 
Whereas verticality has been invoked to distinguish ballet from modern dance, 
Roger Copeland employs verticality, specifically the verticality of Merce 
Cunningham’s dance idiom, to distinguish what he nominates as the primitive or 
premodern from the ‘truly’ modern within the discourse of dance modernism 
itself. For Copeland, 
Merce Cunningham has redefined what we think of as “modern dance”. Indeed he almost 
singlehandedly modernized modern dance by rejecting the basic impulse that animated so much 
of the long tradition from Isadora through Martha Graham, the desire to seek inspiration from so 
called primitive sources (2004:2).  
Having identified pre-Cunningham artists as primitive, Copeland posits 
verticality as the basis of the artistic value of Cunningham’s work. Copeland goes 
on to elaborate a classic dichotomous argument which follows the Platonic 
model, associating the vertical form with the image or notion, positively valued, 
of ‘higher over’ and concomitantly rational. According to this formulation of 
idealised modernism Copeland represents Cunningham’s style in terms of,   
a) adulthood: ‘(u)nlike the infant—who neither talks nor walks—the Cunningham dancer is both 
articulate and squarely planted on two feet (2004; 212); 
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b) the erection of the head: ‘poised intelligently. Not the sort of qualities one associates with the 
typical Graham dancer’ (2004: 212); 
c) sublimation: ‘(g)iven that it is raw material (the physical medium) is the human body itself, 
dance actively resists sublimation’, whereas, ‘Cunningham’s, uprightness is…a model of 
sublimation’(2004:214);  
d) culture: ‘uprightness in fact, helps to establish an essential division between nature and culture’ 
(2004: 215);  and  
e) the gaze or the sense of sight: ‘…on all fours the sense of sight is no more important than the 
sense of smell and touch. But the moment the organism becomes bipedal and stands upright, the 
sense of sight is literally raised from the ground, disengaging it from earthier, olfactory and tactile 
sensations’ (2004: 216). 
 Finally, according to Copeland’s binary thinking, verticality stands for 
Cunningham’s rational modernism as opposed to Graham’s irrational, (primitive, 
erotic) ‘ “love-affair-with-the floor” ’(2004:212). 
Copeland’s invocation of the vertical underscores the continuing cultural valency 
of the binarised concepts underpinning Plato’s figuration of human uprightness, 
particularly the association of verticality with the notion of ‘high over’, as 
representing the dominance of reason. Copeland’s elaboration of this logic 
connects the alleged verticality of Cunningham’s style, with culture as (high 
over) nature; the modern as (high over) the primitive etc. In this way Copeland 
activates the same discursive associations of verticality with high over, and 
stability (‘squarely planted’) that Volinsky invokes to eulogise classical ballet. 
 Duncan’s difficulty with High Art  
It is intriguing to place Duncan’s and Stebbins’ interest in sculptural art of the 
classical era in relation to Copeland’s denigration of early modern dance as 
primitive. The significance of ‘high and low’ in the representation of positive and 
negative value is also evident in Duncan’s attempts to figure her dancing as High 
Art. In the early twentieth century, when women involved in theatrical dance 
were considered vulgar, Duncan developed a discourse around her dancing in 
which she employed the notions of beauty, nature, and the soul with the aim of 
bestowing a positive cultural value on her bodily-based art form.  While her 
endeavour can be compared to Copeland’s more recent activation of the trope of 
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the vertical to champion the modernism of Cunningham style, Amy Koritz points 
out that even for Duncan, redeeming women’s bodies from the other side of the 
binary, is difficult, if not impossible. According to Koritz’s analysis, although 
Duncan attempted to raise the status of woman’s body through employing the 
notion of beauty to connote an aesthetic ideal, the always already denigrated form 
of woman’s body required Duncan, rhetorically at least, to negate her materiality:   
For Duncan, dance liberates women from pure object status by first reducing them to the most 
valued quality of that object–its beauty–and then raising to almost god-like the status of the object 
bearing that quality: “My body is the temple of my art. I expose it as a shrine for the worship of 
beauty” (Isadora Speaks 48). She must in other words, empower women and herself to embody 
and enact this idealised beauty through their bodies, while maintaining its platonic ideality. Thus 
Duncan’s desire to claim the cultural territory of beauty for the dance, while stripping it of any 
vulgar sexual implications leads her to the simultaneous evasion and celebration of the dancing 
body (Koritz 1995:53). 
In the late nineteenth century, at least a decade or two before Duncan became 
popular, American Delsartist Genevieve Stebbins faced a similar situation with 
regard to the public practice of what she called ‘Artistic Statue-Posing’. Although 
her aesthetic ideals were classical in nature, and she was a well-known teacher 
and practitioner of statue-posing as well as other Delsarte derived performance 
forms, Stebbins had to defend herself and her students against criticism from her 
peers that her practices were no more than a ‘cheap spectacle involving women in 
flimsy costumes’ (2008:2).  
Verticality and Stable forms  
Whereas Grosz identifies a ‘profound’ disdain and fear of the body 
(‘somatophobia’), as the basis of the binary logic underpinning western 
metaphysics, Luce Irigaray finds a disavowed body or bodily imaginary at the 
centre of the forms and values created by western culture. As Irigaray scholar 
Margaret Whitford explains, Irigaray proposes that an ‘imaginary morphology’ 
underpins and is determining of pervasive conceptual structures, including the 
binary thinking delineated by Grosz. Importantly, according to Whitford, the 
body Irigaray refers to is ‘symbolic’ rather than ‘empirical’ and refers to an, 
“ideal morphology” in which the relationship to anatomy is metaphorical (and) 
somewhat schematic’(2014:58). Irigaray’s concern with a ‘morphological 
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imaginary’ also draws on the psychoanalytic insight identifying the psycho-
cultural weight attributed to the having or not having of a penis, wherein the 
phallus symbolises cultural privilege and is opposed to lack.                
Further, according to Whitford, Irigaray recognises the symbolic form of this 
idealised phallus as perennially erect, ‘(s)o she (Irigaray) can say that in the 
phallomorphic sexual metaphoricity of western rationality, there is no change in 
morphology, no detumescence ever’ (2014:59). As Whitford explains, for 
Irigaray, it is this form of the phallus, which has instituted a culturally 
omnipresent, ‘belief in the necessity of stable forms’, where a particular kind of 
morphology undergirds the creation of certain kinds of meaning and value in 
western culture: 
The imaginary morphology of western rationality is characterised by the principle of identity (also 
expressed in terms of quantity and ownership); the principle of non-contradiction (in which 
ambiguity, ambivalence, or multivalence have been reduced to a minimum); and binarism (eg. 
nature/reason, subject/object, matter/energy, inertia/movement)—as though everything had to be 
one thing or another… All these principles are based upon the possibility of individuating, or 
distinguishing one thing from another, upon a belief in the necessity of stable forms’ (1991:59). 
Human uprightness in its connection through the concept of verticality with an 
idealised stability and erectness would seem to be the very embodiment of 
phallocentric culture. This correlation and its implications for the body would 
appear to be reinforced in Jacques Lacan’s theory of ‘the mirror stage’—a  
psychoanalytically-based explanation concerning the way in which we come to 
identify as a ‘self’. For Lacan, this important moment of fledging subjectivity can 
be recognised in the pleasure a child shows, beginning at around ‘eight months of 
age’, at seeing his image when playing in front of a mirror. Echoing in some 
ways Plato’s image of the rational mind attempting to stabilise the unruly, 
irrational appetites and passions associated with the body, Lacan explains that, in 
fact, the child’s pleasure concerns a dramatic dichotomy between the visual 
image (of his body) the child sees in the mirror and his bodily-based feelings and 
sensations: 
His joy is due to his imaginary triumph in anticipating a degree of muscular co-ordination which 
he has not yet actually achieved. We cannot fail to appreciate the affective value which the gestalt 
of the vision of the whole body-image may assume when we consider the fact that it appears 
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against a background of organic disturbance and discord, in which all indications are that we 
should seek the origins of the image of the ‘body in bits and pieces’ (corps morcele) (1951:14). 
In addition, Lacan indicates that the child’s ego ideal is based not only in bodily 
stability, but in the combination of stability and verticality which, according to 
Lacan, he perceives in those around him: 
It is the stability of the standing posture, the prestige of stature, the impressiveness of statues, 
which set the style for the identification in which the ego finds its starting point and leave their 
imprint in it for ever (1951:15).  
Against the grain of Lacan’s statuesque ego ideal, explorations of the relation 
between verticality and stillness from the tradition of modern dance (even in its 
‘statue-posing’ moment) evoke images of subjective engagement with 
embodiment in which the division between stillness/stability and 
movement/falling are less absolute and do not reiterate the Platonic ideal of 
vertical stability as representative of a desired mastery of rationality over 
irrationality. For example, the standing practices of modern dance artists Duncan 
and Paxton, both posit verticality as a form facilitating a particular kind of non-
volitional witnessing of embodiment. 
From her well known account of, ‘stand(ing’) quite still my two hands folded 
between my breast, covering the solar plexus’(1928:84) it seems that Duncan’s 
standing practice involved witnessing and waiting upon her bodily sensations as 
the source of new, ideal movement forms. Her desire, it would seem was not to 
master the body through stilled uprightness, rather she sought another moving 
bodily ideal emerging from her attention to her quiet questioning of that 
uprightness: 
My mother often became alarmed to see me remain for such long intervals quite motionless as if 
in a trance—but I was seeking and finally discovered the central spring of all movement, the 
crater of motor power, the unity from which all diversions of movement are born, the mirror of 
vision for the creation of dance’ (Duncan 1928:84). 
In a similar vein, Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ exercise involves an internally 
focussed witnessing of one’s own uprightness, where the specification of a 
muscular release emphasises non-volition, and an awareness and acceptance of 
instability rather than mastery. Verticality and its relation to stillness, becomes 
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the basis of an enquiry into the nature of embodiment and, in particular, 
uprightness, rather than affirms the image-ideal (as posited by both Plato and 
Lacan) of a subjectivity founded in control over the body.   
The social activity of women’s statue-posing whose popularity burgeoned in the 
late nineteenth century as part of American Delsartist training and performance, 
is another example of a bodily based practice that engages with the relation 
between verticality, stillness and (in-)stability. The ideal form of the practice 
could be characterised as the negotiation, and animation of thresholds between 
movement and stillness.  
While in its time statue-posing was trivialised and, in its classical imitations 
considered to be ‘anti-modern’, the significance of this practice has been revised 
by Carrie Preston who claims it to be highly influential in the development of the 
modern filmic technique, in particular montage. For Preston, Delsartism 
produced, ‘bodily techniques and experiences of modernity that inspire an 
analysis of the body into part, axis and joints’ (2009:215) With regard to the 
influence on cinematic technique, Preston explains,  
In fact Delsartean statue-posing imagined a “rhythmic succession of motionless shots” a tension 
between experience of motion and stillness of each constitutive shot before it could be realized in 
cinematic technology (2009:232). 
Preston also connects the practice of statue-posing with a broader shift toward 
modernist forms of identity and cultural sensibility which she portrays as 
resisting binarism, in particular a binary between a unified and a fragmented 
body, a binary on which Lacan’s version of the mirror stage is based: 
 Delsartean motion is arrested into a pose to create a rhythm of unfolding movement and stasis, 
self-constitution, and self-presentation. This pose models a method for ordering human 
experience that does not fully separate nature and technology, wholeness and fragmentation or 
body and soul’ (Preston 2009: 215).  
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Further, as I discuss below, human uprightness understood as animate is always 
already thick with the potential production of both spatial and temporal 
a/effects
21
. 
Expressive Verticality: The Enlightenment and Inclination 
Although ‘the principle of aplomb, the plumb or perpendicular’ (Falcone 
1999:91) was a founding tenet of ballet, key elements of ballet’s aesthetic, and 
the aesthetics of theatre in general, underwent significant change during the 
Enlightenment.  
The Enlightenment was a time in the eighteenth century when societal rule by a 
succession of monarchs whose absolute power, conferred by ‘divine right of 
kings’, was challenged. Instead, notions such as ‘the natural law’ came to 
prominence, proposing that humanness, conferred by nature, was the essential 
measure of worth. The ideal society, therefore, was based on individuals who 
could be considered equal in social status due to their shared their humanity (see 
Foster 1995:234-5).  
Prior to this time, during the seventeenth and early eighteenth century, ballet had 
evolved in the courts of Europe and was practiced and patronised by royalty, 
most notably Louis XIV. As Susan Foster explains, ballet’s emphasis on vertical 
comportment and geometric choreographic formations unproblematically 
signified both social status and, ‘a sense of the world as an invulnerable 
microcosm in which the members of all social classes were inscribed and held in 
place’(1986:102). In the mid-eighteenth century, however, in line with the new 
ideas emerging about the nature of society, outspoken philosophers including 
Denis Diderot and Jean-Jacques Rousseau called for a reformation of theatre and 
dance practices. Diderot called for an end to what he saw as meaningless displays 
                                                 
21
 My use of the term ‘thick’ draws on Gilbert Simondon’s notion of ‘temporal thickness’ 
(2012:4). Simondon coins this term in reference to his idea that the nature of the smile of Mona 
Lisa is such that, ‘ (t)he smile’s complete unfolding is read into the painting by those who 
contemplate it’(4).  I am suggesting that uprightness as an ascending-descending axis evokes 
human verticality as both a spatial and temporal phenomenon.  
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of dance technique and called instead for a form of dance that ‘imitated’ or 
‘painted’ human feelings (Foster 1996:32).  
 Foster describes the shift from the rule of monarchy to the rise of enlightenment 
humanism as one, ‘which encumbered the body with a new expressive function’ 
(1995:234). In this period, according to Foster, gesture assumed a special 
importance because the movement of the body was considered to have a direct 
link with the expression of emotion. Choreographers harked back to the non-
verbal eloquence of Greek theatre and Roman pantomime as art forms that were 
consummate exemplars of the ability ‘to paint only using the body’s gestures, a 
realistic account of human feeling and action’ (1996:13). Foster also explains the 
way in which the notion of naturalness, linked with universality, underpinned the 
significance attributed to Greek and Roman pantomime. The ancient mimes were 
understood to have developed, ‘the expressive gift received from Nature… (t)hus 
the original universal language of movements became the raw material out of 
which historical dance was formed’ (1996:16).  
The writings of eighteenth century playwright and librettist Louis de Cahusac 
(1706-1759), are indicative of the way in which the body came to signify the 
most authentic source of the expression:  
Man experienced sensations from the first moment that he breathed; and the sounds of the voice, 
the play of features across his face, the movements of his body, were simply expressions of what 
he felt. 
There are naturally in the voice sounds of pleasure and of sorrow, of anger and of tenderness, of 
distress and of joy. There are similarly in the movements of the face and of the body gestures of 
all these traits; the ones were the primitive sources of song, and the others of dance. 
This was the universal language understood by all nations and even by the animals, because it is 
anterior to all conventions and natural to all the creatures that breathe on the earth… 
(from Cahusac La danse ancienne et moderne, Vol.1, pp.13-15, in Foster1996:15-16). 
While de Cahusac attributes feelings as the basis of sensation and expression, his 
ideas also include a Platonic element wherein, the most original source of 
animation is ascribed to the soul. At the same time, feelings and sensations, 
which Plato deemed a threat to rational subjectivity were elevated in importance 
coming to be recognised as essential dimensions of human nature:  
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The body was peaceful or agitated; the eyes flamed or dulled; the face colored or paled; the arms 
opened or closed, rose toward heaven or fell back to earth, the feet formed slow or rapid steps; all 
the body in short, responded by postures, attitudes, leaps, shudders to the sounds with which the 
soul painted it’s movements (from Cahusac La danse ancienne et moderne, Vol.l1, pp.13-15, in 
Foster1996:15-16). 
 In the field of ballet, Francesca Falcone identifies this humanist concern to 
represent a body moved by feelings or passions as responsible for adaptions to 
the ‘principle of aplomb’, most notably in ‘the evolution of the arabesque’ (1999: 
71). Falcone identifies the dramatic theories of German scholar Johan Jakob 
Engel (1741-1802) as the primary source of the development of a new kind of 
off-centred gesture in ballet. In the later part of the eighteenth century, Engel 
undertook a comprehensive study of the ‘passions’ based on his observations of 
the way in which the body was affected by emotions. This study resulted in his 
‘treatise on drama’, Ideen zu einer Mimik (1785-1786), which according to 
Falcone, ‘provided an important resource not only for the actor, but also for the 
dancer, choreographer and ballet master’ (1999:91).  
Foster also identifies the prodigious scope of Engel’s treatise describing his 
analysis as a, ‘pars(ing) of the body into tiniest increments, each capable of 
registering distinct kinds of movement’ (1996:107). At the same time Engel’s 
overarching theory of movement was based, like du Cahusac’s on the notion that 
the fundamental source of animation was the soul. According to Engel, this 
animating movement was charactered by an expanding/contracting logic, such 
that, ‘as the soul expanded, so would the body’ (Foster 1996:107). It was Engel’s 
elaboration of this notion of expansion and contraction in relation to the effect of 
emotion that produced a paradigm for movement taken up within ballet and 
drama as well. Falcone describes this paradigm as ‘the body break(ing) away 
from its perpendicular’ wherein response to feeling is figured in a shift of weight. 
Engel himself describes this action as characterised by a ‘thrust forward’: ‘If 
desire strains toward the object, whether to possess or to attack it, then the head, 
the chest and the upper body is thrust forward’ (Engel in Falcone 1996:91). With 
reference to Engel’s writing Falcone explains how this may involve the weight 
moving onto one leg as the body moves forward: 
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Such sentiments as ecstasy and joy, in their utmost outburst, are also revealed by stretching arms 
and by the body posed on one leg while the other is lifted from the ground “wandering, so to 
speak, in the air” (Falcone 1999:91). 
 
Figure 9: Attitude of body to express ecstasy or joy. From Johann Jakob Engel, Idées sur le geste, 
Plate XVII (in Falcone 1999: 91). 
 
In the wake of eighteenth century theatrical reform, Falcone identifies nineteenth 
century ballet master and dance codifier Carlo Blasis (1795 -1878) as responsible 
for the analysis and technical development of ‘the break from the perpendicular’ 
(91), resulting in its emergence as the movement form now recognised as the 
arabesque. Blasis’ own writings, which include many drawings, trace his 
changing investment in aplomb. His last book L'uomo Fisico, Intellettuale e 
Morale (1857) includes a series of ‘stick figure’ drawings portraying the 
expressive codes of the body he has devised. The expression of a range of 
emotions is represented with the body’s axis delineated in various kinds of 
leaning, tilting and slightly curving lines, all nevertheless in the vertical register.   
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Figure 10: Stick figures from Blasis’ L'uomo Fisico, Intellettuale e Morale (in Falcone, 1999:103) 
Although I have characterised some of Blasis’ drawings depicting bodily 
expression through postural inclination as being in a vertical ‘register’, the 
portrayal of emotion as a movement away from the vertical, suggests that more 
upright forms of verticality are not expressive. This notion reiterates in some 
ways Plato’s instrumental figuration of the body whose primary purpose is to 
support the head and to carry it around. While Enlightenment representations of 
humanness seem to loosen Plato’s emphasis on the need for rational control, 
figuring the mobilisation of the body by feelings as the grounds for societal 
identification and empathy, the passion for dividing and classifying these 
movements also suggests a continued emphasis on rational approaches to 
knowledge production.    
Although ballet and modern dance are often regarded as entirely separate 
traditions, Falcone proposes Blasis’ expressionist leanings may represent a 
connection between the two, stating that, ‘(i)ndeed, it is probable that these 
theories of expression’(developed by Blasis in L’Uomo), ‘as they evolved during 
the nineteenth century, contributed to the formation of the theories of (Francois) 
Delsarte’(1999:100). Despite, Blasis’ expressive excursions, the innovations 
associated with the arabesque were nevertheless codified in conformity within the 
pictorial presentation and balanced figuration of the limbs favoured in balletic 
comportment. On the other hand, with regard to the evolution of modern dance, 
Ted Shawn has identified the legacy of Delsartist ideas as inspiring a dance form 
which foregrounds the presence and movement of the torso. For Shawn, the 
consequence of the Delsarte influence on modern dance was that, ‘the torso could 
no longer remain rigid in the fixed ballet tradition, but must become the most 
sensitive and expressive part of the body’ (Shawn 1954:61). 
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Standing in Curves 
Although Duncan herself did not acknowledge ‘Delsarte’ as an influence on her 
work, it would seem that she shared with American Delsartist Genevieve 
Stebbins a preference for what could be called a contrapposto stance, as the 
quotations below indicate: 
‘It was also a Duncan axiom never to stand squarely on both feet. One leg alone should bear the 
whole weight; the other leg, gracefully bent at the knee, should rest lightly on the side of the foot’ 
(Marie Louise de Meeus in Daly 1995: 81)  
Exercise 1 
Stand firm on both legs 
Change weight, making right leg the strong one. 
Incline head to the right. 
Incline torso to the left. 
You are now in harmonic balance 
( Delsarte System of Expression  by Genevieve Stebbins 1902: 93) 
Whether or not Duncan adopted postures from Delsartism, the classical origins of 
Delsarte’s methodology were of central importance to Stebbins. In the Delsarte 
System of Expression she recounts her retracing of Delsarte’s study of classical 
statuary and her time spent, ‘checking off every law and principle of Delsarte’s 
opposition, sequence, and poise, and trying for a whole year to find a really 
artistic contradiction, but in vain’ (1902: 446).  Delsarte’s movement principles 
of opposition, sequence and poise emerge as the elements of the Delsarte training 
method which Stebbins most valued and upon which she based her practice of 
artistic statue-posing.  
Whereas ballet figured its aesthetic around an absolute, geometric image of 
verticality, Stebbins’ work emphasises the aesthetic link between the slightly 
curved uprightness of the contrapposto form and the movement principles of 
Delsartism. As the Roman rhetorician Quintilian delineates, the charm attributed 
to the contrapposto pose lay in its pleasing deviation from verticality and the 
ability of a ‘curve’ to suggest grace, life and motion:  
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The body when held bolt upright has but little grace, for the face looks straight forward, the arms 
hang by the side, the feet are joined and the whole figure is stiff from top to toe. But that curve, I 
might call it motion, with which we are so familiar, gives an impression of action and 
animation… A similar impression of grace and charm is produced by rhetorical figures…they 
involve a certain departure from straight line and have the merit of variation from ordinary usage 
(1921, xiii, 9-11, Quinitilian, Institutio Oratoria, trans, H.E Butler1921, xiii, 9-11, in Summers 
1997: 337). 
Although our ‘everyday’ language connects a rigid, perpendicular form of 
verticality with human uprightness, the value of notions such as grace in classical 
art influenced the way in which the human body was figured, favouring an 
upright posture that suggested spatio-temporal animation. At the same time as 
David Summers points out, the contrapposto stance was itself formulated 
according to defining principles concerning balance and stability (1997:337).  
Make the Right leg the Strong One: Playing with stability  
As I tried Stebbins exercises, beginning with the shifts of weight from one leg to 
the other together with inclinations of the head in a standing position, I noted the 
experiential potency of these subtle variations in posture enacted in upright 
position. For me, they provoked questions about verticality and how the image-
concept denoted in language affected postural change in what I would call the 
vertical register.  
A number, but not all of Stebbins’ ‘Harmonic Poise’ exercises require the 
exploration of a minimal range of displacement often involving an attention to 
shifting weight. I found that shifting weight from one leg to another in this 
context did not feel ‘minimal’ at all. The attention to weight in the enacting of 
relatively simple postures and movements reminded me of the ‘profound 
experiences’ Paxton reports in his close examination of the play between stability 
and instability in ‘Standing Still’. It seems to me that Stebbins’ exercises, like 
Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’, afford a kind of deconstructive analysis wherein, 
through attention to the action of weight and slowness of execution, the 
conventional formations of gesture and linguistically-based meanings were 
unable to congeal.  At the same time, I recognise that my initial sense of 
unfamiliarity was most likely a result of working with a body practice from, and 
thus a body imagined in, a different historical time.    
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Expressive verticality: Speaking with the torso 
The focus on the torso in Delsartism and modern dance can also be understood as 
challenging a binarised representation of verticality, where verticality 
characterised as static and non-expressive is opposed to the expressivity invested 
in off-centred movements. In drawing our attention to our embodied relation with 
gravity, both Straus and Godard point to uprightness as always already animate 
and productive of perceptions. Working in the tradition of Delsartism, Stebbins’ 
‘Harmonic Poise’ exercises foreground the torso in particular, as an integral 
element in the perception of the differentiating play of gravity around the vertical 
axis. As I worked on Stebbins’ exercises I noticed they were ‘armless’ in the 
sense that the focus was on the axis or central ‘thread’ linking the head, torso, and 
legs. With reference to the way we refer to a person’s stance as their ‘posture’, 
Stebbins’ exercises share a postural focus with the fundamental characteristics of 
uprightness.  
Warren Lamb proposes that the term ‘posture’ connotes the ‘natural’ qualities 
inherent to a person themselves. He compares posture with gesture finding a 
person ‘has’ a posture, whereas gestures are ‘made’. Lamb’s notion of posture 
also resonates in some ways with Godard’s notion of pre-movement in that both 
implicate the uniqueness of each person’s relation with gravity:  
What then is the nature of the relation between posture and gesture? Perhaps we could describe it 
as having and making…We do not make a posture, in the way that we make a gesture of the hand, 
face or some other part of the body. A posture is not something we make at all, for the simple 
reason we already have it. This natural posture of ours decides how we perceive the world about 
us (Lamb, 1979: 22). 
Despite Lamb’s remarks, Stebbins’ ‘Harmonic Poise’ exercises could be 
characterised as ‘making postures’. In working with these exercises, however, my 
experience in some ways confirms Lamb’s observations. For example, when 
rotating my head in opposition to the torso, I was aware at some level that this 
action was suggestive of some kind of ‘attitude’ I ‘had’ toward the others and the 
world. On the other hand, in attempting the same action of the torso with the 
addition my arm in a stopping ‘gesture’ I found my sense of ‘having’ an ‘attitude’ 
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was de-emphasised due to its incorporation within the more readily sensed or 
recognised gesture I was ‘making’ (that is, the ‘sign’ for stopping).  
Specific articulations of the torso in Stebbins’ exercises also complicate the 
expressivist notion that a movement impulse from the torso leads to a shift of 
weight. In the ‘Harmonic Poise’ exercises, the Delsartean principle of opposition 
is applied in ways that create counter tensions. In most standing postures the 
head, torso and legs are working (sometimes subtly), against each other’s 
direction and weight. In addition to the exercises modelled on the contrapposto 
stance, other series involve oppositional rotations of head and torso, as well as the 
oppositional action of the torso in relation to the forward or backward swaying 
action over the feet between ball and heel–while the feet remain flat on the 
ground.  
The focus on an ‘armless’ presentation and engagement of the torso together with 
its oppositional mobilisation evokes uprightness as articulate in and through the 
body. This articulation runs counter to the connotations of the term ‘body’ itself 
which retains the instrumental Platonic connotation of a kind of formwork or 
structure that supports the agencies of the intellect and the emotions. The 
deformation of women’s torso through the wearing of corsets was also a major 
concern for Stebbins (as it was for Duncan).  Her adaptions of Delsarte’s training 
methods (found in her 1893 book Dynamic Breathing and Harmonic Poise) 
involved complex and detailed breathing exercises which invested the torso as the 
key site of sensual, healthful and expressive possibilities. She also acknowledges 
that the breathing techniques she developed were substantially informed by what 
she calls ‘ceremonial forms of oriental prayer’ most likely referring to yoga 
(1902:401).  
Laurence Louppe reiterates Shawn’s identification of the Delsartean emphasis on 
the torso as distinctively formative of the poetics of modern dance.  The 
conventional status of the torso as, ‘inhabited by the viscera and barely 
articulated’, is for Louppe, what heightens its affective power, generating a ‘a 
new fund of sense deeper than that of the extremities or that of movement’s 
connection with the verbal…’ (Louppe, 2010:30). Louppe’s identification of the 
torso as productive of different sensations and meanings to conventional gesture 
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and language is pre-figured by kinesiologist Mabel Todd who observes that in 
evolutionary terms our axial skeleton, ‘developed long before the ancestors of the 
amphibian came to land’…and yet, ‘we are accustomed to give the shoulders, 
arms and hands (which evolved later), first place in our thoughts, quite naturally, 
considering that our effective work and relations with the outside world are 
carried on through their instrumentality (Todd 1937:9)
22
. Whereas the torso is 
seen to conventionally support, rather than produce our gestures and language, 
Louppe credits the tradition of modern dance as having produced a language of 
the torso which has, 
 open(ed) all its compartments, …to hear their diaphragmatic pulsation … and follow(ed) the  
path of the vertebral column which is the “chain” of our constitution and our continuity, not only 
on the skeletal but also on the emotional and expressive planes (Louppe 2010:31). 
Cores of the vertical: Torso, Spine, Centre 
Human uprightness is elaborated with a focus on the organic characteristics of the 
torso by a number of artists associated with the tradition of modern dance.  
The torso contains three zones. 
1. “Thoracic= mental”. The lungs are more in that region than in the lower. Lungs are 
mental. Their action we name inspiration, aspiration, expiration. We also say the same of 
the mind. They purify the blood as truth does the will or love (Stebbins in Delsarte 
System of Expresssion 1902:120). 
 
Delsartean theory divides the torso into three zones, ‘thoracic’, ‘epigastric’ and  
‘abdominal’.  The descriptions of these zones mix anatomical designations with 
other concepts and qualities pertaining to the overarching Delsartean ‘Principle of 
the Trinity’ which nominates parts of the body as either ‘mental’ ‘moral’ or 
‘vital’. With regard to the torso, these zones are also considered significant as 
‘points of departure or arrival for gesture’ (1902:200).  As Louppe intimates, 
                                                 
22
 Mabel Todd was the originator of the field of bodywork known as Ideokinesis. Ideokinesis involves the 
use imagery or visualisation techniques, often engaged with in stillness, to encourage new ‘thoughts’ aimed 
at optimal postural function and ease of movement. Todd’s work, most notably disseminated through her 
1937 book The Thinking Body was based on her comprehensive understanding of kinesiology and 
biomechanics. This practice was taken up by a number of modern dancer artists from the 1940s onwards.  
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modern dance has also produced highly differentiated practices and concomitant 
discourses of the torso. Most designations in this discourse appear to be 
anatomical with ‘the spine’ emerging as one of the most significant terms. 
Whereas Louppe evokes the spine as a chain that links the parts of the body 
together, Godard evokes the spine and torso as intimately linked in a bi-polar 
resonating movement of gravity and breath:   
The function of the spine will be understood as the capacity to perceive and respond to two fields, 
two polarities, in a way, the spine will be understood as a movement…In close analogy, breathing 
plays between these two fields, inspiration and upward movement, expiration and movement 
down’ (Godard 1994: 37). 
Like Todd, in an evolutionary vein, Godard identifies the spine to be the oldest 
ancestor of our verticality claiming that, ‘the study of phylogeny shows that the 
verticality of the spine in the seated position preceded the verticality of 
bipedalism by several million years’ (1994:37). For Godard, the spine carries the 
deepest expressive trace which he finds in, ‘the quality of Margot Fonteyn’s 
arabesque: her leg low, and yet full of a movement whose transparency revealed 
the supremacy of the upward-downward harmony that travelled through her 
spine’ (1994:37). 
 
Figure 11: Image of Fonteyn in a low arabesque suggesting the upward-downward flow through the 
spine and legs that Godard evokes with reference to Fonteyn’s low arabesque23.  
Whereas Copeland figured Cunningham’s verticality as suggestive of a body 
‘holding up’ notions of culture and rationality, Cunningham’s own 
‘understanding of the organization of movement’, foregrounds the spine as centre 
of dynamic radius. He proposes, ‘(i)f the spine is taken as the center of radius, 
much as the animal makes it his physical conscience, then the action proceeds 
                                                 
23
 (https://i.pinimg.com/736x/5f/6e/81/5f6e8196b836131932b11b3cfa952fb2.jpg). 
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from the centre outwards’ (Cunningham in Vaugham 1997:60). Here, 
Cunningham’s ready comparison between human and animal makes Copeland’s 
binary account of his style already seem out of step. Cunningham also states, 
‘(t)he spine, moreover, acts not just as a source for the arms and legs, but itself 
can coil and explode like a spring, can grow taut or loose, can turn on its own 
axis or project into space directions (Cunningham in Vaughan 1997:60).  
While Cunningham’s and Graham’s styles are clearly different, significant 
elements of Graham’s technique also involve the spine, ‘the centre’ and the torso. 
Cunningham’s description of a spine that, ‘can coil and explode like a spring’ 
immediately invokes a Graham ‘contraction/release’ movement cycle.  It is also 
interesting to note that one of Graham’s metaphors for the back is ‘the tree of 
life’—an image suggesting branches radiating from the spine (in Horosko 
1991:140). The notion of the centrality of the spine can also be found in the terms 
used by current Graham teachers, such as Marnie Thomas who nominates the 
‘oppositional pull…created by stretching in different directions while energy 
radiates outward from the spine’ as a key element of Graham technique (Thomas 
2013:4).  
The nature of Copeland’s discourse excludes the possibility of there being any 
artistic continuity between Graham and Cunningham and the binary logic of his 
argument also devalues Graham’s style and all pre-Cunningham modern dance, 
through the concept of the horizontal and its association with the infantile, the 
erotic, the animalistic etc. It is evident that Copeland prefers Cunningham’s style 
to Graham’s. Presenting his work in terms purely oppositional to the work of 
early modern artists, however, fails to connect important aspects of 
Cunningham’s understanding of the body and verticality with the ideas and 
practices of his predecessors. 
‘The centre’ is another term found in the discourse associated with both 
Cunningham’s and Graham’s style and teaching. Dancer and choreographer Erick 
Hawkins who danced with Graham, emphasises the notion of ‘the centre’ as the 
core continuity between his work with Graham and the later development of his 
own style. Hawkins remarks, ‘(b)ut you see,…we were all trained in the same 
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way, the source being from the centre of the body…(f)rom that same source I 
developed my own way—from the centre’ (Hawkins in Horosko 1991:74).  
At the same time both Graham and Cunningham also had specific technical 
prescriptions relating to verticality. Graham’s ‘Upright Stance’ as remembered by 
Yuriko who worked with Graham from 1944 until 1967, is based on a balanced 
standing position attained not through the notion of a single centre line, but 
through awareness of aligning the joints in relation to each other. Yuriko 
remembers Graham saying, ‘in this properly balanced position, your body will 
not become tired’: 
The stance is maintained in perpendicular lines. Seen from the side, the ankle bone must be 
perpendicular to the floor (not with a pronated arch, but held straight up); the hip bone must be at 
a straight line at the natural bend or crease created at the top of the leg when the leg is raised and 
the torso kept erect (the pelvis must not be tipped forward or backward); the shoulder at the 
hollow in front and below the clavicle bone should remain upright…the base of the neck should 
be held in a perpendicular line to the lobe of the ear; the forehead between the eyebrows and 
hairline should make a straight line (Yuriko in Horosko 1991:112) . 
Cunningham also believed that it is important for a dancer to gain an, 
‘understanding of the correct vertical position of the body and how it is obtained’, 
(Cunningham in Vaughan 1997:60-61). His analysis of verticality integrates 
notions of the vertical axis, the spine, the ‘center’ and the torso, evoking a rich 
and complex language (of the torso): 
There must be an understanding of the correct vertical position of the body and how it is obtained. 
This involves the problem of balance of the body, and the sustaining of one part against another 
part. If one uses the torso as the center of balance and as the vertical axis at all times, then the 
question of balance is always related to that central part… If one uses the torso as a moving force 
itself, allowing the spine to be the motivating force in a visual shift of balance, the problem is to 
sense how far the shift of balance can go in any direction and in any time arrangement, and then 
move instantaneously towards any other direction in any time arrangements without having to 
break the flow of movement by a catching of weight…The dynamics of the torso are thus 
sustained and distilled and not lost in moving from one direction to another  (Cunningham in 
Vaughan 1997: 60-61). 
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Figure 12: This image from Cunningham's Second Hand (1970) demonstrates the connection in 
Cunningham technique between the vertical position and its potential for variation through highly 
nuanced actions of the torso (in Vaughan 1997:175). 
Tension and Tonus 
The foregrounding of the notion of balance in both Graham’s and Cunningham’s 
description suggests that a certain level of tonus or muscular tension is required 
to attain and maintain one’s balance in the vertical register. Graham’s upright 
stance is focussed on limiting the need for unnecessary effort in relation to 
dancing which may tire, and Cunningham is concerned to maintain balance in the 
tension created by moving away from centre. For both dancer/choreographers 
verticality is described and prescribed within the context of their dance styles and 
choreographic repertoire.  
On the other hand, verticality itself, and the relation between tension and balance 
in uprightness is the key focus of Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’:  
Peter Hulton: What’s the process of relaxation that you are asking a person to go through? 
Steve Paxton: I don’t know, except that it is an act of will, an act of “Won’t”. That is I won’t hold 
this tension any longer. It’s not a negative. It’s the opposite of insisting that you have to be what 
you are in terms of the tensions that have arrived within your body (1975:4). 
 Paxton’s process involves a methodical relaxation of the body while standing: ‘I 
go through the body from top to bottom, just relax various areas around the eyes, 
the ears, mouth, throat, neck muscles, the scalp…’(1975:4). After this Paxton 
invokes an attitude of engaged non-volition, or self–witnessing using the idea of, 
‘placing your mind around the body and seeing what’s happening’ (Paxton in 
Hulton 1975: 4). While Paxton’s overt interrogation of uprightness through the 
conscious release of tension is associated with the postmodern era of modern 
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dance, Ted Shawn finds the roots of this enquiry into bodily tension in Delsartism 
crediting, ‘Delsarte’s law of Reaction, Recoil’ as the basis of ‘the conscious, 
rhythmic, controlled and purposeful use of Tension and Relaxation’, in modern 
dance (Shawn 1954: 62). He also notes that Steele Mackaye, under Delsarte’s 
guidance, was responsible for developing relaxation exercises to help the 
teaching of ‘successive’ movement, ‘without the obstacles of stiff and unyielding 
joints and muscles’ (Shawn 1954: 49)24. The focus on muscular release was an 
important dimension of Delsarte training. Stebbins who was Mackaye’s pupil 
prefaces her ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ lesson with what she calls (after 
Mackaye) ‘Decomposing Exercises’. In her introduction to these exercises 
Stebbins explains that,’ (t)hese … free the channels of expressions, and the 
current of nerve force can thus rush through them as a stream of water washed 
through a channel unclogged by obstacles’ (Stebbins, 1902:83). 
Like Paxton, Stebbins traces relaxation systematically through different parts of 
the body—the fingers, hand, forearm, entire arm, etc. Whereas Paxton sought to 
banish tension with an ‘I won’t’, Stebbins requires an ‘as if dead’: For example, 
in  ‘Exercise 1’ Stebbins instructs her  pupil to, ‘(l)et the fingers fall from the 
muscles as if they were dead ; in that condition shake them. Vital force should 
stop at the knuckles’ (84). The progression from the fingers to the wrist in 
Exercise 2, indicates just how detailed the attention to the body is: ‘Exercise 2, 
Let the hand fall from the wrist as if dead; shake it in that condition forward and 
back, up and down, sideways, rotary shake’ (1902:84). 
Stebbins tells her pupils that, ‘the first great thing to be acquired in the practice of 
‘decomposing’ is ‘flexibility of the joints’. This flexibility was understood to 
facilitate the execution of sequential or successional movement, another 
foundational element of the Delsarte System. Ted Shawn claims that it is the 
combination of Delsartism’s attention to the torso, together with its technique of 
successional movement, that most distinguished the evolution of movement 
forms associated with modern dance from those associated with ballet: 
One of the vital and important differences lies in the recognition of the torso as the source and 
main instrument of true emotional expression—and equally important the use of successions, 
                                                 
24
 More information on Steele Mackaye and his influence on American Delsartism is included in 
Chapter 3.  
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beginning in the torso and spreading outwards and downwards throughout the entire body (Shawn 
1954:61).  
In the introduction to her decomposing exercises, Stebbins also conveys to her 
pupil that the release of tension throughout the body can ‘naturally’ result in a 
fall. As a result of her relaxed state however, she reassures her pupil that, ‘I have 
not even bruised myself… Give me your hand and help me to rise’ (Stebbins 
1902:83). Paxton, on the other hand, is interested in the connection between 
released musculature and the question of how we hold, or are held up in 
verticality.  
So we call it standing still because everybody knows what that means and then you point out that 
in the midst of standing still something else is occurring and that the name for that is the Small 
Dance and it is the skeletal muscles that are holding you upright after you have relaxed all the 
voluntary muscles (Paxton in Hulton 1975: 3). 
  He describes the way he takes other people through his process, including his 
observation that ‘the small dance’ experienced when standing is, in fact, a 
continuing play of falling and restabilising, 
…after I have gone over the whole body and they’ve been standing a while, I say, “Feel the small 
dance”. The skeletal muscles are holding you up and there is a point where you can balance inside 
the small dance…Also in the small dance you become very aware that every movement is to 
prevent you from falling. You become aware that very small falls are constantly being forestalled 
by slight pulls or stretches in the body’ (1975: 4).   
Paxton also reiterates the moment, ‘where you can balance in the small dance’, 
representing this experience as a kind of a ‘natural high’: ‘It’s a place of balance 
where the skeletal muscles don’t know what to do exactly, or don’t need to do 
anything…It’s an amazing feeling because one is used to strains and 
stresses...that’s a marvellous moment and it seems to adrenalise you in the same 
way a near fall does…’ (1975:4). 
Verticality in Suspension  
While Plato’s account of the human form ostensibly figures uprightness as the 
embodiment of the control of reason over matter, I was interested to find that he 
also connects uprightness with the experience of suspension or being ‘held-up’ in 
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a way that resonates in particular with Mabel Todd’s imagistic promotion of 
optimal alignment. 
In Plato’s account of the human form, Gregoric notes that he explicitly addresses 
the reason for human uprightness in a passage in which he likens the human form 
to a ‘heavenly plant’. 
As regards the most sovereign kind of soul in us, we must conceive of it in this 
way: god has given to each of us, as his daemon, that which we say resides in 
the summit of our body (ἐp' ¥krJ tù sèmati) and which raises us from earth 
towards its kin in the heaven, since we are not an earthly but a heavenly plant, as 
they say most truly. For it is there, whence the soul first sprang into birth, that the 
divine <part of us> suspends our head or root and thus erects the whole body 
(Plato Timaeus 90a2–b1 in Gregoric, 2005:188). 
 
While this passage reiterates Plato’s concern to represent the head as the 
privileged site of divinity and rationality, the nature of this metaphor suggests to 
me that Plato’s embodied experience of uprightness may have informed his 
thinking. Beginning with the paradoxical linguistic formulation of ‘a heavenly 
plant’ which suggests a kind of suspension between different ideas, I have 
noticed that in the figure of ‘a heavenly plant’ Plato evokes human uprightness in 
both active and passive terms, both as a reaching up and also as an upwardly held 
suspension. This sense of inhabiting an ‘in-between’ is further elaborated in the 
final sentence which connects the notion of being suspended with an obscuring of 
the concepts of up and down: ‘For it is there, whence the soul first sprang into 
birth, that the divine <part of us> suspends our head or root and thus erects the 
whole body’.  If the soul sprang to birth in heaven this suggests to me that ‘the 
head or root’ could also be envisaged as suspended from (that is, down from) 
heaven, as well as attracted up (to it).  
 
Although Plato’s reference to suspension portrays the elevation of the human 
form as an attraction to the divine, his evocation of uprightness also resonates in 
some ways with experientially based explorations of embodiment and verticality 
created within the culture of modern dance: For example, both Plato’s and 
Paxton’s invocations of standing foreground the experience of a non-volitional 
kind of suspension, support and poise (2010: 139). Of a different dynamic order, 
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Ernestine Stodelle’s account of Doris Humphrey’s ‘Fall and Recovery’ technique 
also highlights the experience of suspension as important ‘transitory stage of 
support’ in ‘Fall-Rebound-Recovery’ movement cycle.  Stodelle’s description of 
suspension also underscores the experience of a momentary but intense stasis: 
Part 3 Suspension: At this point the rebound has entered the state of suspension, which is the 
transitory stage of the body momentarily supporting itself off-balance before return to 
equilibrium. In terms of physics, energy has reached “the point zero” (because there is no 
oscillation); in terms of dance experience, the body is poised triumphantly mid-air having 
successfully recovered from the perils of falling (1978:20). 
Some of Mabel Todd’s ideokinetic imagery designed to encourage optimal 
alignment also bears an uncanny resemblance to Plato’s heavenly plant. In 
seeking to communicate the insight that, ‘(t)he pattern of a mechanically efficient 
posture whether sitting, standing, or walking implies a long spinal axis and a 
centred control of the weight it carries’(1937:211), Todd invites her readers to, 
‘imagine that your head is reaching upward toward a hook in the sky and like 
bluebeard’s wives you are hanging by your hair’. With the same postural goal in 
mind, Todd includes another image: ‘imagine you are hanging from a tree in the 
form of an open Japanese parasol, with toes dangling on the ground and head 
above the spread parasol (1937:211).   
 
These images, like Plato’s heavenly plant, heighten the connection between 
verticality and a non-volitional sense of being suspended or poised in space; the 
effect of which is particularly felt or perceived in and around the head. Todd’s 
vivid, somewhat fantastical imagery emphasises the sense of the suspension in 
verticality as both a ‘holding up’ and a’ hanging down’.  
 
In a similar vein, Plato’s choice of the figure of the ‘heavenly plant’ suggests that 
his thinking about uprightness depended on his metaphoric identification with the 
form of plants. The explorations of uprightness by modern dance artists such as 
Paxton suggest that Plato’s focus on the experience of suspension could be 
indebted to the lived experience of his own uprightness, together with his 
kinaesthetically-based resonance with flower heads poised on stems. And while 
his evocation of a ‘heavenly rooted soul’ most obviously conveys his desire to 
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amend the comparison with plants, such that the human form, unlike plants, 
depends on heavenly, not earthly support, Plato’s heavenly plant, like Todd’s 
‘bluebeard’s wives hanging by (their) hair’ represents a powerful figuration of the 
sense-experience of suspension in uprightness
25
. 
 
In another biomechanically figured paradox, Todd points out that the thought of 
being suspended promotes the optimal form of vertical posture because it 
facilitates the most efficient transfer of the weight of the head, via the spinal axis, 
to the ground. Todd explains,  
The spine functions best when the axis is long. The opposing curves are then set close to the axis 
with the intrinsic tensile and compression forces balanced. The weight of the head may then travel 
in a straight line to the ground, but the chain of events that makes this happen is initiated in the 
spine as the thought (my italics) of reaching up with the head engages all the appropriate reflexes, 
the extensors pulling down, the front body-wall pulling up and the lateral diameter of the chest 
reducing’ (1937:211-212). 
Todd also explains that the head itself cannot actually be lengthened upward. The 
images of suspension, such as hanging by the hair, effect a lengthening of the 
spine which means the weight of the body moves closer to the centre. While 
images emphasising the suspension of the head make up part of Todd’s repertoire 
aimed at the promoting a long spinal axis, she also includes images that 
encourage the dropping of weight right through the spine: For example, ‘Let the 
spine drag. Picture it extended like a dinosaur’s tail but keep the front wall of the 
body up’ (1937:174). 
 
Whereas Todd’s biomechanical analysis of verticality emphasises the way in 
which weight moving through the body and the ground is the basis of support or 
suspension of the head, it seems Plato could only imagine and conceive of 
verticality as a movement away from, and independent of the earth. Although 
                                                 
25
 The theory of ‘gravitropism’ posits the response of plants to gravity as also both upward and 
downward, where the roots grow in the direction of the gravitational pull and the stems grow in 
the opposite direction (Biology-online 2016). The upwardedly hovering branches, stems, flowers, 
supported by a distant and not immediately apparent root system in the earth, would seem to 
embody the same sense of remote support, or non-volitional holding up, represented in the notion 
of suspension by Plato, Paxton and Stodelle/Humphrey 
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Plato does not use the term gravitation, Gregoric homes in on the lack of this 
concept in Plato’s explanation:  
The text which explicitly mentions erect posture of the human being, then, does not fully explain 
why it is that the human being is erect. We learn that the human being stands upright because the 
rational soul which is located in the head, gravitates towards the heaven and thus straightens the 
body up. We also learn that the rational soul gravitates toward the heaven because of its kinship 
with something in heaven, but we are not told in what sense it gravitates and how this gravitation 
actually erects the body’ (2005: 189). 
The weighting of verticality and Modern Dance  
In her 1903 ‘Dance of the Future’ manifesto Duncan imagines gravity on a 
cosmic scale—moving generations of dancers in the creative wave of its pulse:  
If we seek the real source of dance, if we go to nature, we find the dance of the future is the dance 
of the past, the dance of eternity…The dance should simply be, then the natural gravitation of 
(the) will of the individual, which in the end is no more or less than a human translation of the 
gravitation of the universe (1977: 54). 
 Daly explains the way in which Duncan’s esteem for gravity drew on 
Schopenhauer’s notion of ‘objectified will’ whose ‘endless’, upward strivings are 
enabled by the grounding and stabilising force of gravity (1995:32).  Unlike 
Plato’s uprightness which was defined by its disavowal of contact with the earth, 
Duncan’s weighted dancing invokes a kind of verticality created in a mutual 
relation between upwardness and downwardness, heaven and earth. This creation 
of movement embodying the action of gravity defined her dancing as opposite to, 
‘the school of ballet vainly striving against the natural laws of gravitation or the 
natural will of the individual, and working in discord in its form and movement 
with the form and movement of nature, produc(ing) a sterile movement which 
gives no birth to future movements but dies as it is made’ (1977: 54). Daly also 
evokes the way in which Duncan’s movement style animated the idea of 
‘grounded striving’ through her activation of the contrasting tones of an 
upward/downward movement cycle, such that, ‘(t)hough her upper body soared, 
her lower body was resiliently strong and well-rooted, giving the appearance of a 
“Will”—or in her words, ‘an inner force—very present in, responding to, and 
acting upon the world’(1995:33).    
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Stebbins also refers to gravity, and while her invocation is more prosaic than 
Duncan’s, the concept is nevertheless an important aspect of bodily experience in 
her teaching discourse. 
True relaxation means resigning the body to the law of gravity, the mind to nature and the entire 
energy to deep, rhythmic breathing (1902:402). 
Exercise VI 
From the last attitude, viz, strong leg behind, sway gently forward until the weight is carried on to 
the forward leg. 
Allow head and torso to sway gently in opposition as the centre of gravity changes. 
The slowness with which the changes are made, taking care that the motion shall be continuous, is 
one of the principal things to observe… (Stebbins 1902:96) 
The exercises in which Stebbins’ refers to gravity are also of a different tenor to 
Duncan’s grounded strivings, exhibiting a ‘witnessing’ approach to embodied 
experience wherein one ‘observes’ oneself in the process of moving. However, 
her image of ‘resigning the body to law gravity’ (402) also suggests that ‘giving 
in’ to gravity produces the tonic condition which most facilitates the returns of a 
deep breathing cycle.  
While Stebbins draws her pupil’s attention to the phenomenon of weight and 
gravity, American modern dance critic John Martin highlights the habituated or 
unexamined nature of weight and sensorimotor activity and underscores the 
importance of these neglected dimensions of bodily life in aesthetic experience. 
Martin, as noted, believes dance to be, ‘the least understood of all the arts’ in 
which its ‘close(ness)’ to, ‘the very stuff of life…the movement of the body and 
its reactions to the environment’, has been lost amidst the cultural prevalence of 
narrative and musical based interpretations. His theory focuses on the body and 
he proposes that shared sensorimotor experience, what he calls ‘the movement 
sense’, is the basis of our response to dance and in particular, modern dance.  
Martin describes ‘the movement sense’ as, ‘a sixth sense’ which is common to all 
and yet is not so much concerned with the outside world as the ‘elaborate and 
intricate’ world which is comprised of the body itself’ (1989:13). Here Martin’s 
depiction of embodiment as a condition of continual subtle adjustment recalls 
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Godard’s notion of pre-movement and the image of uprightness as always in play 
with gravity. As well as characterising ‘the movement sense’ as indebted to the 
ongoing engagement of our myriad ‘sense organs’ in the maintenance of the 
posture, balance and orientation of the body (proprioception), he also delineates 
its connection to the perception and activation of weight within our complex 
interaction with our environment:  
Sense organs are to be found in the tissues of the muscles and joints, which respond to 
movements of the body in much the same way that the eye responds to light or the ear to sound. 
They register change of posture however small throughout the body, and thus tend to keep it 
always in alignment, so to speak. When a traveller picks up his suitcase its weight would probably 
pull him off his feet if it were not that he has sense receptors which report the movement he has 
made and give a signal, as it were, to set up an equal pull elsewhere in the body to offset the strain 
(1989:13-14). 
Martin portrays ‘the movement sense’ as the complex but largely 
unacknowledged basis of everyday life. In the example of an encounter with a log 
(below) he foregrounds the patterning of ‘sensorimotor’ activity as the basis of 
our perceptual engagement with the world as he explains,  
When we consider the weight of a log that we chance to see lying across the path, there is 
awakened in us a pattern of movement responses based on memory of our previous experiences 
with the weight of objects which prepares us through our movement sense for the muscular forces 
that will be brought into play and the energy involved lifting this particular log. We need not 
actually lift it, therefore, to know that it is heavy, and approximately how heavy. The report made 
by the eye is sufficient to open one of the many beaten tracks in our neuromuscular experience 
and associate this object with previous objects with which we have had contact (1939 in 1989:15).   
While Martin depicts ‘a log laying across our path’ as awakening our sense of 
weight, he also implies that this sensory response is also occurring in the 
incremental adjusts we make to stay upright or ‘aligned’. Martin goes even 
further suggesting that not only do we respond to objects in the world based on 
our embodied engagement with the movement sense, but that, ‘(a)ll our 
perceptions are similarly a matter of motor reaction’(16). Challenging the 
conventional understanding of knowledge as involving the separation of subject 
from object, Martin proposes that meaning, which includes its affective 
dimension, is created wholly through our embodied relationship with the world. 
He explains,  
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(w)hen we find qualities in objects such as hard and soft, rough and smooth, loud and faint, near 
and far, bright and dim, hot and cold, sweet and sour, square and round, high and low, we are 
describing motor patterns which are set up in us by contact with such objects (1939 in1989 :16) 
 Martin then goes onto claim, ‘the squareness, the highness, the hardness are in 
us, (my italics) for they are essentially the names we give to neuro-muscular 
experiences’ (1989:16). In an imagistic rejoinder perhaps to Martin’s ‘log lying 
across a path’, Louppe evokes the significance of the upward/downward 
orientation identified by Straus, Godard and Johnson and suggests the potency of 
the perceptual trace of verticality:    
The poetry of verticality permanently inhabits our bodies even when lying on the ground. In fact, 
verticality has fundamentally nothing to do with an erect stance. Look at a temple column lying 
on the ground at an archaeological site in Greece and listen in the silence to the song of the earth-
sky direction sung by it vibrant cannelations (2010:140). 
Concerning the nature of the affective exchange between dancer and audience 
Martin also points to sensitivity of perception produced in bodily life, that is, 
‘between bodies’. He explains, (s)ince we respond muscularly to the strains in 
architectural masses and the attitudes of rocks, it is plain to be seen that we will 
respond even more vigorously to the action of a body exactly like our own’  
(1989: 23). With regard then, to the specific activity of watching a modern dance, 
Martin underscores the power of sensorimotor patterns, especially the perception 
of weighted-ness and force, whose traces are vividly animate within in us despite 
our relative stillness. For Martin, ‘(w)e shall cease to be spectators and become 
participants … sitting quietly in our chairs we will nevertheless be dancing 
synthetically with all our musculature’ (1989:23).  
Verticality as a movement and the importance of flow in modern dance 
Martin’s attention to the motor- sensitivity of a seated audience also recalls 
Godard’s observation that the origins of our verticality resides in the spine rather 
than the legs. For Godard, the close relation between the form of the spine and its 
bipolar resonance with gravity results in his evocation, ‘the spine will be 
understood first as a movement’ (my italics) (1994:37). While Godard’s analysis 
of this bipolar movement, incorporates a high/low, or top/bottom perceptual logic 
that is similar to Straus’s, his description on the action and a/effect of weight 
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resonates more closely with Duncan’s grounded strivings, in particular the notion 
that the grounding aspects of movement are likened to ‘giving birth’.  
First gravity, the perception of weight: Do we feel the weight of our body from top down? This 
will allow us to be gravid, to “give birth” to a second opposing direction, called ant-gravitational 
or lengthening or syntropic (as opposed to entropic): a kind of life force (Godard 1994: 37). 
 The apprehension of verticality as a movement was also significant to the 
German modern dancer Mary Wigman. Recalling Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’, and 
connecting also to Godard’s underscoring of the spine, rather than the legs as 
central to the effect/affect of gravity, Wigman, like Paxton, discovered movement 
in relative stillness: 
I would like to tell you about a discovery of which I thought that it had been my own; but I 
learned very soon that it was an age-old discovery of dancing humankind, I called it vibrato. I had 
torn a muscle and could not dance. And I wanted to resume my work, but could not jump 
anymore. My ability to jump was gone. It would never come back…I was not desperate, I always 
try all sorts of things to maintain control of my body. One day I discovered that I was actually in a 
constant state of quiet, up and down vibration. My entire body was in this state from my feet up to 
my head. I thought: how beautiful! How wonderful! What is this? An invention? It was exactly 
this which replaced my ability to jump… (quoted by Schumann 1982:48 in Ruprecht 2015: 32). 
Mary Anne Santos Newhall describes the way Wigman developed these 
sensations into specific ways of moving:  
Wigman’s vibrations were achieved through a buoyant vertical bounce of the body, sometimes 
slight and sometimes more vigorous, either with the whole body or with a single body part. The 
vibration usually was done travelling across the floor, with many variations, from a light, lifted 
vibration on the balls of the feet to a deeper bounce with the whole foot placed firmly against the 
floor. The vibration was achieved through a release in the ankles and a resilience in the knees and 
hips that was supported by a resonating, lightly panting breath (Newhall in Ruprecht 2015:32). 
Lucia Ruprecht contextualises Mary Wigman’s discovery within an examination 
of gesture in modernism that foregrounds the connection between modern dance 
and the notion of flow. Following Franko’s contention that, ‘(e)arly twentieth 
century primitivist choreography initiated claims to universal authenticity 
through purging subjectivism (emotion) and privileging the body’s moving 
“presence”’ (1995:x),  Ruprecht identifies Laban’s concept of flow as similarly 
modernist, due to its indebtedness to the universalist sensibility of vitalism. The 
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notion of vitalism, which underpinned much of Laban’s work, understands all 
living things to be animated by a kind of de-personalised, universal life force. Its 
emphasis on an extra-subjective origin of movement, according to Ruprecht 
conforms to a modernist rather than expressive sensibility (which posits the body 
as affected by subjective emotions). It should also be noted that Ruprecht situates 
her argument, following Franko, as ‘contribut(ing) to rendering modernism “ a 
more flexible and ambivalent category” ’ (Franko 1995:ix, in Ruprecht 2015:25).  
Ruprecht explains the way in which ideas concerning flow were central to 
Laban’s thought.  Laban’s use of the terms ‘pulsation’, and ‘waves’, as delineated 
by Ruprecht, echo Duncan’s investment in gravity as the source of life and 
creativity. With reference to Laban’s own writings Ruprecht explains that for 
Laban, 
The body is thus constantly in a state of stirring (Erregung), affected by and affecting others 
through a type of vibrating energy or “pulsation”: The unceasing pulsation of the body reproduces 
itself in circular waves, expanding into the world. The body emits into space its own pulse or the 
waves of a foreign pulse which are breaking on it (Laban 1920 in Ruprecht 2015:30). 
The notion of stirring would seem to be related to Laban’s theoretical conception 
of flow which Laban teacher Bartenieff characterises as, ‘a neutral continuity 
(which) as flux will …underlie all other Effort elements’ (1980:55).  However, 
Ruprecht in representing Laban as ‘a thinker of gestural flow’ evaluates the 
politics implicit in this aspect of Laban’s theory as ‘ambivalent’, finding that the 
naturalising and ‘essentializing’ aspects of a vitalist sensibility, ‘based on the 
belief in transhistorical continuities between human and cosmic energy’, 
militated against the possibility of social critique and therefore could be made to, 
‘accommodate, both left wing and proto-fascist instrumentalization of bodily 
experience’ (2015:47). 
By way of contrast, Ruprecht identifies the ‘theory of gesture’ developed by 
Walter Benjamin in his reflections on Brecht’s work as producing a socially 
critical form of theatre based on the concept of ‘interruption’. Here, the temporal 
dimension of flow is foregrounded through the disruption of the sequence of 
conventional action. For Benjamin, Brecht’s employment of montage broke up, 
‘the gestural elements upon which every temporal succession is based…By way 
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of situations which are the imprint of human gestures, actions and words, 
immanently dialectical behaviour is being revealed in a flash’ (Benjamin in 
Ruprecht 2015:26). 
Ruprecht’s argument links Laban’s notion of flow with continuity or succession 
and suggests his conception is less critical or politically interrogative than the 
Brechtian ‘arrests’ or ‘interruptions’. Bartenieff, for her part, characterises 
Labanian flow with the question, ‘How do I keep going?’(1980:53). This 
interrogative framing suggests one’s ‘going’ is an open question and could be 
punctuated with pauses, stillness or even ‘not going’. If  Bartenieff’s ‘flow’ 
question was directed to Stebbins, concerning the way in which a passage of 
statue posing should be undertaken, her response might have been, 
 there must be simultaneous movements of all parts of the body from head to toe; the motion must 
be magnetic i.e. slow, rhythmic and as unaffected as the evolutions of a serpent …When you 
reach the climax of your picture you must not gradually fade out (459)…the final attitude (should) 
strike the grand chord of opposition, the whole figure standing in harmonic poise (1902:458). 
Following Stebbins’ description of statue-posing, Ruprecht’s identification of the 
significance of ‘flow’ finds resonance with Carrie Preston’s argument that 
Delsartean statue-posing in its, ‘tension between stasis and motion’ (2009:214) 
elaborated a kinaesthetically-based flow that inspired the development of visual 
kinetic techniques, most notably montage.  Here Preston’s and Ruprecht’s theses 
provoke questions concerning the nature and influence of vitalist ideas within the 
evolution of modernism particularly pertaining to the forms which emphasise 
temporality.  
While neither Ruprecht nor Preston refer to weight, as mentioned above, this 
concept is central to Laban’s theorisation of movement. Following Laban, 
Louppe explains that weight is in fact, the most important of all the four 
movement ‘factors’—weight, flow, space and time: ‘Amongst the four factors—
weight has a special place. It is at once the agent of movement and what is acted 
upon. All movement is defined by a transfer of weight’ (2010:64). Louppe notes, 
however, that weight and flow significantly affect each other such that,  
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If weight constitutes movement’s basic matter and is its object, its stake and inner ‘charge’, flow 
is linked even more with the ‘mode’ of its treatment…as the agent which colours, activates and 
enlivens the way a movement is undertaken (2010:67). 
In attending to the effect/affect of weight in uprightness, Godard, Louppe, 
Paxton, Humphrey and Duncan all figure ‘verticality as a movement’ (Godard 
1994:37) where weight and temporality are inextricably linked. Attention to 
weight both differentiates and produces verticality as an upward/downward flow, 
which as Duncan, Humphrey, Paxton and others have elaborated, can incorporate 
moments of suspension or stillness: For example, experiences of suspension 
would seem to follow the upward return of grounded weight, or be apprehended 
at the ‘top’ of a breath cycle, whereas, experiences of  gravid, downward  
‘moments’ may be experienced in the dropping of weight before a step or at the 
‘end’ of an exhalation of breath. These experiences concern the nature or matter 
of weight and flow, where a temporal progression based in bodily experience can 
include the perception of different qualities and durations of stillness.  
In returning to review works on Youtube from the archive of modern dance, I 
have come to realise that Yvonne Rainer’s well-known anti-illusionist work Trio 
A in its formulation as one long unaccented phrase, foregrounds the element of 
flow. In refusing moments of posing or pausing it could be said to be in a 
dialectical relationship with statue-posing. In this way, the foregrounding of the 
element of flow could be considered a significant marker of dance modernism 
linking Delsartean statue-posing with postmodern dance. The connection between 
the perception and experience of weighted-ness also underscores the 
effects/affects of weight as both spatial and temporal in nature and enables an 
understanding of ‘verticality-as-a-movement’ that does not exclude the notion of 
stillness. 
 The evidence that Rainer is concerned primarily with the element of flow is 
revealed in the way in which her description of her process can be read as clearly 
responding to the question: ‘How do I keep going?  
No sooner had the body arrived at the desired position than it would go immediately into the next 
move, not through momentum but through a very prosaic going on. And there would be different 
moves—getting down on the floor and getting up. There would be this pedestrian dynamic that 
would suffuse and connect the whole thing. So the whole thing, though it would be composed of 
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these fragments of movement unrelated kinetically and positionally, or shapewise, would look as 
if it were one long phrase (from Rainer, A Woman Who…Essays Interviews, Scripts in Burt 
2004:35). 
Over the course my practice-based research I have come to recognise that Trio A, 
like Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ and Stebbins’ statue -posing could be analysed in 
terms of verticality, where ‘verticality as a movement’ forming in our 
relationship with gravity, always already embodies experiences of weight and 
flow. The ‘sudden’ pulls and stretches of Paxton’s ‘small dance’ emerge from 
releasing or freeing the flow of weight as one stands while Stebbins’ approach to 
statue-posing emphasises a bound, sustained flow punctuated with lightly bound 
stillness. In order to dampen momentum, Rainer’s flow is also what I would call 
lightly bound in tonus and sustained in time, however, unlike Stebbins she resists 
climaxes both spatial and tonic. Instead, Rainer’s continuous ‘going on’ 
incorporates an intermingling of ascending and descending action in which 
neither lying down or vertically orientated actions are allowed stasis. The 
emphasis on the manipulation of weight and flow in Stebbins’ and Rainer’s work 
draws attention to the ways in which artists from the tradition of modern dance 
have interrogated conventional presentations of the body, where (unconsidered) 
human uprightness stands for the familiar and conventional.  
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Chapter 4  
 Retracing verticality with Genevieve Stebbins  
This chapter describes my engagement with the work of Stebbins, mainly through 
her 1902 instructional manual Delsarte System of Expression. I examine the ways 
in which learning Stebbins’ exercises from her book, that is, in reading and 
listening to Stebbins’ language as I read, drew attention to experience of weight, 
especially though her focus on producing subtle shifts of weight as an approach 
to postural change in the vertical register. Stebbins’ elaborations of weight, 
through its micro-shifts revealed uprightness to me as rich with the potential for 
variation.  
Exercise II 
Stand firm, weight distributed equally on both legs. 
Change weight, making left leg the strong one.  
Incline head to the left, in accordance with the rule that the head must sympathize with 
the strong leg. 
Incline torso to the right, in accordance with the rule that the torso should always be in 
opposition to the head and strong leg for perfect equilibrium. 
Attention!       (1902:93) 
If I stand on two feet (as directed above) and then slowly lean a little into one hip 
and tilt my head toward the hip I am leaning into, is my stance considered 
vertical? 
Exercise VII 
Stand weight on both legs, feet together. 
Sway gently forward until the weight is on the balls of the feet–the heels must not rise 
from the ground. 
The head will incline slightly forward in sympathy with the forward weight. The torso 
will incline slightly back in opposition to the forward weight. 
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If I sway slowly forward and back (as indicated above) onto the balls of my feet, 
then back to my heels, what is the status of my uprightness? And how might 
some-one viewing this action feel?  
The exercises above are taken from the chapter entitled ‘Harmonic Poise of 
Bearing’ from the 1902 edition of Delsarte System of Expression by Genevieve 
Stebbins. Having practiced these exercises, what strikes me about them are the 
variations in posture that can be enacted in what I would call the vertical register. 
While we use the term ‘vertical’ as a general description of human upright 
posture, the connotations of the term, suggesting a rather rigid, static form seems 
inadequate when attempting to evoke the kinds of postural differentiations and 
postural diversity suggested in Stebbins’ exercises.   
In working with the exercises from Stebbins’ instructional manual and attempting 
to follow her small shifts of weight over the heels and toes of the feet, and 
inclinations of the head and torso, I found subtle interrogations of a taken-for-
granted verticality, (conceived implicitly as opposed to horizontality). As part of 
engaging with her work I also became interested in the Delsarte principles 
Stebbins sought to impart and was drawn in by Stebbins’ conversational writing 
style in which she adopts the persona of the teacher addressing her pupil as if, 
teacher and pupil, were present with each other sharing the same time and space.  
Stebbins’ background in American Delsartism 
In 1875 at the age of eighteen, Stebbins travelled from her birthplace in San 
Francisco to New York with the ambition of becoming an actress. She began her 
training in ‘Delsarte’ in 1877 with Steele Mackaye, who had studied with 
Delsarte in France and subsequently had brought his ‘system of expression’ to 
America. It was Mackaye who developed the two categories of Delsartean 
exercises: ‘decomposing’ and ‘harmonic poise of bearing’ that came to 
characterise American Delsartism. Stebbins retained these ‘esthetic gymnastics’ 
in the system of physical culture she evolved over the course of her career. She 
also added her own elements including ‘breathing gymnastics’ (1902:409). 
The later decades of the nineteenth century were the ‘heyday’ of Delsartism. 
When Steele Mackaye arrived back in America in 1870, having taken daily 
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lessons in Paris with Francois Delsarte for the previous nine months, he was 
immediately sought out by professionals in the culturally esteemed field of 
elocution. These professionals in the field of public speaking and drama were 
keen to work with Mackaye and this was the impetus for the development of his 
work and the subsequent spread of American Delsartism (Ruyter 1999:19). By 
early twentieth century, however, the period in which modern dance was 
evolving, it seems the popularity of Delsarte had faded. 
 According to Ruyter, Stebbins ‘continued performing until at least 1903 (at age 
46)’ (Ruyter, 1997:52) which is the same year Duncan published her manifesto 
‘The Dance of the Future’. Daly, in fact, characterises Duncan as emerging in the 
early twentieth century on the crest of the wave of ‘expression’ that had swelled 
to large extent as the result of Delsartism permeating the cultural domains of 
dramatic arts and physical culture in America during the late nineteenth century 
(Daly 1995: 131). 
 Unlike the work of Duncan, however, which has been transmitted through four 
generations of dancers to the present day, ‘Delsarte’ has not continued as a live 
practice. Further, as Ted Shawn has noted, its traces, even in terms of primary 
written sources, are also scant as neither Delsarte himself, nor Steele Mackaye 
published substantial accounts of their theories. Amidst the absence of textual 
lineages of Delsartism, Stebbins has been acknowledged as producing a body of 
written work that now represents an important aspect of the archive of American 
Delsartism. In the main, her publications are in the form of instructional manuals 
which also include theoretical aspects of Delsartism and her own extensions, 
adaptions and commentary (Ruyter 1979:21).   
Stebbins’ practice-based research  
‘…I am not writing for dreamers, not for mere thinkers. I am writing for real workers…’ (1902: 
385)  
Stebbins did not subscribe to all of Delsarte’s ideas. As her career proceeded she 
developed her own approach to physical culture, retaining certain aspects of 
Delsarte’s methods while rejecting others, including his ‘philosophy’ against 
which Stebbins identified herself as a ‘modern or practical’ Delsartist. The aspect 
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of Delsarte’s work to which Stebbins remained most committed, however, was 
the principles underlying the notion of harmonic poise–‘opposition, sequence and 
poise’. These principles, for Stebbins, represented the perfect transmission of a 
classic aesthetic paradigm into idea(l)s for human posture and movement. At the 
same time, in keeping with her notion of ‘practical Delsartism’, Stebbins makes it 
clear that these ideals, acquired their value for her through her practice. The 
instructional focus of her writing reiterates this emphasis on practice (1902:385).  
Writing the body: instructional manual 
 Stebbins completed the first edition of Delsarte System of Expression in 1885. 
Although it was her first book it proved to be very popular and was reprinted five 
times with the final (sixth) edition published in 1902. This is the edition on which 
my research has been based.  The sixth edition of Delsarte System of Expression  
has a substantial section entitled ‘Part 111 ‘Theory and Practice of Delsarte’s 
System: Pantomime, Physical Culture and Statue-posing’, comprising twelve 
chapters that do not appear in the original 1885 edition. In these chapters 
Stebbins delineates her own opinions and theoretical distillations concerning the 
relation between Delsartism and the forms of physical culture that were most 
important to her. In Chapter 9 of this section Stebbins identifies herself with 
‘Modern or Practical Delsartism’ which she equates with the development of an 
eclectically informed American Delsartism.  
Practical Delsartism is nothing more or less than an evolution of his system in accordance with 
American ideas and requirements; and in the process of formulation many thinkers have 
contributed…The practical application of this system, stripped of its theological dogmas and 
mystical drapery and combined with all the information obtainable from every other source, is 
Practical Delsartism (1902: 398-399).  
At the same time, in the chapter entitled ‘Esthetic Culture’, Stebbins reiterates her 
belief that Delsarte’s most important contributions to ‘esthetic culture’ are the 
principles pertaining to graceful posture and movement–principles that he 
extracted from ‘the story of the statues’. 
Delsarte’s universal solvent was the correspondence between spiritual, mental and physical states. 
This and not the trinity, as he thought, was, and indeed is, the universal criterion. His formulation 
of life, mind and soul in aesthetic gymnastics becomes embodied as opposition, sequence and 
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poise… (t)hose who study the story of the statues from the viewpoint of esthetic art will see that 
everything is in perfect accord with the three fundamental principles laid down by Delsarte–
opposition, sequence and poise (1902: 421).  
According to Ruyter, the training regime Stebbins creates in this book is based 
substantially on the ‘decomposing’ and ‘harmonic poise’ exercises developed by 
Delsarte’s protegee Steele Mackaye, with whom Stebbins studied. Although 
Mackaye is considered to be the originator of American Delsartism, Ruyter 
recognises the discursive scope that Stebbins brought to Delsarte System of 
Expression in which she, ‘suggested connections between the Delsarte canon and 
concepts from contemporary history, philosophy and art theory as well as from 
past and present Western and non-Western cultures’ (Ruyter 1999: 90). In 
addition, Stebbins’ avid interest in international developments in physical culture 
became the basis of her own significant adaptions of the Delsarte System which 
included ‘energizing’ and ‘breathing techniques’( Ruyter 1988: 382).  
The instructional form of Delsarte System of Expression in which the sharing of 
knowledge concerning physical culture focussed on both altruistic and aesthetic 
aims (that is, health and well-being as well as grace and poise) is disseminated 
through a manual, foreshadows the influence of instructional manuals in the 
development of modern dance. For example, when modern dancers from the 
1940s onwards took up the practice of Mabel Todd’s Ideokinesis, her book The 
Thinking Body enabled her methods to be engaged with in addition to or 
independently of live instruction. It was second generation Ideokinesis 
practitioner Barbara Clarke, however, who embraced the socially beneficial 
possibilities of Ideokinesis and honed the descriptive and schematic presentations 
of her ideokinetic ideas in order to publish them in a series of manuals
26
.   
 In Delsarte System of Expression Stebbins brings a breadth of ideas to the study 
of Delsarte and enlivens the instructional sections of her work with a 
conversational writing style in which, as noted above, she adopts the persona of 
the teacher addressing her pupil. Most of the instructional exercises in the book 
are contained in Lesson I to VIII. Lesson I involves instruction in 
‘Decomposing’; Lesson II in ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’; Lesson III although 
                                                 
26
 Clark’s manuals include How to Live in Your Axis- Your Vertical Line published in 1968 and 
Body Proportion needs Depth, published in 1973. 
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largely theoretical, contains some exercises demonstrating Delsarte’s notion of 
‘zones of the body’. Lesson IV involves instruction in attitudes of ‘The Legs’; 
Lesson V in ‘The Walk’; and Lessons VI to VIII in exercises for ‘The Hand’. In 
Lesson II on ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ Stebbins’ instructional voice is 
particularly playful. Following an exercise concerned with opposing head and 
torso inclinations she admonishes her pupil’s awkwardness: ‘Oh, did you hurt 
yourself? Not much. That bruise will remind you to stand correctly; “its an ill 
wind that blows no one good”. Also let me warn you not to make the inclination 
of either head or torso too great; in other words do not let them “flop”…’(1902: 
93).  
Her writing style shows her investment in re-creating the personal qualities of a 
flesh and blood teacher and the kinds of exchanges, including humour that might 
colour a student-teacher interaction. It also draws attention to the significance of 
the teacher’s language–how her voice ‘moving’ between instruction and 
interjection can shape the dynamics of the class.  Each lesson includes instruction 
and the exercises, interspersed with what she calls ‘aesthetic talks’. These ‘talks’ 
which introduce the lessons, establish an intimacy between teacher and pupil. 
They often begin with a greeting followed by an invitation to reflect with her on 
an observation of nature, scientific idea or a quotation from Delsarte before 
moving on to the actual instruction.   
The aesthetic talk that opens Lesson 1 begins: ‘Dear pupil, will you accompany 
me, an invisible presence by my side as we trace our way through a course of 
lessons?’(1902:83). In the figure of invisibility Stebbins evokes a kind of bodily 
presence that cannot be apprehended by sight. Her next sentences reinforce this 
idea as she asks her pupil to ‘Listen to my words’ thus emphasising the linguistic 
dimension of the communicative exchange. At the conclusion to Lesson 3, 
however, in a rather wistful parting comment Stebbins finally acknowledges that 
her relationship with her pupil is other than ‘live’. In this admission she 
encourages her pupil to take up the challenge of working independently with the 
aid her manual: ‘It is very difficult, almost impossible, to do without the aid of a 
living teacher. Greater industry will be needed on your side. Goodbye, we shall 
meet again when the leaves are red and gold, in the beautiful month of October’ 
(1902:129).  
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 Body, speech, writing and hearing a voice  
 Stebbins raises the question of whether one can really learn a bodily based 
practice from an instructional manual. In working with Stebbins’ text I am also 
posing the question of how I might learn from her written instructions. In the 
aesthetic talk preceding Lesson 2, Stebbins again emphasises the need for regular 
practice in conformity with familiar approaches to training, suggesting that 
through practice the actions involved in each exercise will become second nature. 
She writes, ‘…what we are aiming for is unconscious celebration, not conscious. 
The first is only acquired by a patient practice, as a singer studies her scales’ 
(1902: 91). In the manual itself, each exercise is focussed on a particular body 
action or short sequence of actions and her instructions almost always include the 
directive to repeat the action a number of times. The first version of an exercise 
often has a succinct drill-like pattern describing the basic actions required. The 
instructions pertaining to repeated versions reinforce the pattern and often add 
detail concerning weight, sequence or timing.   
As a reader/pupil attempting these exercises I have noted the significance of word 
order, length of phrase, as well as the qualitative connotations of words such as 
‘hang’ or ‘firm’, in my re-creation of the physical sense of the exercise. As 
explained earlier, Stebbins makes an effort to convey her instructions as she 
would have spoken them in an actual lesson. Here, the concept of a reader’s 
‘inner voice’ would suggest that I am also ‘hearing’ Stebbins’ words, not 
necessarily as she would speak them, but that a ‘prosodic’ element is present and 
affects my bodily response to her writing.   
Prosody concerns the physical properties of speech, including the pitch of the 
voice, the length of the sound and the loudness and timbre of the voice. However, 
although it is an aspect of speech, prosodic experience has been found to be 
present even in silent reading. Gross, Millet, Bartek, Bredell and Winegard 
(2013:190) with reference to the work of E.B.Huey claim that, ‘ (a)dult readers 
typically report the phenomenological experience of an expressive “voice in the 
head” that seemingly captures the nuance of lively speech’(190).  
In reading Stebbins’ instructions, the prosodic dimension of inner speech, 
specifically the physical experience of seeming to hear a voice, could be thought 
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of as an invisible but nevertheless material presence connecting Stebbins as 
teacher/writer to her pupil/reader. The qualities attributed to prosody, being of the 
body, suggest that the written word does literally resonate in nerve and muscle 
affecting the rhythm, tension and timing with which a reader/pupil might seek to 
translate an exercise from a book into physical action. The style in which 
Stebbins has written the instructional parts of Delsarte System of Expression also 
suggest that in invoking her voice, she is strongly aware of the physical effects of 
speech in the communication of values and distinctions. 
Phenomenologist Erwin Straus, kinesiologist Hubert Godard and philosopher 
Mark Johnson have all identified perceptual experience of uprightness with a 
predominantly upward/downward mode of differentiating due to our embodied 
relation with gravity. Given this fundamental orientation, the conceptualisation of 
voice ‘pitch’ according to a low to high scale, could also be understood as 
indebted (synaesthetically perhaps) to this schema.
27
  
Opposition, sequence and poise from Delsarte System of Expression to modern 
dance  
‘Th(e) opposition of the three parts of the body is one of the most beautiful things I 
know’( Stebbins 1902:94)  
In my practical engagement with Stebbins’ work I have focused mainly on 
Lessons 1 and 2: ‘Decomposing exercises’, ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ and her 
instructions and commentary pertaining to Chapters 5 and 6 of Section 3 of 
‘Artistic Statue posing’ and ‘Hints for Artistic Statue posing’. As mentioned 
above, Steele Mackaye, rather than Delsarte, claims to have created the 
‘decomposing’ and ‘harmonic poise’ exercises also known as ‘esthetic or 
harmonic gymnastics’ that came to identify American Delsartism. From 
Mackaye’s account it appears that his exercises were derived in some way from 
                                                 
27
 Delsarte’s writing reveals that he was interested in the nature and effects of vocal pitch—in 
particular the difference between conventions of pitch subscribed to in musical training as 
compared with vocal pitch experienced in everyday situations. In an extract from his ‘Last letter 
to the King of Hanover’ Delsarte describes his observations that, ‘the voice of the nurse or 
mother’ caressing her child is ‘equally sweet and high-pitched’. Delsarte finds that this ‘caressing 
intonation, impressed by nature upon the upper notes of all these voices, forms a strange contrast’ 
with ‘the entire law of vocal shades’ which ‘all singing teachers agree in formulating’. This 
formulation according to Delsarte consists of ‘augmenting progressively the sound of the 
ascending phrase or scale, and diminishing in the same proportion the descending scale’ (in Zorn 
1968:40). 
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Delsarte’s gestural studies but that he substantially reconfigured these based on 
his analysis of motion:   
Delsarte knew nothing of Harmonic Gymnastics. He taught a series of gestures which were very 
beautiful and expressive in character—but exceedingly intricate and difficult of imitation... I 
succeeded by the most diligent study in analysing the motions according to a system which I 
invented myself—after analysing the motions I discovered by close study the physical obstacles 
existing in my own organization to the realization of these motions in my own action’ (Mackaye 
in Ruyter 1999:19). 
Despite the fact that her initial training in Delsarte was with Mackaye, Stebbins’ 
commentary on ‘harmonic poise’ is apparently very much as Delsarte’s acolyte. 
In Delsarte System of Expression she recounts at least three times her emulation 
of Delsarte’s study of classical statuary and her subsequent strong adherence to 
the ‘truth’ of the principles of aesthetic beauty he was able to translate into 
principles of posture and movement.   
When I learned that Delsarte had devoted many years to the study of antique statuary, in order to 
discover the lost principles of classic art, I instantly became impressed with the desire and 
determination to study the statues also… London, Florence, Rome and Paris became rich fields of 
my study. I spent months studying the collections of the antiques in the galleries of the Louvre, 
making notes, checking off every law and principle of Delsarte’s opposition, sequence and poise, 
and trying for a whole year to find a really artistic contradiction to his general formulation, but in 
vain (1902: 446)
28
. 
The connection between Delsarte’s study of classical sculpture and the 
‘rediscovery’ of its principles would suggest that his theories of expression were 
influenced by the notion of ‘contrapposto’. This term refers to a paradigmatic 
form that emerged in Greek sculpture in the 5
th
 Century BC where the human 
standing figure began to be sculpted with the weight resting on one leg. (Previous 
to this, vertical figures had predominantly been shown with weight distributed 
over both legs). Statues figured after this model incorporated various degrees of 
‘contra’ displacements or inclinations of the torso, shoulders and head with more 
athletic activities involving greater degrees of torsion particularly of the torso. 
                                                 
28
 It appears Stebbins break with Mackaye and her trip to Europe in 1881 were also motivated by 
the publisher E.S Werner who suggested she write a book on Delsarte’s methods (see Ruyter 
1999:48). 
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The value of the contrapposto style was highly elaborated both in antiquity and 
later in the Renaissance (Summers 1977:339). 
According to David Summers, the recovery of Ancient Greek sculptural 
fragments during the Renaissance exerted a strong stylistic influence on 
developments in Renaissance art. In particular, Summers identifies the influence 
of the sculptural fragment known as ‘Torso Belvedere’ on artist Michelangelo as 
an important element of the late Renaissance shift toward mannerism (1977: 336-
337). A significant element of this shift was the representation of torsion through 
the body. This torsion or twisting came to be understood as an embodiment of the 
classical rhetorical form of antithesis (339) also known as ‘contrapposto’. The 
representation of movement according to the contrapposto principle became the 
focus of mannerist arguments mounted by philosophers including Leon Battista 
Alberti. Alberti related the degree of torsion or flexion in the torso to the 
rendering of grace, or lack thereof, in painted figures (1977:339). For Alberti, 
grace lay in restrained rather than exaggerated torsion. Summers also points out 
that a sense of life and movement in standing sculptures was produced through 
the evocation of temporal experience wherein the representation of the body, ‘in a 
visibly arrested, although balanced pose, implied past and future movement’ 
(Summers 2008:142).   
Exercise IX 
Stand weight on both legs feet, heels together, toes apart. 
At waist-line rotate torso to the left simultaneously rotating the head to the right. Be careful that 
the rotation is made by the waist and not the thighs. Now reverse above, rotating torso to the 
right and head to the left. 
I wish you to practice this for me until a great flexibility has been secured at the waist. I cannot 
find words enough to express to you the great importance I lay upon this exercise. Almost all 
sinuousness depends on the easy control of the muscles at the waist (Stebbins 1902:97). 
The investment both Delsarte and, following him, Stebbins, make in classical 
sculpture betrays the conservative aspects of classicism which Raffaele Milani 
characterises as a desire to ‘restore’. He explains, ‘there is tendency to revive the 
aura of epochs, periods, and moments considered to be the culmination of 
unrepeatable spiritual processes from which we can only draw inspiration for a 
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new, possible human achievement’ (2014:162). On the other hand, both Ruyter 
and Louppe consider the legacy of Delsarte’s principles derived from classical 
statuary—opposition, sequence and poise—as taken up by Stebbins in particular 
to have informed key formal developments in modern dance, most notably the 
spiral (Ruyter 1979:23, Louppe 2010: 142). Louppe notes the link between the 
principle of opposition in Delsartism and the ‘archetypal’ movement of the spiral:  
The ‘sense’ of the spiral is not to be found in the form produced but, once again, in the spiralling 
journey in which contrasting tensions oppose each other, especially in the torso (one of the most 
important forms, precisely, of ‘opposition’). This spiral appears again and again in contemporary 
dance like the flame of a torch which is always there to be re-lit (2010:143). 
Shifting invisible weight 
Exercise II 
Stand firm, weight distributed equally on both legs. 
Change weight, making left leg the strong one.  
Incline head to the left, in accordance with the rule that the head must sympathize with 
the strong leg. 
Incline torso to the right, in accordance with the rule that the torso should always be in 
opposition to the head and strong leg for perfect equilibrium. 
Attention!       (1902:93) 
Stebbins’ ‘harmonic poise’ exercises based on the contrapposto stance, and the 
commentary she provides, are most obviously aimed at inculcating key principles 
of Delsartism (especially opposition and succession). In the main they describe 
oppositional and sequential movement through the action of the torso and through 
the shifting of weight, between one leg and another in various positions and also 
in the action of swaying over both legs. In working through these exercises I have 
also found that Stebbins’ descriptive language—the seemingly simple terms she 
employs such as, ‘swaying, ‘shifting’ and ‘carrying’, ‘weight’ and ‘centre of 
gravity’—reveals the significance of the experience of weighted-ness. Through 
her invocations of weight Stebbins’ instructions link the concern for authentic 
expression and natural grace in Delsartism with the recognition by modern dance 
artists and theorists that it is the experience of weight, tonus and the play between 
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stability and instability that generates ‘affect’ in the communicative (bodily) 
exchange at the heart of modern dance.  
Ostensibly a reiteration of the principles of classical poses, the focus on ‘shifting 
weight’ in Stebbins’ exercises returns the focus from representation or imitation, 
back to the living body, albeit within the context of Delsarte training. In this 
aspect of her work, Stebbins’ instructional language emerges as very important, 
for while she admits and even laments that written instructions cannot stand in for 
a living teacher, her words identify movements and qualities that draw attention 
to the experience of weight, and generate questions about how it is registered and 
activated in an embodied process.  
 The exercises most closely modelled on the contrapposto figure, such as 
Exercise II above, begin with a consideration of weight in relation to the 
experience of standing. In attempting these exercises, I noted that paying 
attention to how I shift weight from two legs to one, can register a quite profound 
sense of difference. The instructions begin with the phrase ‘stand firm’ 
suggesting activating one’s weight in order to create a still, stable vertical stance. 
Awareness of weight in or through the legs therefore, precedes the notion of 
‘changing weight’ between the legs. From this beginning the instruction to 
‘change weight’ is qualified by the idea of, ‘making the left leg the strong one’. 
In interpreting this sequence I find myself not only leaning to the left in order to 
redistribute more of my weight onto the left leg, but that the word ‘strong’ 
implies that I firm or increase muscle tonus in my leg. I notice that producing this 
feeling involves not only tightening my leg muscles but a pushing down action as 
well. Both these actions happen together and seem to depend on each other. I also 
notice that ‘making the left leg strong’ produces a feeling of upward-ness on the 
left side, a continuation of the upward action from the leg into my torso. While 
the sensations produced by this exercise concur with the oppositional up/down 
perceptual schema of uprightness outlined by Straus (1952:536) and Godard 
(2004: 58), this simple binary distinction does not represent fully the sense that 
actions and positions are experienced as being above or below each other. For 
example, I feel the upwardness of the ‘strong’ leg as nevertheless below a 
downward inclination of the head and sympathetically dropping shoulder. The 
experiences pertaining to the concepts ‘down’ and ‘up’ in this embodied 
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schemata, as the designation of these exercises suggests, are harmonic, or 
perceptually layered, and in this way complicate simple, binary differentiations 
between up and down.   
Another interpretation of the ‘making the left leg strong’ would be to release 
weight from the right leg by bending the knee slightly. This action immediately 
shifts the weight onto the left leg and into the left hip, hence, it feels like the 
‘strong’ one. The whole movement involves less muscular effort and has more of 
a sense of setting weight in play: a knee bend releases weight from one leg to the 
other via a swaying action. The head also moves with this change of weight and 
inclines in the direction of the hip. The contrapposto curves seem to fall easily 
into place. And yet I favour my original interpretation as I feel my first ‘version’ 
responds more closely to the leading descriptive qualities of the exercise: 
firmness and strength.  
In working through Stebbins’ exercises in harmonic poise, I initially found the 
imposition of her curved or asymmetrical stance quite awkward. However, as is 
the case with training based on repetition, as I repeated these exercises I did grow 
more accustomed to these postures. Ross Coulter’s image from his series entitled 
Audience (below) suggests that a relaxed contrapposto posture comes quite 
naturally and that in our everyday vertical relation with gravity we often ‘fall into 
a hip’. Contrary to the representation of vertical human uprightness as a rather 
rigid and straight form, Stebbins’ exercises invoke verticality as the play of 
oppositional tensions particularly in an animated torso and the movement of 
weight between the legs.  
 
Figure 13: This photo from Ross Coulter’s Audience series (2013-2016) suggests a tendency for people 
to adopt a relaxed contrapposto position while standing and observing (National Gallery of Victoria 
promotional brochure 2016).  
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Exercise VII 
Stand weight on both legs, feet together. 
Sway gently forward until the weight is on the balls of the feet–the heels must not rise 
from the ground. 
The head will incline slightly forward in sympathy with the forward weight. The torso 
will incline slightly back in opposition to the forward weight. 
Attention! 
Exercise VIII 
From above attitude sway gently back until weight is carried on to the heels–the toes 
must not rise from the ground. 
The head will incline slightly back in sympathy with the back weight. 
The torso will incline slightly forward in opposition to the back weight (1902:96). 
In the exercise above, Stebbins’ instructions draw attention not only to the 
complexity of changing or shifting weight but how this experience may be 
represented. Although ‘weight’ could be identified as the primary focus of a 
number of the exercises, it too could be called an ‘invisible presence’. It is 
referred to as an object, and yet it is doesn’t have a visually defined form.  
Qualitative aspects and transitions of weight are suggested by contextualising 
phrases like ‘making strong’ or ‘swaying gently’. In Exercise II the sequence 
‘change weight, making the left leg strong’ conveys what I interpret as the active 
engagement of weight, whereas Stebbins’ language in Exercises VII and VIII 
suggests a more passive engagement with the concept of weight—that it is 
‘carried’ and then becomes a kind of object against which ‘the torso will incline 
slightly back’, ‘in opposition’ (96).  
 I have noted that Louppe (2010) believes weight to be the most important of the 
four Effort Elements identified by Rudolf Laban for understanding the nature of 
the body and its relation to movement (the other three are ‘time’, ‘space’ and 
‘flow’). According to Louppe, ‘Laban’s genius, in the first instance, lay in 
considering the body “in movement” and not as an…immobile body upon which 
movement would come to make its mark’ (2010: 64). For Louppe, ‘weight has a 
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special place’, because ‘(i)t is at once the agent of movement and that which is 
acted upon’. She explains, 
 (a)ll movement is defined by a transfer of weight…Weight is not only displaced: it displaces, 
constructs, symbolises from its own sensation. The other factors serve to define the sensation of 
weight qualitatively, and to distribute it according to different corporeal colours (2010: 64). 
 Louppe’s account of weight evokes a simultaneity of sensation related to the 
living, moving body. She also identifies a continuum from the experience of 
passivity to a sense of active agency as the key to variations of what she calls the 
‘treatment of weight’: ‘when a subject takes control of it or gives in to the 
attraction of gravity’. These are for Louppe, ‘the two poles across which a poetics 
of weight is primarily articulated’ (2010:65).   
Vertical stability under sway 
Exercise VI 
From the last attitude, viz., strong leg behind, sway gently forward until the weight is 
carried on the forward leg. 
Allow the head and torso to sway gently in opposition as the centre of gravity changes… 
Exercise VIII continued  
...Continue it (the swaying) forward and back for some time. 
Let me again enjoin on you to make the movement as slow as possible. 
Ah! You feel mesmerized yourself, do you not? 
You take a long breath; it is a strange sensation. 
“There are more things dreamed of in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of 
in your philosophy”. 
Attention! (1902: 97) 
In Lesson Two, Exercises VI, VII and VIII are not based on transferring weight 
from one leg to the other as in the contrapposto stance but appear to be an 
elaboration of the idea of opposition focussed on the head and torso while 
standing with weight over both legs.  
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All these exercises involve a swaying action. The word ‘allow’ inflects the term 
‘sway’ and suggests a letting go of weight. It is in the context of the play of 
passively and actively engaged weight that I experienced what Stebbins refers to 
as the ‘centre of gravity chang(ing)’ as a sense of being pushed or pulled. I noted 
in her instructions regarding ‘swaying’ that the sequence of the exercises began 
with attention to weight moving through the feet: ‘Sway gently forward until the 
weight is on the balls of the feet—the heels must not rise from the ground’ 
(1902:96), followed by, the ‘sympathetic’ forward inclination of the head and 
finally the oppositional action of the torso. In attempting these swaying exercises, 
I experienced a sense of ‘close and far harmonics’ as my focus (or attending to 
weight) moved between the close-together feeling of the underneath surface of 
my feet pressing into floor and the sense that from this grounded weight I could 
suspend or ‘let out’ my head and torso, prow or sail-like.   
In Exercises VIII, Stebbins encourages the slow repetition of the pattern, ‘for 
some time’ and suggests a development of the exercise, beyond the aim of 
postural change and into the realm of a ‘mesmerizing’, trance-inducing 
experience. The repetitive aspect of this exercise, that is, the deliberate cyclic 
passive/active play with weight, amplifies the ‘a/effective’ potency of the sway. 
The muted dynamic range of Stebbins’ swaying exercise enables a close sensing 
of the differences between giving or letting go of weight and holding and 
controlling it. At the same time, the overall tenor of this action is one of restraint.  
Stebbins’ elaborations of the Delsarte/Mackaye exercises foreshadow, in a subtle 
way, the dynamic realisation of a poetics of embodied weight, away from and 
back to centre, that is central to Doris Humphrey’s ‘Fall and Recovery’ dynamic 
and the significance of the apprehension of weight in Steve Paxton’s contact 
improvisation. Rather than as static or rigid, Stebbins’ swaying exercises also 
figure uprightness as fertile ground for an ongoing engagement in the passive/ 
active continuum of experiences of weight through time. 
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Chapter 5 
Coming to Life as a Statue 
This chapter examines the ways in which the practice of ‘artistic statue posing’ 
which, even in its time, was considered to be somewhat trivial, produced an 
inherently analytical, modernist form of body practice, that unsettled (and 
continues to unsettle) deep cultural associations between uprightness, stillness 
and rationality.  
 Lineages of women posing  
She walked serenely in from a side entrance clad from throat to toe in a white Greek robe; her 
arms were bare and there were no signs of white powder or other makeup [a common feature of 
“ordinary” statue posing]. She stood in front of the stage and while the piano was played by 
somebody out of sight slowly assumed the form of Venus Genetrix. A moment later she swayed 
gently about and became the Satyr playing the lute. The lovely audience applauded rapturously, 
whereat Mrs Stebbins undulated gracefully into the statue of Melpomene (reprint in Werner’s 
Magazine of review from New York Sun) (N.A 1893:445, in Ruyter, 1999:117). 
As already noted, Stebbins was among a group of mainly women who included 
‘quasi-dance’ practices such as statue posing in the repertoire of their teaching 
and performing of Delsarte. While noting that ‘one or another type of 
representational posing can be traced back as far as antiquity’, Ruyter ‘wonders 
what prompted a professional actress such as Stebbins to take up this practice 
which enjoyed little respect as a serious art form’ (1999:116). Her comments 
here, suggesting that statue-posing had certain ‘low brow’ associations, are 
supported by Daly’s observation that, ‘(by) the late 1880’s’, at the height of the 
Delsarte ‘craze’, overly exaggerated, melodramatic ‘distortions’ of Delsarte 
practices had ‘pushed (it) nearly to the brink of parody’ (Daly 1995:125). 
Preston, however, provides a different perspective on the significance of statue-
posing suggesting that it was central to the identity of Delsartism, claiming that 
Delsartism itself, ‘can be situated within an international history of posing in 
attitudes, statue-posing tableaux and living pictures’ (2009:216). Preston traces 
this history back to the celebrated attitudes of Emma (Lyon) Hamilton (C.1765–
1815) who performed statue-posing in a ‘flowing Greek tunic’, winning the 
admiration of Goethe who ‘first described her poses in 1787’ (Preston, 216):   
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(S)he lets down her hair and, with a few shawls, gives so much variety to her poses, gestures, 
expressions, etc., that the spectator can hardly believe his eyes. He sees what thousands of artists 
would have liked to express realized before him in movements and surprising 
transformations…one pose follows another without a break (216).  
Foster finds an even earlier (c.1734) iteration of the ‘statue-coming-to-life’ genre 
in Marie Sallé’s then ‘radical new interpretation of Ovid’s story about the 
sculptor Pygmalion’ based on a 1734 letter published in the Mercure de France.  
Foster describes Sallé as ‘choos(ing) to appear uncorseted, without wig or mask, 
and to adapt movement from the vocabulary of pantomime in order to depict a 
faithful likeness of Greek sculpture’. These ‘scandalously realistic choreographic 
choices’, according to Foster, ‘achieved instant acclaim, prompting republications 
of the letter in newspapers across Europe and inspiring numerous plagiarised 
productions of her Pygmalion’ (Foster 1996:1). 
Artistic Statue Posing 
Whether or not Stebbins was aware of antecedents like Hamilton or Sallé, by her 
own account her commitment to statue-posing stemmed from her dedication to 
classical statuary and the principles identified in the ‘marbles’ by Delsarte. The 
time she spent following Delsarte’s lead and actually studying statues in the 
Louvre appears to have reinforced this investment. It seems, however, Stebbins 
did become conscious of ‘perverse’ versions of statue-posing, which she called ‘a 
species of statue-posing departing widely from the classic art’ (1902:444). Her 
response, as she explains at the beginning of Chapter 10, was to nominate her 
method as ‘artistic’.  
I prefixed the word “artistic” to the words “statue-posing”, to distinguish classic ideals from 
ordinary statue-posing and tableaux mouvants … the difference between “statue-posing” and  
“artistic statue-posing” is that the former conveys the expression of human thought and emotion, 
while the latter conveys, or ought to convey, the idea of absolute calm and repose of an immortal 
soul, possessing infinite capacity for expression, but at the same time giving no definite 
expression except that of capacity and power in reserve (1977:444). 
Stebbin’ efforts to delineate a refined approach to statue-posing may have also 
been part of her riposte to widely held cultural attitudes toward the ‘public 
display’ of the female body. This was an issue, according to Taylor Lake (2008), 
which Stebbins had apparently met head-on amongst the elocutionary 
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establishment. Lake reports that in June 1897, when giving her paper entitled 
‘The Relation between Physical Culture and Expression’ at the National 
Association of Elocutionists Convention, Stebbins had to defend the practice of 
statue-posing against those who saw it as ‘no more than a cheap spectacle of 
women assuming artificial poses in flimsy clothing’ (2008:2). According to Lake, 
Stebbins argued that statue-posing foregrounded women’s aesthetic beauty as 
well as promoting their health and strength (2).  It seems Stebbins was confronted 
with the dubious moral values bestowed upon women who performed in public in 
the late nineteenth century. Uncovering a cultural logic in which women who 
danced in public were reduced to an object status, Amy Koritz (1995:6) explains 
the class and gender ideologies at work in an epithet such as ‘cheap spectacle’. 
According to Koritz, most dancers of this period were young women from the 
working class who, as ‘entertain(ers) rather than art(ists)’, were seen as, 
‘available as sexual objects for middle-and-upper-class male spectators’ (1995: 
6).  
 Stebbins’ appeal to a ‘universal’, reified idea of beauty in statue-posing, while 
explicitly emulating Delsarte’s embodiment of aesthetic ideals, could also 
suggest that she desired, given what was at stake, to represent the female body in 
particular as rational, calm and controlled. Stebbins’ connection of beauty and 
grace with the notion of ‘repose’ and containment of emotions resonates with 
aspects of Duncan’s discourse identified by Koritz wherein Duncan sought to 
create an idealised female beauty that in its abstraction, led, at the same time, to a 
kind of ‘evasion’ of the body itself (Koritz 1995:53).  
In drawing on ‘the Delsartian idea of art’ Stebbins foreshadows Duncan’s 
philosophic links between high art, perfection and divinity as the underpinnings 
of artist statue-posing: 
Artistic statue posing, in the sense I use the words, means embodiment and careful following out, 
as far as human things can, of the divine ideal of high art. It means an impersonation as far as 
possible, of the Delsartian idea of art and this conception rests entirely on the works of the classic 
masters (Stebbins 1977: 444).  
 Daly’s analysis of Duncan’s rhetoric also centres on her identification with 
classical art as a means to overcoming the negative cultural values ascribed to 
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women who danced in public. Daly figures Duncan as enacting an extended trope 
based on the cultural associations between notions of ‘the classic’, ‘the natural’, 
‘the aesthetic’ and ‘high art’.  
She writes, 
 (t)he …term “classic” …fused these two seemingly opposed ideas (natural and aesthetic): The 
Greeks had rendered nature into art and, conversely art into nature. By deploying the Greeks as a 
strategy to collapse art and “Nature”, Duncan posited dance as a part of the cosmic unity and 
divinity of “Nature” and thus elevated dance into the realm of “high” art (1995:100). 
Expressionless Expression  
Stebbins also promoted the value of her work through its relation to classical 
Greek forms and ideas. For Stebbins, this required her to distance her practice 
from the overly or overtly emotional and therefore unrefined connotation of 
‘expression’ in order that she could be seen to embody a refined, so-called 
universal aesthetic. In explaining the distinction between ‘ordinary statue posing’ 
and (her) ‘artistic statue-posing’ therefore, Stebbins devotes a significant portion 
of her discussion to the subject of expression, especially making the point that 
artistic statue-posing should not be expressive in a dramatic or pantomimic sense 
but should focus on the creation of idealised types.  
The divine beauty of the Greek immortals comes from their grandeur of form, poise and symbolic 
expression of an idea as a whole. They express the ideal type of what they conceived the gods to 
be and what they fondly hoped and believed humanity might become (1902:448). 
Expression of the face, in particular, emerges as important, in both conceptual 
and technical terms, as it connects artistic statue-posing with the embodiment of 
idealised forms. 
I don’t for one moment say that statue-posing, especially tableaux mouvants, cannot be a means 
of expression. But whoever saw any distinct expression on a Greek statue?  As superb training of 
the human body in grace, deportment, and gesture, statue-posing is beyond all praise; but I 
consider it a very roundabout method of training for expression (1902:447). 
Here, Stebbins indicates a distinction between expression understood as 
refinement of body movement and expression conveyed by the face. For 
Stebbins, the face in statue-posing must accord with the generalised sense of 
formal beauty represented in the statue, rather than suggesting specific emotional 
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states. This distinction also poses the aesthetic body as rational; emphasising 
formal balance and controlled movement rather than a body in the grip of visceral 
or emotional experience:    
The fact is we mortals can never attain immortal beauty because the functions of the two states 
are widely different. Our jaws with mouth and lips combined are chiefly made to eat and drink 
with. But the mouth of the Greek statue, could never masticate human food; they were never 
intended to; but to represent the perfection of song and speech (449). 
            In reflecting classical models, the statue-poser’s face according to Stebbins must 
suggest ‘the capacity of expression’ rather than any specific imitation of thought 
or feeling. At the same time, the face should possess a quality of animacy that 
enables the audience to imagine expressive possibilities be they enigmatic or 
subtle
29
. Stebbins identifies this aspect of statue-posing as ‘the most difficult 
thing to attain in esthetic art’ (1902:450): 
Is it not rather that we see in these the capacity for expression; that our minds are active in 
imagining what may be the motions of these features when awake or animated…Let me make 
myself clear. A countenance may be distinguished by being expressive of thought; that is, it may 
indicate possession of intellectual powers. It is man, it is human, and yet not a motion is seen to 
show what particular feeling or sentiment prevails. On the other hand, there may be movement of 
features, a single departure only from their permanent form, and the quality of thought—
affection, love, joy, sorrow gratitude, or sympathy with suffering—is immediately declared. This 
then is what I mean by absence of thought or emotion in an artistic impersonation of antique 
statuary (1902:450). 
The non-verbal language of Delsartism   
As mentioned earlier, Stebbins’ long discussion of the muted facial expression 
required in artistic statue posing is premised on her understanding that the 
primary focus of classically inspired posing is not about expressing a particular 
emotion but the ‘superb training of the human body in grace, deportment, and 
gesture’ (1902:447). Here, there is a focus on the physical training that indicates a 
division in Delsartism identified, in different contexts, by Ruyter and Shawn, 
between practices which foreground the body as the primary producer of 
expressive meaning and those in which the body imitates linguistic meaning. For 
                                                 
29
 As previously noted, Simondon suggests that the expressive subtlety of Mona Lisa’s smile can 
nevertheless evoke animacy.   
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Ruyter, an analysis of gender is the basis of her observation that practices 
associated with Delsarte can be divided between ‘spoken word’ and ‘non-verbal’ 
which includes ‘quasi dance’ (1999:59). She notes that while both men and 
women were involved in language-based forms such as oratory, play readings 
and dramatic performance, women predominated in physically focussed, non-
verbal practices of statue-posing, tableaux mouvants, and pantomime. In a similar 
vein, Shawn also characterises Delsarte as divided into practices which 
foreground the body as the primary medium of expression and those in which the 
production of expression is more indebted to speech and language: ‘We do know 
that the great Delsarte craze which lasted for more than two decades in this 
country, was as much, or more, concerned with gesture and expressive body 
movement, as it was with elocution, oratory, acting and singing’ (Shawn 1954: 
60).   
The subject matter Stebbins addresses in the chapters included in Part 3 of 
Delsarte System of Expression suggests that her own concerns regarding physical 
culture were strongly inclined toward the non-verbal, bodily-focussed practices 
associated with Delsartism. As indicated earlier, her prescribing of a non-
expressive face in artistic statue-posing may well have concerned her desire to 
circumvent the association of women’s bodies with irrationality. However, the 
detail with which Stebbins describes the nature of the movement involved in the 
Law of Succession also delineates a definitive link between her artistic statue-
posing and Ted Shawn’s identification of successional movement from the torso  
as a key influence on ways of moving that came to be associated with modern 
dance (1954: 61).     
In Chapter 10 of Part 3, entitled ‘Artistic Statue Posing’, Stebbins recounts (for 
the third time) her pilgrimage to France where she assiduously retraced Delsarte’s 
research of classical statuary.  In her explanation of the methods involved in 
statue-posing, Stebbins stays close to the exemplary ‘marbles’ and in this way 
represents artistic statue-posing as a literal re-embodying of Delsarte’s and her 
own research, completing the circle of a perfect aesthetic paradigm wherein 
principles embodied in classical sculpture are re-embodied in artistic statue-
posing –the living art of classical sculpture.  
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The actual practice of artistic statue-posing involves the creation of a series of 
poses. In Chapter 11, ‘Hints for Statue Posing’, Stebbins’ instructional emphasis 
is on the transitional movement between poses, in addition to the creation of the 
still pose itself. This focus on movement highlights the fact that Delsarte’s 
methods (and following him Mackaye’s) were not purely imitative of classical 
principles but also directed toward the conceptualisation and theorisation of 
phenomenon of human movement. At the beginning of Chapter 11, Stebbins 
reiterates the quintessential connection between artistic statue-posing and 
Delsarte’s ‘esthetic gymnastics’: ‘Always remember three things: sequence, 
opposition and harmonic poise. They stand coequal as Laws of Art’ (1902:457).  
Stebbins’ explanation of the principles of harmonic poise, as they pertain to 
artistic statue-posing, employs a musical analogy:  
Sequence is to motion is what melody is to music. The striking of note after note at certain 
definite intervals is the melody of a piece of music, notes in succession, in 
sequence’…‘Opposition–the chord of motion, the harmony…as the final attitude, strike the grand 
chord of opposition, the whole figure standing in harmonic poise (1902: 459). 
Despite the prominent use of the term ‘harmonic’, the analogy with music is not 
actually referred to by Stebbins in the original ‘harmonic poise’ exercises. Rather, 
the basis of the comparison with music would seem to be the focus in artistic 
statue-posing on the nature and quality of transitional movement. It is interesting 
here, that the representation of movement does not rely on diagrammatic 
variation of parts of the body, like those employed in the representation of 
Delsarte’s semiotics of gesture, (see for example, ‘Chart II Attitude of the Legs’ 
1902:151) but instead invokes the wholly abstracted, (rather than expressive) 
codings of temporality, tonality (and simultaneity of tonal experience) found in 
music (that is, ‘note’, ‘melody’, ‘chord’ etc.).  
The connection between harmonic poise, opposition and the creation of the pose 
reiterates the emphasis in the ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ exercises in Chapter 2, 
where the focus is on core bodily oppositions between head and torso in standing 
and seated postures.  These exercises involve movements described by Stebbins 
in terms such as shifting weight, inclining, swaying, or rotating which occur 
within a minimal space range and are largely ‘on the spot’. In experiential terms I 
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would describe the close attention to the movement of the torso in particular as 
creating an intra-bodily emphasis. On the other hand, the Law of Sequence, is 
applied in statue posing to the transitory movement between poses. This Law 
stresses the nature of the movement of the limbs and is directed toward the 
production of ongoing movement. Stebbins’ elaboration of this kind of 
movement, defined by Law of Sequence, is the instructional focus of her Chapter, 
‘Hints for Statue-Posing’. 
Stebbins’ explanation of the derivation of the Law of Sequence is a little 
confusing. In Chapter 11 she notes that the Law of Sequence ‘is sometimes called 
the Law of Succession’ and these Laws, in turn, are based on Delsarte’s Law of 
Evolution. While Stebbins does not refer to this Law explicitly in Chapters 10 or 
11, she explains it more fully in Chapter 16, ‘The Grammar of Pantomime’. The 
Law of Evolution, according to Stebbins, is based on Delsarte’s conception of life 
as evolving (and contra-wise involving). Movement in this formulation is the sign 
of life, produced by the progressive or regressive flow of ‘vital force’ through the 
limbs.  In illuminating this notion Stebbins includes an apparently verbatim 
quotation from Delsarte: “Here follow the vital expression of the arm, and the 
progression through which it should pass in moving from one articulation to 
another” (Delsarte in Stebbins 1902: 459). 
The notion of ‘vital force’ is also a central concept in Stebbins’ ‘decomposing 
exercises’ which are aimed at the creation of released or relaxed tonus. The term 
‘decomposed’ is used when referring to a part of the body from which vital force 
has been withdrawn and Stebbins also uses the image ‘as if dead’ to evoke the 
tonus of this state. Stebbins makes clear the connection between the sequential 
articulation of the limbs and the ability to differentiate action in terms of tonus. 
The exercise below is the one Stebbins provides under the heading ‘Law of 
Evolution example’: 
Lift your arm, vital force in upper arm, forearm and hand decomposed. Then unbend elbow, vital 
force flowing into forearm. Then expand hand, vital force flowing into finger, - all this being a 
gradual unrolling or evolution of vital force through the various articulations…Given an extended 
gesture of the arm, vital force retires, first from the hand; second from forearm; third from upper 
arm and shoulder. It is correct use of this law which forms one of the principle elements in the 
production of gesture (1902:263). 
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At the same time, in her instructions for ‘Artistic Statue-Posing’ Stebbins’ 
descriptive emphasis is more on continuity of action and the maintenance of a 
slow, even tempo and less on the quality or differentiation of tonus. However, I 
found it was her evocation of a snake—perhaps because the bodily presence of a 
snake springs readily to mind—that gave me a sense of a lightly bound, but 
sequentially articulated muscle tone, in a similar way to which Stebbins’ simile 
‘as if dead’ immediately suggests a limp tonus.  
a) There must be simultaneous movement of all parts of the body, from head to toe; (b) the 
motion must be magnetic, i.e. slow, rhythmic, and as unaffected as the subtle evolutions of a 
serpent … (1902:459) . 
 Delsarte’s Law of Evolution, as mentioned earlier, also includes its opposite 
‘involution’. Stebbins refers to the shift between evolution and involution such 
that, ‘(w)hen you reach the climax of your picture, the next step is the study of 
involution’. This process, according to Stebbins, should ‘obey (…) the same ideal 
line of beauty in every motion…one form must gradually melt into another’ 
(1902:459).      
Stebbins’ reference to the still poses as ‘climaxes’ suggests to me a heightened 
degree of tonus wherein, as quoted earlier, the performer, ‘strikes (a) grand chord 
of opposition, the(ir) whole figure standing in harmonic poise’ (1902: 459). 
However, this description is the only information Stebbins provides concerning 
how to perform the pose itself—as opposed to her quite detailed explanation of 
how to move between the poses. For instance, she does not explain how long to 
hold the pose or elaborate on the nature of climax (although I have gleaned that it 
involves a heightening of tonus). And yet I imagine the ‘rapturous’ appreciation 
of her audience (above) must have had something to do with the moments in 
which Stebbins’ movements quickened or faded to and from stillness, as well as 
her ability to create convincingly still, that is unmoving quotations of classical 
statuary. 
Coming to life as a statue 
Hannah Wojciehowski proposes that the ‘statue coming to life’ genre remains 
powerful even today, not only in children’s games but also where it might be 
witnessed in the continued performance of the ‘classics’ such as in Shakespeare’s 
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The Winter’s Tale. Wojciehowski examines the response of an adult audience 
watching the final scene of this play in which King Leontes believes he witnesses 
the statue of his ‘long dead’ wife Hermione come to life. With reference to 
Daniel Stern’s (2010) theory of vitality, Wojciehowski proposes that the 
moments of revivification in this scene are highly ‘gratifying,’ because of the 
sensation in the audience of ‘intensifying aliveness’:  
…what we perceive visually and experience multimodally in Act V, Scene 3 of The 
Winter’s Tale is first and foremost vitality, a mirrored sensation of intensifying aliveness. 
Such vitality is both prior to and separate from the possible meanings that viewers may 
attach to it. It has immediacy, and it is intensely gratifying (2014:308).  
While Stern’s notion of vitality, does not subscribe to the idea of a ‘life force’ as 
a separately existing phenomenon, his interest in vitality does coincide with 
Delsarte’s, firstly in their connection between movement and the perception of 
life and second, with movement and the sense of temporal progression. For Stern, 
‘(t)he experience of vitality is inherent in the act of movement. Movement and its 
proprioception, is the primary manifestation of being animate and provides the 
primary sense of aliveness’ (2010:9). Like Delsarte, he also understands 
movement as a temporal or progressive event that is connected with the 
production of sense or meaning. Stern explains,  
A movement unfolds in a certain stretch of time, even if that is very short. There is a temporal 
contour or time profile of the movement as it begins, flows through, and ends. Therefore a sense 
of time, its shape and duration is created in the mind, along with the movement’ (2010: 4). 
Stebbins’ insistence in the practice of statue-posing that the successional 
movement between poses be slow, could be seen as creating an analytic framing 
of movement in which the course of succession in the body, where it begins, 
flows to and ends, is brought to the attention of the viewer. The slow tempo also 
required in the many ‘harmonic poise’ exercises also underscores the significance 
of weight as underpinning the spectrum of bodily life –when dynamic movement 
is more evident or even when it is stilled.   
With reference to Stern’s theory of vitality, Wojciehowski proposes that the 
intense aliveness experienced by the audience watching the return of Hermione’s 
vitality is also dependent on a ‘charge that registers within the individual body’… 
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‘of the absence of vitality in others especially in death or illness’(2014:309). 
Wojciehowski quotes Stern, 
(s)eeing a dead person is immediately shocking because they do not move, nothing moves, and 
even the almost subliminal vibrations of tonicity stop. We grasp this in a glance with peripheral 
vision. Without motion we cannot read in or imagine mental activity underneath, or thoughts, 
emotions, or will. That is how we know there is no vital presence… (2014:309). 
 Someone standing in a still, statue-like state is observed not to be dead, 
nevertheless as Wojciehowski has indicated, stillness can be uncanny and this 
would seem to be the basis of powerful ‘vitality form’ traced in the ‘coming to 
life’ genre. As I experiment with statue-posing I wonder what moment-to-
moment, challenges mingled with pleasure unfolded as women like Sallé, 
Hamilton and Stebbins moved and held still? Stebbins’ decomposing exercises 
suggest stillness can heighten a sense of defamiliarisation wherein the ‘otherness’ 
or othernesses of embodiment are heightened. I found statue-posing produced 
similar a/effects: I observe my hand in a ‘stoney’ gesture. I am holding it still, yet 
in its stillness I feel more of an observer. My hand exists in some way on its own. 
I apprehend it more in terms of its shape-volume and surfaces.  
 As women’s flesh in particular has long been associated with softness and 
yielding, Marina Warner’s insights suggest the possible pleasures that 
metamorphising into stone might yield –an imaginary ‘defining of surface(s)’: 
Surfaces define outer limits: a container is formed of its bounding surface; the entity of the human 
body ends at the epidermis; we are bound by skin. But skin is porous, sensitive, yielding: 
women’s skin especially is thought to be soft. It does not evoke images of a surface or outer edge 
impregnable to externals… (Warner 1985: 289). 
 Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory of ‘The Mirror Stage’ also privileges a defined 
and bounded imaginary of embodiment and produces deep cultural connections 
between verticality, stillness and control. The theory of ‘The Mirror Stage’ 
proposes that our first vision or idealised imaging of a ‘self’ takes the form of a 
vertical statuesque figure. This still, upright image of our nascent ego is 
predicated on the perceived control and mastery of our bodies. From this point of 
view, statue-posing can be seen as engaging with powerful cultural archetypes. In 
playing out the uncanny ‘stillness to movement’ vitality form, statue-posers move 
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through and animate the connections between verticality, stillness and mastery. 
As opposed to enthrallment to a fixed image, statue-posing integrates movement 
and stillness. In the technique of statue-posing, stillness is moved into and out of, 
held and released. Successional and progressive movement depends on the 
relative stillness of one body part in relation to another for articulation and 
concomitantly, intra-bodily changes in tonus are required to achieve this. 
Statue-Posing and Modernism 
Stebbins identified herself as transmitting a modern form of Delsartism focussed 
on its ‘system’ as opposed to the ‘theological dogmas and mystical drapery’ she 
attributed to aspects of Delsarte’s philosophy (1902:398-399). Here Stebbins can 
be understood as part of the ‘body cultures’ of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century that Veder views as ‘craft(ing) the “modern” body’ (2010:820). 
Veder proposes that ‘(a)lthough they seemed at odds’ these body cultures, of 
which American Delsartism was a foremost example, combined both 
‘disciplinary efficiency and emancipatory expressiveness’ (2010: 820). In a 
similar vein, Preston finds that while Delsartism has been associated with anti-
modern, neo-classical cultural impulses, the alternation between stillness and 
movement embodied in statue posing presaged the articulation of a modernist 
sensibility wherein the shifting between movement and stillness disturbs the 
fixing of subjectivity and meaning to one identifying idea, or image, that is to 
‘nature or technology, body or soul’(Preston 2009:215).  
 Preston also traces the arrival of Delsarte in Russia in 1903, and the 
incorporation of its methods by ‘early innovators in Russian cinema’, Lev 
Kuleshov in particular.  While Kuleshov trained film actors in Delsarte methods, 
Preston contends that he also employed Delsartean methods in the development 
of the ‘montage’ technique. According to Preston,  
Kuleshov’s interest in actor training is distinct from (and less important than) his montage 
theories, montage actually emerges from the conception of the jointed, posed, expressive, 
Delsartean body …The division of the human body into emotive parts engaged in rhythmic 
posing gave rise to the idea of montage as film technology’s methods for cutting, isolating, 
combining and organising the actor’s movements (2009:231). 
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Further, Preston also explains that Kuleshov believed that a still image, or shot, 
best suited filmic technology and was therefore film’s ‘ “ artistic vehicle” ’ 
(2009:232): 
Kuleshov’s ideal shot is nearly motionless, like…Delsartean poses…or Duncan’s flat open body 
placement. Kuleshov’s claim that too much action or movement is alien to film’s “artistic 
vehicle” references the fact that film technology projects a series of still, posed images in 
succession so that viewers experience the illusion of a moving figure (2009: 232). 
Extending on Stebbins’ claim that artistic statue-posing is primarily concerned 
with technique as opposed to expression, Preston’s argument regarding the 
Delsartean origins of the montage suggests that statue-posing is inherently 
analytical and therefore proposes an identity that is constructed, and can be 
deconstructed. With regard to verticality, the techniques of artistic statue-posing 
as formulated by Stebbins can also be seen to contest the static, upright form of 
verticality through deconstructive and defamiliarising techniques.  Statue-posing 
can provoke the uncanny and unsettle conventional notions regarding 
embodiment, for example, in the defamiliarisation of stillness through 
exaggerations of duration and play with tonus, and also through the analyses of 
sequence in the Delsartean techniques associated with successional movement.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
My research has investigated the ways in which artists associated with the 
tradition of modern dance have challenged a static, one dimensional concept of 
verticality as a figure for the human upright stance. In exploring connections 
between the concept of verticality and the phenomenon of human uprightness, I 
have found modern dance’s acknowledgement of our embodied relation to 
gravity to be an important underpinning for this enquiry. The significance of the 
connection between gravity and the lived experience of weighted-ness became 
evident as I examined the theories and practices of artists and writers associated 
with the tradition of modern dance. In addition, attending closely and specifically 
to the sense of weight and micro-shifts of weight emerged as a defamiliarising 
technique that facilitated new perceptions of habituated forms and experiences 
relating to uprightness and verticality. 
As I have explained in my ‘Introductory Statement’, in seeking to examine the 
ways in which modern dance has interrogated verticality, rather than emulate the 
movement techniques or styles of modern dance artists, following  Louppe, I 
have sought to make visible a ‘poetics’ of  verticality, or, in other words to 
foreground how dancers from the tradition of modern dance, have interrogated 
verticality through sensing and articulating differences (2010:4).  
I came to this project committed to a receptive, micro-analytic approach to bodily 
investigation and uprightness in particular, based on my regular practice of  
Paxton’s ‘Standing Still’ with its echoes of Duncan’s standing epiphanies30.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Stebbins’ work also resonated with me because her exercises explored postural 
actions which moved subtly between receptive and active engagement with 
weight, often while standing. The historical foreignness of her work in its 
unfamiliarity provoked perceptual newness and revealed new images, and 
postural ideals pertaining to uprightness emerging from American Delsartism. In 
                                                 
30
 Echoing too Duncan’s artistic investment in the phenomenon of gravity, it is notable that 
Paxton has just published his first book entitled Gravity. In this book, according to the Contact 
Quarterly website, Paxton reflects on, ‘a lifetime in the company of gravity’ and ‘reveals the 
physical force that is affecting each of us and underpins our personal stories’  
(https://contactquarterly.com/). 
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addition, I found that reading and listening as I read to Stebbins’ instructions    
gave me the freedom to explore the phenomenon of weighted-ness and to sense 
the nuances and subtleties of the poetic terrain invoked in her exercises.      
With regard to the defamiliarsing a/effects of Stebbins’ exercises I have noted 
that the swaying exercises in particular, confirm and yet complicate the 
upward/downward orientation Straus, Godard and Johnson ascribe to uprightness. 
In keeping with the Delsartean principle of opposition, a sway forward with the 
head inclining slightly down is opposed with the active engagement of the torso 
in an upward direction, (checking the forward momentum of the sway). The 
designation of these exercises ‘harmonic’ now seems apt to me, as I experienced 
the oppositional action of head and torso as multiplying or layering the sense of 
upward and downwardness through my axis.  
 Peter Hulton, founder and director of Arts Archive, has recently invoked the 
notion of ‘harmonic’ in a way that creates a further resonance with Stebbins’ 
work (which is part of the Delsarte archive). In his contemporary reflections 
concerning documentation and creation of an archive, Hulton employs the term 
‘harmonic’ to identify what he understands to be the best kind of documentation 
process. Like the notion of defamiliarisation, Hulton’s notion of harmonic, 
suggests that both familiarity and distance or otherness are necessary to the 
process of perceptual renewal and re-cognition of a dance work or practice:  
The documentation is never the same as what is being is documented, it is always mediated by 
points of view, by the technology, by the camera, by the person, by the site of reception–
innumerable factors. It is very much a different phenomenon to what is actually being recorded, 
but if the documentation is to the good, if it is well done it will be like a harmonic of the original 
experience…it will have something that rings ( Hulton 2014:88).  
Stebbins’ swaying exercises also gave me pause to reflect further on the 
connection between her practice of ‘artistic statue-posing’ and her notion of 
‘expressionless expression’ (1902: 449). Although, Stebbins’ directions to ‘sway 
gently’ (1902:96) and to incline only ‘slightly forward and back’ (97) suggests a 
muted tonic range, oppositional tension was nevertheless required in counter-
posing the torso and/or head against the forward or backward momentum of the 
sway. In the context of statue-posing, I found the freezing/friezing of these layers 
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of tension through the torso amplified the intensity of sensation, especially in the 
first moments of the posing. At the same time, I found Stebbins’ technical 
approach to the tensile pattern, namely, the application of the principle of 
opposition and the requirement to hold the pose, also held the experience of 
producing physical torsion ‘apart’ from an immediate connection with the 
expression of a particular emotion or mimesis of a ‘natural’ action. In addition, 
the emphasis on creating tension through the torso, rather in than the face or 
limbs, also militated against a mimetic engagement with, or interpretation of the 
poses. 
Following Banes’ definition of modernism (which she associates with 
postmodern dance) as including, ‘the separation of formal elements, the 
abstraction of forms and the elimination of external references as subjects…’ 
(1977: xiv), Stebbins’ technical elaboration of different configurations—of subtle 
changes in tension especially through the torso—could also be seen as producing 
a modernist technique of the body. At the same time, Stebbins’ concern with 
‘expressionless expression’, through the adoption of classical principles, namely 
contrapposto, can also to be connected with her endeavour to elevate women’s 
performance from its reception as ‘a cheap spectacle’ (Lake 2008:2).     
Due to the importance Stebbins’ work assumed in my research, her interrogations 
of verticality influenced the way in which I integrated works learned from film 
with a focus on both oppositional action and close engagement with shifts of 
weight: For example, I found Humphrey’s Air for a G String was revealed to me 
when I made a connection (in practice) between Stebbins’ exercises and the 
shaping of the torso in ‘Air’31.  I was able to bring aspects of Stebbins’ technique 
to the process of reconstructing excerpts from this work, in particular, an 
oppositional action through the torso modelled on a Stebbins’ exercise (described 
earlier) involving a subtle shift of weight back over the heels preceding a counter-
tension back and down through the mid torso while lifting the chest up. This 
exercise gave me an insight into, and a way of physically approaching 
Humphrey’s shapings of uprightness, which in ‘Air’ were always inclined away 
from the perpendicular. In addition, the relatively slow tempo of Humphrey’s 
                                                 
31
 Air for a G String op.cit   
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choreography, like Stebbins’ exercises, afforded a close attention to weight and 
sequential action. 
Stebbins’ sways and Humphrey’s inclinations also evoke the connection between 
off-centred movements and the notion of expressivity arising in the 
Enlightenment. Emphasis on sensitisation to weight, however, suggests that 
uprightness, even in its most vertical form, always involves a relationship with 
gravity. As Duncan, Paxton, Martin and Louppe have underscored, the culture of 
modern dance can be distinguished from other dance forms because the 
exploration and interrogation of our embodied relationship with gravity has been 
an important source of new movement forms. With regard to the perceptual 
import of the phenomenon of weight, Louppe’s insights into Laban’s Effort 
elements or factors, also indicates the significance of the connection between 
weight and flow—a connection which embodies the intertwining of weight with 
tonus and duration (2010:67). Adopting Paxton’s passive approach to weight 
(when standing) also revealed to me that the movement of animate uprightness, 
even if apparently still, is always unfolding in time, as well as space. It could be 
said therefore, that uprightness as weighted experience also underpins our 
experience of temporalities.  
My work with ‘Standing Still’ also suggests that weighted-ness as a mutable 
experience nevertheless incorporates experience akin to stillness. In other words, 
I have found the character of the effects of weight in verticality suggest that 
animacy is intimately familiar with the experience of different qualities of 
stillness as well as movement, such that the perceptions associated with the 
ascending-descending axis have a punctuated rather than sustained character: In 
‘Standing Still’ I perceive an upward suspension of my torso and head as a 
moment of stillness, as a pause or hiatus. This moment of an upward arrest 
punctuates the perceived return of grounded weight, which I feel as an upward 
motion. Completing the cycle, I feel a sense of relatively static gravidness or 
inertia, following a perceived motion of dropping weight.  These experiments/ 
experiences associated with the perception of weight in uprightness further 
indicate that it is the extended duration of stillness in statue-posing that produces 
the ‘uncanny’ effect.  
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This investigation into weighting uprightness has also been influential in my 
connecting  Trio A with Stebbins’ statue-posing and the positing of their 
relationship as dialectical. In seeking to flatten accent, Trio A, like statue-posing 
is engaged with the manipulation of what I would call more organic flows of 
weight. It follows therefore that its performance can provoke a sense of the 
uncanny because familiar, everyday bodily experiences of intermittent periods of 
stillness and movement are overridden. Here, Shklovsky’s linking of the uncanny 
with the heightening of perception, a connection he identifies as central to 
modernist aesthetic experience, is evident in both statue-posing and Trio A.  
 
Foregrounding the connection between Stebbins’ ‘artistic statue-posing’ and 
Rainer’s Trio A, through their manipulation of weight and flow became an 
important focus in the composition of the performance outcome. In addition, 
Preston’s proposition that the iconic modernist film technique of montage is 
indebted to the ‘jointed’ and ‘rhythmically posing’ Delsartean body, suggested a 
fundamental link between the evolution of modernist artistic techniques and the 
a/effects of the manipulation of the elements of weight and flow.   
 
Through my research process I have come to accept that Duncan was influenced 
by Delsartist principles, most notably in her understanding that movement 
originates in the solar plexus and also in her notion that, ‘(d)ancing must be 
successive, consisting of constantly evolving movements’ (in Daly 1995: 34)32.  
Although I did learn excerpts from a number of Duncan’s works from videos on 
You tube and also travelled to New York to meet fourth generation dancer 
Catherine Gallant, as I have explained, I found Stebbins’ work enabled and 
supported a micro-analytic and reinventive rather than reconstructive engagement 
with the practice of successional movement and its interrogative form(ings) of 
verticality. Over the course of this project, however, Duncan’s writings, including 
                                                 
32
 In July 2016 I travelled to New York with the intention of learning more about Duncan’s dance 
technique and how it is currently transmitted. Over the course of this week I met with fourth 
generation Duncan dancers Catherine Gallant and Lori Bellilove and observed some of their 
technique classes. While I recognised Duncan’s technique involved many complex interrogations 
of uprightness, I also recognised that my project was taking a particular shape, focussed on the 
ways the weighting of minimal and micro-kinesathetic movement can reveal a poetics of 
verticality, particularly in relation to Stebbins’ work. 
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her philosophy of dance, contributed an important ideational element to the 
research, particularly with regard to her evocations of our dance with gravity. 
 
The practice as research methodology employed in this project itself makes a 
contribution to the field. I questioned from within the archive itself, using its 
practices, undertaking a detailed (micro)-engagement with historical dance 
techniques in order to understand and reveal deep values and potential 
continuities in modern and post-modern dance.  
Overall, the process that I undertook revealed how a micro-experiential approach 
to investigating dance history can uncover in the archive a potentially 
inexhaustible resource for contemporary practice and thought.  
In terms of the present research project there are two areas in particular that 
might be further investigated. I outline these briefly below.  
Standing, Walking and Dancing Verticality 
In this research project I have often invoked standing as a form of verticality 
most commensurate with human uprightness and as a starting point for analysing 
the ways in which weight interrogates verticality. However, the a/effects of 
transference(s) of weight that occur from one leg to the other when walking or 
running—and in other locomotor activity—is an aspect of the investigation into 
verticality which could be further examined.  
Whereas I evoked Duncan’s practice of standing as generative of a creative 
movement process, Daly identifies Duncan’s walk as setting her dance visibly in 
motion. According to Daly, rather than based on posing, Duncan’s approach to 
movement, evolved from the action of walking: ‘Unlike ballet whose foundation 
is a series of still poses (the five basic positions), the basis of the Duncan 
technique is motion—namely, the walk. Out of the walk evolves skipping, 
running, leaping. (Even off stage, Duncan was distinguished by her easy, 
swinging walk)’ (Daly, 1995:80). 
In a similar vein, Straus foregrounds the instability of upright posture as 
determining a close connection between standing, walking and dancing. With 
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regard to the closeness of standing and walking he states, ‘(w)ith getting up, man 
is ready for walking. The precarious equilibrium reached in standing has to be 
risked again’ (1952:541). He also contends that the ‘alternating balance’ of the 
‘human bipedal gait’ is of its (unstable) nature predisposed to, ‘variations in 
length, tempo, direction and accent’. Straus gives the example of the polka step 
where the ‘right and left and right and left’ sequence of walking is ‘interrupted 
and exchanged’ (1952: 543).  
It should also be noted that Australian dancer and choreographer Russell Dumas 
highlights the importance of the perception of instability as essential to the 
communicative impact of dance. Dumas argues that the kind of instability 
embodied in the activity of running creates an almost universal sense of 
kinaesthetic empathy as well as producing the possibility of complex movement 
exploration.  He writes,  
 
 (w)e stand and walk in culturally specific ways, but we all run the same way or at least with the 
same deep contra-lateral efficiency. I am interested in this efficiency and the empathy we feel for 
the unstable body of the runner in full “flight” – the way that culturally diverse audiences know in 
their bones how this movement feels (2015: 17-18).  
 
While my practice in this project has foregrounded standing and examined in 
particular the play of weight in this kind of uprightness, the connections between 
standing and other upright locomotive actions such as walking and running, and 
their relationship to modern dance techniques, forms and works bears further 
inquiry, particularly with regard to the recognition that, as weighted, our 
uprightness is a continuous play with gravity.  
Verticalities other than standing 
 In foregrounding the spine as embodying our original (dynamically bipolar) 
response to gravity, Godard’s thesis (1994:37) suggests that our apprehension of 
uprightness and verticality depends not on the perception of a standing figure, but 
on the perception of the configuration of the spine. This emphasis on the spine 
can also be linked to the identification of a sensate, articulate torso as a key 
technique of the body transferred from Delsartism to modern dance, and 
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extending from this, to many innovative ways the torso has been configured by 
subsequent modern dance artists. 
 From this point of view, the examination of verticality in registers other than 
standing, particularly focussed on the torso is an aspect of modern dance that 
warrants further investigation. I began to explore seated movement when working 
on Stebbins’ seated exercises and the excerpt from Graham’s Lamentation 33. 
However, differences between seated and standing action were most strongly 
brought home to me when I attempted to transfer a standing statue-posing 
sequence to a seated version, that is, on a chair. I noticed that my perception of 
being upright or sense of posture was strongly related to the position of my torso: 
in general, when seated I experienced my torso more vividly than when standing. 
The weighted contact between the base of my pelvis and the seat of the chair 
seemed to heighten my perceptions of incremental actions associated with 
rotating and tilting of my torso—forward, back and sideways. Whereas when 
standing the perception and management of weight shifting over and between my 
legs was a strong aspect of bodily experience when moving from one pose to 
another. 
These experiences related to the differences between standing and seated action 
suggest that further investigation in this aspect of verticality would be fruitful. 
Working on the seated statue phrase also raised the question of whether it is the 
perception of erectness, implying a degree of tautness through the torso, rather 
than a simply a vertical orientation, that produces the ‘sense’ (both sensation and 
the common meaning) of verticality. In other words, is it the tautness of the spine 
in Cunningham’s technique that, even if inclined or curved, produces the sense of 
erectness valued by Copeland? And contra-wise, do Stebbins’ gently inclining 
‘contrapposto’ stances, although upright, register as vertical or as a deviation—as 
the spine and head are slightly curved? In light of Copeland’s claiming of 
verticality for Cunningham, it would be interesting, for example, to ‘remove the 
legs’ from some of Cunningham’s repertoire and to perform phrases from his 
works seated. Experiments such as this would facilitate an examination of the 
                                                 
33
 Martha Graham Dance Company 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-lcFwPJUXQ 
accessed July 2017. 
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perceived nature of uprightness and could provide new points of comparison, for 
example, between Cunningham’s style and Graham’s. 
As discussed I have identified weight as the foremost factor involved in the ways 
artists associated with the tradition of modern dance have the interrogated 
verticality and the nature of human uprightness. Therefore in this study weight 
has been both a research agent and object of my research. Whereas conventional 
understandings of verticality and human uprightness are derived from a binary 
form of logic in which verticality depends for its definition on the exclusion of 
the horizontal, the ascending/descending axis associated with culture of modern 
dance embodies uprightness as dependent on a relationship with the (horizontal) 
earth which receives and returns our weight.  
Further, through practice-based research I have found that the tradition of modern 
dance has challenged the conventional cultural associations linking human 
uprightness with a spatially-oriented, static conception of verticality, producing 
instead weight-indebted figurations of uprightness characterised by perceptions 
of differentiating flows and changing intensities. These micro-kinaesthetically 
based figurations of uprightness such as found in the work of Stebbins, Duncan, 
Paxton and Rainer, gesture to the significance of uprightness as a producer of 
temporal, as well as spatial perception and emphasises the extent to which 
modern dance has destabilised the connection of verticality with a statically-
figured form of rational control. 
 In addition, both Preston’s linking of the punctuated flows and changing 
intensities of Delsartist statue-posing with the visual/filmic art form of montage, 
and Ruprecht’s linking of Benjamin’s formulation of ‘interruption’ (in Brecht’s 
work) with Laban’s notion of flow, suggests further scope for an analysis of the 
way in which weighted-ness as elaborated in late nineteenth century physical 
cultures and early modern dance may underpin the perceptual potency of 
modernist forms such as montage. 
My findings demonstrate the importance of the modern dance archive, and of 
taking seriously even or especially those traces of practices and thought that may 
have been trivialised at the time or subsequently. This research reveals that the 
interrogation of verticality, or uprightness, undertaken by artists from the 
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tradition of modern dance, exposes the rich capacity of modern dance to 
challenge and (re-)imagine fundamental concepts beyond their instituted 
meanings.  
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Appendix 1: Performance Exam Framing Document 
You are now in Harmonic Poise: Modern dance interrogates verticality 
This performance reflects the important place that the work of American 
Delsartist, Genevieve Stebbins, has assumed in my research into the ways in 
which modern dance artists have interrogated verticality and the nature of 
uprightness. Stebbins has been considered by a number of dance scholars to have 
presaged key formal developments in modern dance, notably the spiral 
movement. My interest in Stebbins’ work, however, was sparked when I tried 
some of the exercises from the 1902 edition of her instructional manual Delsarte 
System of Expression. As I attempted the exercises from ‘Lesson 1’, entitled 
‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’, I was struck by the postural differentiations these 
exercises produced in what could be called the vertical register. 
While the overt focus of Stebbins’ ‘Harmonic Poise’ is to instil the Delsartean 
concept of ‘opposition’, I have found, and also acknowledge, that I bring to 
Stebbins’ work (from the present), connections to interrogatory approaches to 
verticality informed by a postmodern sensibility. My initial interest and 
motivation to explore the nature of verticality is indebted in particular to Steve 
Paxton’s practice of ‘Standing Still’ wherein the phenomenon of human 
uprightness is not taken for granted and is examined by close attention to bodily 
experience. 
Working with Stebbins from the perspective of not taking uprightness for 
granted, I have found her ‘Harmonic Poise of Bearing’ exercises, like Paxton’s 
‘Standing Still’, to provoke fundamental questions regarding the connection 
between human uprightness and the nature of animation and movement. 
Stebbins’ exercises, like Paxton’s work, pay attention to changes in weight and 
tonus; and in her instruction she employs the concept of weight. Stebbins’ 
recognition of weight connects her with John Martin’s (1939) identification of the 
‘movement sense’. Martin discusses the experience of weight as forgotten-
through-habituation and yet as at the heart of the communicative exchange 
between modern dancer and witness. 
In addition to this work on or with weight, the performative extension of 
Stebbins’ exercises—the practice she calls ‘artistic statue-posing’—elaborates in 
detail the Delsartean concept of successional action. Again, in coming to Stebbins 
from the present, I have found that artistic statue posing in its foregrounding of 
successional action and the emergence of movement from apparent stillness, has 
an analytic character and potential that can be posited as not only anticipating 
interrogatory approaches to verticality undertaken by early modern dance artists 
but can also be compared with later analytical approaches to weight and flow 
such as found, for example, in Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A. 
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Appendix 2:  Performance Exam DVD 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
